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ABSTRACT 

Advancing Sustainable Development in a Corporate Setting 

Prepared in partial fulfillment of the requirements of the M. E. Des. (Environrnental Science) 
Degree in the Faculty of Environmental Design 

The University of Calgary 

Supervisor: Dr. Grant Ross 

This Master's Degree Project explored how the concept of sustainable development can be 
strategically integrated in a corporate setting. This was investigated through a literaîure 
review, interviews, a case study, and the analysis of information. The literature review 
identified the common themes found within the different interpretations of sustainable 
development, the societal changes needed to support sustainable development and different 
degrees of corporate environmental commitment. The interviews provided additional insight 
on corporate commitment to sustainable development, and information about the case study 
Company, TiansAlta Corporation. The case study's corporate strategy for sustainable 
development was compared to the theoretical information found in the literature. 

Aithough absolute sustainability is not possible, corporations should consider long term 
implications of their practices. Commitment to sustainable development should be integrated 
into their corporate strategy. By creating a vision and holistic perspective supportive of 
corporate sustainability, a Company c m  reorient itself to optimize societal, environmental, 
and economic well-being. The scope of practical business initiatives should be expanded to 
provide ways for corporations to adapt their behaviour to support principles of sustainable 
development . 

Key recommendations include: business leaders should have an understanding of the 
prbciples of sustainable development and they should have a well-defined corporate vision 
that supports their commitment. Key recommendations specific to the case study are: 
TransAlta should define what sustainable development means in tems of its own 
development and TransAlta should go beyond comrnitting to envuonmental stewardship to 
emphasize pre-empting adverse impacts. These recommendations strengthen advancing 
sustainable development in a corporate setting. 

Key Words: sustainable development, corporate environmental commitment, eco- 
efficiency, environmental management, TransAlta Corporation, business 
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1.1 RATIONALE 

Sustainable development. What does it really mean? Is it only a management buaword that 

is here today and gone tomorrow? Can the concept of sustainable development be used in 

managing today's corporations? 

Canadians are becoming more knowledgeable about environmental degradation and its 

potentiai impacts on the earth's overall well-being. Communities are dernanding that 

corporations become more efficient and more environmentally responsible for their actions, 

services. and products.1 "People enjoy cleaner air and water ... more parks and nature reserves, 

and greater controls on chernicals and toxic wastes? Corporations are responding to these 

concems in a variety of ways. 

Not only are the actions of corporations being influenced by community concems, but also 

by trade policies, lending institutions, shareholders, and board members.3 The threat of 

financial andlor legal liability has many parties requesting information on corporate 

environmental management. Some key decisions are based upon the corporation's 

1 See Chapter 1 T h e  Growth hperative and Sustainable Development" pp. 3-28 in J. MacNeill et al. (199 1 )  
Beyond Interdependence: The Meshing ofthe World's Economy and the Earrh's Ecology. Oxford University 
Press: New York. The authors discuss critical global thresholds in terms of present day activities and their 
effects. See also any of Lester Brown's annual State of the World reports published by Norton. 

J. MaeNeill et al., p. 30. 
D. Thompson, Pen. comm.; R Page, Pen. corn. 



cornmitment to identifjring, monitoring, reporting, addressing, and preventing environmental 

concerns.4 

Corporations that are committed to developing sustainably have integrated and balanced 

environmental, societal. and economic goals into their corporate strategy. These corporations 

have sustainable development strategies and long-range plans to achieve their strategic goals. 

Sustainable economic growth is dependent on a sustainable resource base and social 

fhmework. Without a commitment to ensuring prosperity in these two parallel domains, a 

corporation's economic prosperity over the long-term is at risk. A corporation's bottom line, 

its primary economic indicator, is greatly affected by: 

more expensive nonrenewable and renewable resources based on dwindling 

supplies a d o r  more costly resource extraction techniques; 

higher costs of materials and supplies because of degrading natural resources; 

unplanned expense of implementing corrective measures to address adverse 

environmental impacts; 

delays in project approvals due to non-cornpliant performance, poor environmental 

record, or public opposition; and 

the loss of cmomer and shareholder loyalty when policies, actions, services andor 

products do not acknowledge cornrnunïty c0ncerns.j 

D. Thompson, Pers. comm. A company was able to save money by obtaining a better Ïnterest rate from a 
financial institution. The financial institution was aware of this company's cornmitment to environmental 
stewardship; therefore, it offered a lower interest rate based on the assumption that the company had a low risk 
of environmental Iiability. 
D. Thompson, Pers. comm.; K. Kelly, Pers. comm.; S. Lord, Pers. cornm.; J. Mulligan (1997) Towmd 

Proactive Risk Communication: A Look at Alberta's Petroleum Industry. Master's Degree Project, FacuIty of 
Environmental Design, University of Calgary: Calgary; and M. E. Porter and C. van der Linde (1 995) "Green 
and Cornpetitive: Ending the Stalemate", Harvard Business Review, SeptembedOctober, pp. 120- 134. 
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Introduction 

These extra expenses reduce Company profit, thus afTecting long-term viability. Corporations 

continually allocating significant arnounts of resources (capital and staff time) to correct 

environmental and societd problems resulting from their activities may end up in the red 

financially. Changing their business approach fkom corrective to preventive measures will 

result in corporations no longer focusing on fixing "end-of-the-pipeTT impacts6 This 

preventive approach is one of the principal components of the concept of sustainable 

developrnent . 

To advance toward sustainable development, environmental objectives must be integrated 

with economic and social objectives at al1 times. Traditionally, economic value has not been 

given to many aspects of the environment such as clean air, water, or soil. Yet the economy 

is dependent upon sustaining the life forces of the pIanet.7 Corporations need to value these 

"fiee" natural goods to advance their cornmitment to sunainable development. 

For corporations to commit to advancing sustainable development? a comprehensive 

understanding of the concept of sustainable development is required. In addition, an 

awareness of the key principles of sustainable development and how these principles relate to 

business is essential. Commitment needs to be made to long-term success in al1 areas, 

including environmental, societal, and economic benefits. This understanding enables a 

corporation to implement strategies that support advancing toward sustainable development- 

D. ïhornpson, Pers. comm. 
R Page, Pers. comm. 



The purpose of this Master's Degree Project is to explore how the concept of sustainable 

development can be strategically integrated in a corporate setting. This project focuses 

specifically on advancing sustainable development in a corporate setting. Implications for a 

business committed to strategic success and sunainability are identified. Technical or 

financial fiameworks required for advancing sustainable development are outside the scope 

of this project. 

This project provides practical recommendations to enhance a company's ability to advance 

sustainable developrnent . 

1 .1.2 Obiectives 

The research objectives of the project are: 

to explore the concept of sustainable development; 

to better undentand the business implications of an organization committed to 

sustainable development; 

to present a corporate h e w o r k  for advancing sustainable development; 

CC to compare the application of environmental management systems, eco- 

eficiency", and sustainable development in a corporate setting; 

to describe management concepts that can be used to integrate sustainable 

development into corporate strategy; and 

to provide recornrnendations that will enhance an organization's ability to advance 

toward sustainable development. 

Mvancinq SuscairnMe Dcveloprnent in a Corpurate Sctting 
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1.2 METHODS 

The research methods required to meet the stated objectives included: 

a literature review; 

a case study of TransAita Corporation (Tran~Alta);~ 

interviews with practitioners fiom the environmental services indutry; and 

anal y sis of information O btained to provide insight into advancing sustainable 

development in a corporate setting. 

1 -2.1 Literature Review 

Two major subject areas of literature were reviewed while developing and achieving the 

objectives of this project: sustainable development and relevant business literature (including 

corporate environrnental management). 

Literature pertaining to sustainable development in conjunction with environmental 

management and "eco-eficiency" was reviewed. This review enabled the researcher to gain 

a better understanding of the subject area and implications for a business comrnitted to 

sustainable development. This literature helped to clarifi sustainable development in a 

theoretical setting as well as in a corporate setting. The use of environrnental management 

systems, eco-efficiency, and sustainable development in a corporate setting were compared. 

Business literature was the second area reviewed. Management structure, organization, and 

business strategy literature were examined to gain an understanding of how an organization 

develops strategy . Total quality management (TQM) 1 i terature and to ta1 quality 

TransAlta Utilities Corporation is a subsidiary of TramAlta Corporation. 

Advancinq SuitainaMe Devdopmmt in a Corporate S&ng 
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envbnrnental management (TQEM) were reviewed to explore characteristics that could be 

applied towards advancing sustainable development within a corp~ration.~ Aspects of the 

leaming organization, especially continuous irnprovement and continual learning, were 

investigated to d e t e d e  their applicability in advancing sustainabIe development. 

Sources and Methods 

The initial literature review was conducted at the University of Calgary McKimmie Library 

and the Faculty of Management Resource Centre using the Dobis and Clavis on-line 

catalogue systems and NOMADS govemment document system. Additional material was 

found at the following libraries: the Alberta Environmental Protection Library in Edmonton, 

the Sustainable Development Resource Centre at TransAlta Corporation in Calgary, and the 

Public Library in Lethbridge. Material fiom other North Arnerican univenities was obtained 

through interlibrary loans. 

CD ROM databases for social sciences, business, and current flairs were searched using key 

words and various combinations.'O Master's Degree Projects written by Faculty of 

Environmental Design students, Canadian university dissertation abstracts, and Intemet web 

sites were also searched using the sarne key words.ll 

Management concepts such as total quality management and the leaming organization are summarized in 
Chapter 5. 
Io Key words included the following: sustainable development; ecologicaily sustainable economic 
development; sustainable developrnent reporrùlg; sustainable corporations; corporate responsibility; 
environment; eco-eficiency; environmental management; and "green" business. "Green" refers to businesses 
prornoting environmentally-fnendly industriai practices andlor environrnentally-fiiendly products or services. 
Verification of practices and products was not conducted. 
I The International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD) was an especially informative site. This site 
contains information on numerous environmental issues and their relevance to business. The IISD site infomis 
browsers of upcoming environmental initiatives occurruig worldwide. Once the event has happened, browsers 
can find summaries and outcomes of key environmental initiatives. The electronic address for the IISD is: 
httpYfw.iisd.ca 



Other information sources included publications from govemments, business, research 

organizations, and conference proceedings focusing on environmental and sustainable 

development issues. Examples of these sources included: the World Business Council for 

Sustainable Develo pment (BC SDNBCSD); ' 2  the Greening of Indwtry Network; Global 

Environmental Management Initiative (GEMI); and Toward the Sustainable Corporation 

Conference (Lake Louise, 1 996). Several jomals on sustainable development, socieâal 

development issues, andor environmental issues in corporate settings were reviewed.13 

Information gathered fiom the above sources was analyzed to provide insight into corporate 

advancement of sustainable developrnent. Follow-up literature searches were camied out as 

necessary to locate additional sources. These sources were either identified in literature 

already reviewed or suggested by committee members and practitioners. 

1.2.2 Case Studv 

Exploring the strategic integration of sustainable development in business is a broad concept. 

To determine suitable research techniques to accomplish this task, literature on various 

research techniques was reviewed. This review suggested that exploring such a broad 

concept could be accomplished by combining a case study with other research techniques.I4 

The research approach for this project included a case study, literature reviews, interviews, 

and analysis of information. 

l2 The Business Council for Sustainable Development (BCSD) merged with other international groups to form 
the WorId Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD). ' Examples of these joumals are: Ecodecbion, Environmentid Conservation, Journal of Environmental 
Planning and Management, Greener Management International, and Academy o/Managernent Review. 

C. Robson ( 1993) Real World Research: A Resource for Social Scientists and Practitioner-Raearchers. 
Blackwell Publishers: Oxford, London; R K. Y in ( 1 989) Case Study Reseurch: Design and Methods. Sage 
Publications: Newbury Park, CA. 

Mvancing Suatainable DcvdoprncrX in a Corponrte Sctüng 
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The theory behind the concept of sustainable development is relatively new and thus, has just 

recently begun to emerge. To complement the theoreticai knowledge obtained through the 

literature, discussions, and interviews, a case study exploring a corporation's strategic 

integration of sustainable development was initiated. The researcher was able to apply 

practically the knowledge gained to a corporate setting. 

TransAlta Corporation was chosen as the subject of the case study, based on several factors: 

formal cornmitment to sustainable development in the organization's mission 

statement; 1s 

creation of a sustainable development department within the Company; 

recognition of Tratl~Aita's cornmitment to sustainable development as cited in 

several publications;l6 

retired CE0 Ken McCready's role as a member of the BCSDMrBCSD and as chair 

for the Alberta Round Table on Environment and Economy;I7 

proximity of its head office and availability of iis employees; 

company's willingness to be the subject of the case study; and 

professional judgrnent of the researcher and committee members. 

IS "To become a premier supplier of electric and thermal energy, satisfying customers' individual needs for 
cornpetitive energy services, whiIe building a sustainable future." From TramAlta Corporation (March 1996) 
Cornmitted to Building a Sustainable Future: Sustainable Deveioprnent Strategy (draft)). inside cover. 
l6 For example, refer ro the International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD) (1992) Business 
Smaregyfor S u s t a i d e  Development: Leadership and AccountabiIity for the '90s. IISD: Winnipeg, 
Manitoba; M. J. Kiernan (1995) Ger Innovatrire or Get Dead: Building Cornpetitive Companiesfor the 2lst 
Centwy. Douglas and Mcintyre: Vancouver, British Columbia. 
l7 Ken McCready was appointed President in 1985 and Chief Executive Offker (CEO) of TramAlta Utilities 
Ltd. in 1989. He retired from those positions in 1996. WhiIe at TramAlta, he began developing a corporate 
awareness of sustainable development. 



The case study was based primarily on the review of documentation provided by TransAlta's 

Sustainable Development department. The case study included interviews of past and 

present TramAlta employees. This research provided an overall orientation to TransAlta's 

business operations and mandate. Reviewing corporate documents and interviewing 

employees and management provided information into pas& present, and future actions of the 

Company. The researcher invesûgated how the concept of sustainable development was 

integrated into the corporate strategy of TransAlta. 

1.2.3 Interviews 

Focused and open-ended inte~ews  were conducted with employees £iom TransAlta and 

practitioners (fiom acadernia, other companies, and government agencies). Similar questions 

were asked of each interviewee. Interview questions included: 

what does a corporation need to have in its corporate strategy to progress toward 

sustainable development? 

what is sustainable development? 

how is sustainable development defined in terms of core business operations? 

what evidence is there that a corporation has committed to sustainable 

development? 

how might a corporation meet the cornmitment of sustainable development? and 

what prevents a corporation fiom meeting some of the cornmitments of sustainable 

development? 

The interviews served several purposes. First, they explored the processes needed to 

facilitate the implementation of sustainable practices within an organization. Second, the 

interviews led to a better understanding of the impiicatioas for a business committed to 



sustainable development. Third, the researcher discovered the normative components of a 

strategic framework for sustainable development.18 Finally, through the interview process, 

information about TransAlta's strategies, practices and policies was obtained. 

The researcher also held informal discussions with environmental services practitioners fiom 

industry, business, and special interest groups. Some of these discussions occurred during 

seminars and conferences that focused on issues pertaining to business and the environrnent. 

Topics discussed included the concept, meaning, and implications of sustainable 

development and general corporate response to environmental and societai concems. These 

conversations helped the researcher to clarify some of the complex issues facing business. 

1.2.4 Analvsis 

The information obtained through the literature review, case study, and intewiew process was 

analyzed to identiQ how business can integrate the concept of sustainable development into a 

strategic framework. The focus of this project centered on the first two elements of the 

strategic framework: creating a vision and developing a holistic perspective. These two 

elements were examined in the corporate setting at TransAlta. 

This project focused on sustainable development and implications for business. Although 

global societal concems such as poverty, overpopulation, and underdevelopment are 

identified, they are not analyzed in great detail for this project. However, the concept of a 

paradigm shift is presented in Chapter Three to identie assumptions and beliefs that typically 

need to change in order to support sustainable development. The importance of linking our 

l8 This project did not foeus on the technical, financial, w marketing frameworks required to advance 
Nstainable development. 



actions to the health and well-king of the earth's ecosystems is explored. An overview of a 

required paradigm shift by society and society's role in this paradigm shift is presented. 

1.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEAUCH 

Several limitations affected this study. One of the major problems encountered was the 

broadness of the concept of sustainable development: 

the concept [of sustainable development] itself is so dl-encompassing that 
practically any data set could be said to have relevance.19 

Some literature sources and interviewees identified this ambiguity as an opportunit- rather 

than a limitation. This has encouraged debate on what sustainable development could and 

codd not mean. Sustainable development represents a vision of a dynarnic state. Because of 

the broadness of the concept, determinhg an acceptable level of corporate contribution to the 

three components of sunainable development (environmental, social, and econornic well- 

being) was difficult. This dificulty was reflected in developing and selecting principles of 

sustainable development to be integrated into a corporate strategic framework. Selection was 

based on information gathered, professional judgment, and cornmittee member guidance. 

A second limitation to the research was the lack of a universally accepted defulltion of 

sustainable development. This enabled the researcher to take an exploratory approach to 

identiQ business implications for companies committed to sustainable development. The 

benefits and disadvantages of having a variety of definitions and interpretations of 

sustainable development are presented in Chapter Two. 

l9 T. Hodge e t  al. (eds.) (1 995) Pathwuys m Sustainabiiity: Assessing Our Progress. National Round Table 
on the Environment and the Economy: Canada, p. 67. 



Management theory applying the concept of sustainable development is still evolving. 

Information gaps in the iiterature exist, resdting in a limitation to integrate the concept of 

sustainable development with selected management concepts. The researcher used her and 

her committee's professional j udgment to address this issue. 

Limited access to undocumented but relevant knowledge afTected the research. Some 

information pertaining to TramAlta's cornmitment to sustainable development had not yet been 

formally documented; staff had "mental notes" on many aspects of TramAlta's cornmitment to 

sustainable development. Knowing what to ask of whom in a timely manner was a chailenging 

task. Changes in staff Iimited accessing the "mental notes" of some people no longer with 

TransAIta. In addition, confidentid information was unavailable for examination. This 

situation restricted the information gathered and subsequentiy limited what was presented in 

the case study. 

Financial resources and time constraints limited the areas studied and presented. 

1.4 DOCUMENT LAYOUT 

This document is organized in the following manner: 

Chapter 1 Introduction and Methods 

The importance of committing to and understanding the concept of sustainable development 

is discussed. The scope, objectives, and focus of this research project, the research methods 

used to meet these objectives, the limitations of the research, and bnef chapter descriptions 

are provided. 



Chapter 2 Understanding Sustainable Development 

The history and meanhg of the phrase sustaina ble development are summarized. De finitions 

and interpretations of sustainable development found during the literature review are 

presented. Similarities among these various definitions are listed and briefly discussed. Key 

principles of sustainable development are outlined. 

Chapter 3 Progressing Toward Sustainable Development 

Implications for society and business to advance sustainable development are presented in 

this chapter. Our dominant western paradigrn is compared to a paradigrn that supports the 

principles of sustainable development. The requirements of shifting paradigms are outlined. 

Dnving forces motivating corporations to change their traditional scope of business are 

examined. An overview of the changes needed to advance the concept of sustainable 

development in a corporate setting is presented. 

Chapter 4 Corporate Framework for Sustainable Development 

In this chapter, different levels of business cornmitment to the environment are illustrated 

dong a continuum fiom reactive to proactive responses. Charactenstics of a sustainable 

corporation and two cornponents of a strategic fiamework for advancing corporate 

cornmitment to sustainable developrnent are identified. 

Chapter 5 Practical Applications to Advance Sustainable Development 

Practical applications of the concept of sustainable development for business are presented 

within this chapter. Corporate environmental management and corporate sustainable 

development are compared. Practical initiatives are explored as potential applications to 

advance sustainable development in a corporate setting. These initiatives include 



-- 
environmental management, eco-eficiency, environmental management systems, total 

quality environmental management, and the learning organization. 

Chapter 6 Case Study: TransAita Corporation 

In this chapter. two components of the corporate framework (creating a vision and 

developing a holistic perspective) are applied to TramAlta Corporation. TramAlta's 

approach to sustainable development and its sustainable development strategy are explored 

and cornpared to the theoretical information presented in earlier chapters. 

Chapter 7 Conclusions and Recommendations 

A surnmary of the overall research project is provided in this chapter. Conclusions based on 

information presented throughout the document are presented. General recornmendations for 

business and recommendations specific to the case study are deveioped. 



W h e n  I r rse  a w o r d ,  i r  m e a n s  j u s t  w h a r  i c h o o s e  i t  t o  

m e a n  - n e i t h e r  m o r e  n o r  l e s s .  

- Humpty Dumpty, in Through the Looking G/assl - 

In this chapter, the bistory and meanuig of sustainable development are explored. Definitions 

and interpretations presented in the literature are described. From these definitions and 

interpretations, similar themes are identified and key principles of sustainable development 

are presented. 

2.1 BACKGROUND 

The concept of sustainable development grew out of a policy impasse that began in the 

1970s.2 This impasse featured environmentalists on one side and proponents of development 

on the other side. Environmentalists wanted to preserve and protect the environment fiom 

poilution. To accomplish this, they wanted to stop development and growth. Proponents of 

development wanted to continue developing and growing ofien with little apparent regard for 

impacts on the naturai environment. These two extreme beliefs were irreconcilable until the 

formulation of the concept of sustainable development in the 1980s.3 This concept allowed 

the opposing sides to fmd a middle ground on which to discuss their beliefs. 

l L. Carroll. Through the Looking GIQSS, Chapter VI, www.cstone.net/library/glass/alice/c6.hmil 
R Page, Pers. corn. 
Some people prcfer to use the phrase "cnvironmentally sustainable economic development". Although this 

phrase does provide a more defked context for the environment and the economy, the social component 



In 1972, two significant events contributed to the anti-development venus pro-development 

debate: 

the release of the book Limits fo Growth by The Club of Rome? and 

the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment (Stockholm). 

The Club of Rome and the United Nations conference participants acknowledged that, by 

continuing our path of development unchecked, environmental degradation would senously 

affect our ability to survive on earth. Exponential growth was seriously afTecting and would 

continue to seriously affect the ecosystems on earth, uicluding humans and our ability to 

survive.5 This realizaùon triggered worldwide attention on growing human population, 

poverty, natural resources, and environmental concerns. 

Since then, global, regionai? and local environmental degradation have become national and 

international topics of concem. Examples of major environmental concerns include: acid 

rai% deforestation, ozone depletion, global climate change, exploitation and contamination of 

resources, release of toxic substances, reduced quality of air and water resources, and 

desertification.6 To address these concems, initiatives such as conferences, workshops, 

agreements, and ongoing discussions have k e n  organized and action plans have been 

developed. These initiatives have been sponsored and attended by representatives fiom a 

integral to sustainable development can be easily overlooked; therefore, the phrase "sustainable deveiopment" 
will be used throughout this document. 

The Club of Rome "was composed of top industrialists and urban bureaucrats. ..concerned at the cost to the 
quality of t k i r  life, posed by pollution, industrial waste and urban decay." M. Redclift. (1987) Sustainable 
Developrnenr: Erploring the Contradictions. Methuen: London, p. 49. 

Harte and Socolow provide this explmation of exponential growth: "the basic idea underlying exponential 
growth is that the amount of change that occurs depends on how rnuch of the substance is presenf, and 
moreover depends on the amount in a specific way such that the rate of change is always proportional to the 
amount present." in S. L. Harte and R H. Socolow (1971) Patient Earth. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.: 
United States of America, pp. 32 1-322. 

Scientific controversy exists over some of these issues. See, for example, H. W. EtIsaesser (1 997) "What 
Man-Induced Climate Change?" Zlst Cenhiry, surnmer, pp. 6 1-67. 



wide spectrum of interests (including political, business. financial, legd, and environmental 

interests). Objectives of these initiatives have included: 

to raise global awareness of environmental and environrnentally-related issues; 

to discuss possible effects resulting nom increasing societai and environmental 

pressures (including the effects of overpopulation, resource overuse, and pollution); 

to acknowledge that population growth and poverty need to be addressed to foster 

environmental progress; 

to challenge the distortion of the market economy due to its inability to intemdize 

environmental and societal costs; 

to prornote "design pre-emption" through anticipation and prevention instead of 

reaction and control measures; 

to identiQ how society, or parts of society, should evolve to minimize irrevenible 

environmental degradation; and 

to develop practical applications of new interpretations of "development" and 

"growth" that integrate environmental, societal, and economic well-being. 

A selection of these initiatives and outcomes is presented in Table 2-1. 



Table 2-1. Exarnples of Initiatives ~ddressing Environmental Issues7 

I The lntemational Union for the 
Conservation of Nature (IUCN), 1 980 

Conservation of biodiversity 
through holistic planning 

The WoM Conservation 
Strategy 

I 
- - - - - - - - - 

The World Commission on Environment 
and Development, (WCED), 1987 

Advancernent of 
sustainable development 

The Montreal Protocol on Substances that 
Deplete the Ozone Layer, 1989 

Canadian Chemical Producers' Association, 
1990 

Protection of the ozone 
layer (pollution preven tion) 

Phasing out trade in 
ch loroff uorocarbons (CFCs) 

Promotion of codes of prac- 
tice to manage products 
throughout entire fife cycle 

(Chemical industries in other 
nations have since adopted i t )  

Business Council for Sustainable 
Development (BCSD) Workshop on 
Economic Instruments. 1991 

Development of natural 
resources accounting 

International Environmental Bureau of the 
lntemational Chamber of Commerce, 1992 

The United Nations Conference on 
Environment and Development (UNCED), 
1992 

-- -- - 

Canada's National Round Table on the 
Environment and the Economy. 1988 to 
present 

Our Common Futum 

Promotion of corporate 
cornmitment to 
environmental progress 

- - -  

Pnnciples of full-cost 
accounting and the role of 
economic instruments 

Fmm ldeas to Action: 
Business and Sustainable 
Development 

Conservation of biodiversity 
8 raised global awareness 

Rio Declamtion, Biodiversity 
Convention, and su bsequently 
Agenda 21 

Discussions of economic 8 
environmental concems by 
representatives of various 
interest groups 

Publications that promote 
integrating the environment 
and the economy 

Global Environmental Management 
Initiative (GEMI), ongoing 

Discussion of new ways to 
wnduct business 

~ n m e n  on a variety of topics 
that promote environmental 
management within business 

Sununaries of these initiatives are based on information from these sources: S. Schrnidheiny ( 1  992) 
Changing Course: A Global Perspective on Development and the Environment. Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology: United States; G. Tyler Miller, Jr. (1  990) Living in the Environment: An Introduction to 
Environmental Science (6th ed). Wadsworth Publishing Company: California; and Govenunent of Canada 
(1991) The Stcrte of Canada's Environment. Minister of Supply and Services: Ottawa. Comments made by 
practitionen fiom the environmental services industry were incorporated. 



A recurrîng theme of the above initiatives is the concept of sustainable development. Within 

many outcomes, guiding principles of sustainable development are indirectiy and directly 

incorporated. Though each of the above initiatives will not be explored, the guiding 

principles for sustainable development are presented in more detail in Section 2.3. 

Although the ideas of sustainable development had been previously expressed, the phrase 

sustainable development became widely known after the release of the United Nations World 

Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) report Oirr Common Future in 1987.8 

Often referred to as the Brundtland Report, this report examined how "the planet's rapidly 

growing population can meet iîs basic needs" without irreversibly darnaging the earth's 

environmental resources? 

This report provides the most commonly referred to defllùtion of sustainable development. 

The WCED defined sustainable development as "development that meets the needs of the 

present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needsW.l0 

The report expanded the definition of sustainable development to include specific reference 

to actions humans cm take individually andor collectively: 

... a process of change in which the exploitation of resources, the direction of 
investments, the orientation of technological development, and institutional 
change are made consistent with future as well as present needs. l l 

* World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) ( 1  987) Our Common Future. Oxford 
University Press: Oxford, Great Britain. 

Earthscan Publications Ltd. (l987) Our Commun Future= A Reader's Guide. Earthscan Publications Ltd.: 
Washington, D.C., p. 5. 
lo WCED, p. 43. " WCED, p. 46. 

Advancinq Suitainoble ~evdopmem in a Corporate 5 m i n g  
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These definitions used by the WCED imply that development occurring now needs to allow 

for the needs of present and future generations. The Cornmission acknowledged that the 

eradication of poverty through economic growth is essentid for environmental progress to 

occur. By solely concentrating on pollution prevention without considering poverty, progress 

toward sustainable development will be limiteci, if not impossible: 

A world in which poverty is endemic will always be prone to ecological and other 
catastrophes. 12 

People living in poverty overuse environmental resources to meet basic daily human needs. 

This overuse degrades the naturai resiliency of the ecosystem to continue providing the 

resources needed for daily survival. People living in poverty need to m e r  exploit their 

environment to obtain enough resources to meet their short-term needs. This increase in 

environmental stress threatens to undennine the environment and its resources upon which 

people depend. People living in poverty are caught in a viscous cycle of "impoverishment of 

their environment [which] further impovenshes them." l3 

Furthemore, the size and growth of population need to be particularly acknowledged in more 

globally-oriented strategies that advance sustainable developrnent: 

Sustainable development can only be pursued if population size and growth are in 
harmony with the changing productive potential of the ecosystern.14 

In the North, the focus of sustainable development is to protect the environment from the 

impacts of material growth; in the South, the concept emphasizes development.15 The North 

needs to address the issues surroundhg overconsumption while the South needs to address 

l2 WCED, p. 8. 
l 3  WCED, p. 27. 
l4 WCED, p. 9. 
l5 R Page, Pers. comm. "North" and "South" differentiate between developed and developing countries. 



issues resul ting Corn unbalanced consumption in poorer nations. In sum, " sustainable 

development requires that societies meet human needs both by increasing productive 

potential and by ensuring equitable opporttmities for a11."16 

Even though the above definitions of sustainable development are widely referenced and well 

publicized. these d e f ~ t i o n s  have not been universally accepted. Several parties have 

presented their interpretations of sustainable development. 

The following section reviews applicable literature to identiQ differences and similarities 

among these various dehitions and interpretations. 

2.2 LITERATURE REVIEW: SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

The phrase sustainable development was researched for the following reasons: 

to identifi the diversity of definitions and interpretations; 

to identify similarities found in the various definitions and interpretations; 

to explore the general implications of sustainable development; 

to compare the use of environmental management systems, eco-efficiency and 

cornmitment to sustainable development in a corporate setting; 

to illustrate how the principles of sustainable development can be advanced in a 

corporate setting by linking them to selected principles of management concepts; 

and 

to identify how the concept of sustainable development could influence business 

policies, practices, and operations. 

l6 WCED, p. 44. 

Advancinq SusteinaMc Owelopment in a Corparate S a n g  
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Fhdings h m  the literature review regarding the first two objectives are presented below. The 

last four objectives of the literanire review are presented in greater detail in following chapters. 

2.2.1 Different I nterpretations 

Within the literature, numerous definitions and interpretations of sustainable development 

were found. Lélé examined the literal interpretation of sustainable development. Lélé states: 

Taken literally, sustainable development wodd simply mean development that can 
be continued - either indefinitely or for the impiicit tirne period of concem.l7 

Lélé then questions the meaning of "developrnent". If development is to imply "growth in 

material consumption", then sustainable development would imply "sustaining the growih in 

materid consumption (presumably indefinitely)".18 Defining sustainable development in this 

marner supports the notion of unlimited and unrestricted development. This is not so. As Lélé 

and others note, development is limited by the amount of usable resources and by the canying 

capacity of the earth's ecosystems.19 

Daiy and Cobb defme development as a "qualitative change of a physically nongrowing 

economic system in dynamic equilibrium with the environment."20 This interpretation of 

development goes beyond traditional views that mainly emphasize quantitative changes usually 

measured in dollars. Expanding the interpretation then enables the two words "sustainable" and 

"development" to work together by complementing one another. Without modifiing or at least 

S. M. Lélé ( 199 1 ) "Susminable Development: A Critical Review", World Development, Vol. 19, No. 6 ,  pp. 
608-609. 
l8 S. M. Lélé, p. 609. H. Daly and J. Cobb discuss "development" and "growth" in H. Daly and J. Cobb (1989) 
For the Common Good Redirecting the Economy Toward Community, the Environment, and a Susrainable 
Future. Oxford University Press: Toronto. 
l9 WCED, 1987; S. Schmidheiny, 1992; R Kumar et al. (1 993) The Challenge of Sustainability. Foundation 
for International Training: Canada; M. Redclifi (1987) Sustainable Development: Exploring the 
Contradictions. Methuen & Co. Ltd.: New York, p. 199. 
20 H. Daly and J. Cobb, 1989, p. 7 1. 



acknowledging the constraints imposed by the traditional interpretation of "development", a 

literd definition of sustainable development is not meaningful. 

Many discussions have occurred since the early days of the "environment vs. development" 

debate. Advocates of each side believed a healthy environment and a prosperous economy 

(thus development) were two opposite goals.21 They saw it as a choice between one or the 

other. Sometimes, choices were not even recognized. 

Initiatives listed in Table 2-1 and other discussions helped to explore the relationship arnong 

environmental, societal, and economic objectives. These gatherings have brought individuals 

and their different points of view together. The characteristics of these gatherings varied. 

Variations included: 

the homogeneity of the participants fiom sector-specific to broader stakeholder 

representation; 

the number of participants; 

the range of topics from issue-specific to dl-encompassing (e-g., from waste 

disposal to implications of sustainable development); and 

the level of formality fiom formal presentations to impromptu discussions. 

Al1 of these initiatives and discussions have helped shape our understanding of the concept of 

sustainable development. 

A one and only definition or interpretation has not yet coalesced and is not likely to emerge 

fiom these discussions. People are inclined to favour certain elements of sustainable 

*' Sorne individuals continue to advocate that developrnent and growth activities should not have to addiess 
environmental objectives. 



development more than other ones. These differences in values contribute to the variety of 

interpretations of sustainable development. Wachemagel and Rees explain why there is 

confusion with the phrase sustainable development: 

Many people identiQ more with the "sustainable" part and hear a cal1 for 
ecological and social transformation, a world of environmental stability and social 
justice. Othen identiQ more with "development" and interpret it to mean more 
sensitive growth. a reformed version of the s t a t u  quo." 

The concept of sustainable development is seen by many people as personal. Its meaning 

varies according to personal values, beliefs, and objectives. A sample of interpretations and 

definitions of sustainable developrnent are presented in Table 2-2. 

As can be seen from this sample, some interpretations of sustainable development are 

narrower in focus than others.23 For example, the definition provided by the Alberta 

Government narrowiy stresses the environment and the economy. It does not explicitly 

reference inter- andor intra-generational equality (or other societal goals that many experts 

and researchers believe to be key to the definition). 

'Z M. Wachemagel and W. Rees (1996) Our Ecological Foorprint: Reducing Human Impact on the Earrh 
New Society Publishen: Gabriola Island, p. 33. 

Conwversy exists over what should be explicitly stated when defming sustainable development and what 
should be implicitly undemood. For example, some people argue that ''environmental well-behg" is included 
as a necessity for a "healthy economy"; thus, environmental well-being is implicitly included as a part of 
healthy economy. mers argue that by not explicitly referencing the well-being of the environment, people 
often overioo k the environmental impacts of their actions. 



Table 2-2. Examples of Dafinitions of Sustainable Development 

Sustainable development means: 

... leaming to value, maintain and dewlop otir environmental asset so that we live oflits incorne, not i f s  cnpital. 
(In ternationai Environmental Bureau, ICC)24 

... the maintenance of ... [midf the premation of essentiai ecological processes and life-support systenrs, the 
p m a t i o n  of genetic dlwrsihj, and the sustainable utilizatim of species and ecosystems.. . (IUCN World 
Conservation ~ t r a t e g y ) ~ ~  

...munagi ng p o p s s  on the economy and the environment at the s m e  time. (Govemment of ~ l b e r t a ) ~ ~  

.,.a sus tainable United States tuill hme an economy that equitably popides oppwtu nities for satis&ng livelihoods 
and a safi, healthy, high quality of lifif0r airnent and futtire generations. (U.S. President's Council on 
Sus taina ble ~eve lopmen t)27 

... s u s t ~ b l e  ecunomic derrelopment ... which maximites the goals anoss the ùiological and resource sysfem (genetic 
diwrn'ty, resilience, biological productim-ty), the ecmomic system (satisfying basic needs, equity-en hancing, 
incremlZStng risefil go& and mSennces) ,  and the social system (cultural divmity, institutional sustainabilihj, social 
iustice, pizrficipation) ... Swfaimble deoelopment involves a process oftrade-ofi aniong the varimis goak of these 
thnc systems ... (Edward B. ~ a r b i e r ) ~ ~  

... more than seeking a compromise befween the natural environment and the pursuit of economic g m t h .  IL 
means a definition of dertelopment which recognizes thut the Iimits of sustmnability haDe shucfiiral as well as 
natural mgins. (Michael ~ e d c l i f t ) ~ ~  

... running our econmies, corporations, and individuals lives in ways t h t  lemefiture generations as rnany 
options for deoelopment and resource use as possz?de. (Thomas G l a d ~ i n ) 3 ~  

... conducting business in a way which meets the needs of the enferpise and ifs stakeholders t o d q  while 
protecting, nistmning and enhancing the hurnan and natuml resources needed t o m m .  (nçD)3' 

24 International Environmental Bureau of the ICC (1992) From Idem to Action: Business and Sustainable 
DeveIopmem ICC Publishing and Ad NotamGyldendal: Norway. p. 1 1 .  

IUCN ( 1 980) WorId Conservation Strategy: Living Resouree Conservation for Sustainable Development: 
IUCN-UNEP-WWF, Gland, Switzerland: pack of c. 50 unnumbered pp., illustr., quoted by E. B. Barbier 
( 1987) "The Concept of Sustainable Development", Environmental Conservation. Vol. 14, No. 2, p. 1 0 1 .  
26 Govemment of Alberta ( 1  993) Seiring Opportunity - Alberta3 New Eeonornic Development Strateg).. 
Governent of Alberta: Edmonton, p. 3. 
27 US. President's Council on Sustainabk Development (1996) Sustainable America: A New Comemu for 
Prospwify, Opporhrnity, and A HeaIthy Environment for the Future. The President's Council on Sustainable 
Developrnent: U.S. Govenunent Printing Office, p. 3. 
28 Adapted fiom Figure 1 and the accompanying text in E. B. Barbier, p. 104. 
29 M. Redclifl, p. 199. 



Others interpret sustainable development a s  a vision of an econornic system that incorporates 

the environmental costs resuiting fiom our actions: 

Sustainable development is a vision of economic activity that effectively manages 
the world's resources for sustained, equitable growth, worldwide.32 

The definition supponed by the IUCN focuses primarily on the environmentai component of 

sustainable development. According to this narrow definition, the goals of sustainable 

development shodd reflect the preservation of ecosystems and their cornponents. This 

limited interpretation has led to criticism. Many felt that sustainable developrnent needed to 

address two more components: economy and society. 

Additional examples of other d e f ~ t i o n s  provided in the table do include reference to the 

environment, society, and the economy which are the three interrelated components of 

sustainable development? The interdependency of these three components is one common 

theme fond withùi many of the interpretations of sustainable development. Section 2.2.2 

identifies and explains several more comrnon themes. 

Some researchen view the phrase sustainable development as a "metaphor" that is used by 

many but not owned by anyone in particular.34 Despite al1 of the various interpretations. 

30 T. N. Gladw in ( 1992) Building the Sustainable Corporation: Creating Environmentcil Sustuinabifity und 
Corporare Ahruntage. commissioned for the National Wiidlife Federation Corporate Conservation Council 
"SYNERGY '92" Conference. 
31 International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD) (1992) Business Strategy for Sustainable 
Development: Leadership and Accountabifity for the '90s. IISD: Winnipeg, p. 1 1 . 
32 R de Andraca and K. McCready ( 1994) IntermIking the Environmental Costs to Promote Eco-EBciency 
prepared for the Business Council for Sustainable Development (BCSD), BCSD: Switzerland, p. 20. 
33 See for exarnple the interpretations or defmitions provided by the U. S. Presidentls Council, E. B. Barbier, T. 
N. Gladwin, and the IISD. 

K. Fischer and J. Schot (1995) "Dialogue on Meanings of Sustainability and Implications for the Greening 
of Industry ", Business Strategy and the Environment, Vol. 14, No. 1 (Jan-March), p. 46. 



there are certain cornmon attributes which can be used to build a sustainable future. These 

similar attributes (common themes) have been identified by examinhg and cornparhg the 

various interpretations of sustainable development. These are explored Ui the next section. 

2.2.2 Cornmon Themes 

Although sustainable development lacks a clear and universally accepted defuition, many 

people have a distant undefmed vision of what sustainable development encompasses.3' 

Yanarella and Levine suggest that the meaning of sustainable development L i s  either taken 

for granted and therefore unexplicated, or is defined very loosely and then taken as a point of 

depamire ..? Although there is no consensus on one definition of sustainable development, 

the following common themes occur in many definitions and are explained below: 

lirnits to development; 

ecological thresholds over periods of tirne; 

interdependency among the environment, econorny, and society; 

dynarnic state; 

sy stems thinking; 

fonvard thinking (inclusion of future generations); 

meeting basic hurnan needs; and 

long-term perspective. 

35 Examples of other concepts that lack universally accepted defmitions are: "quality of life". "freedom", 
"demwracy", and "well-being". People have an understanding of what these concepts mean but are unable to 
agree upon a clear defuiition. 3. MacNeill et al. (1991) BeyondInterdependence: The Meshing of the World's 
Economy and the Earih's EcoIogy, A Trilateral Commission Book, Oxford University Press: New York, pp. 
27-28. T. Gladwin et al. (1995) discuss the defimitional diversity of potentially big ideas in "Shifting Paradigms 
for SustainabIe Development: Implications for Management Theory and Research", Academy of Management 
Review, Vol. 20, No. 4, pp. 876-77. B. Jickling (1992) expIains the importance of not thinking of a concept as 
a concrete entity. Reasons are presented in his article, "Why I Don't Want My Children to be Educated for 
Sustainable Development," Journal of Environmental Mucation. Vol. 23, No. 4, pp. 5-8. 
36 E. J. Yanarella and R S. Levine (1992) "Does Sustainable Development Lead to Sustainability?", Fuhcres, 
Vol. 28, No, 4, p. 76 1. 



Limits to Development 

Most interpretations of sustainable development reflect that there are limits or checks on 

development. This limitation is based on two factors: the availability of resources and the 

earth's ability to balance adverse environmental ixnpacts.37 The following quotation supports 

this notion: 

Fundamental for the theory of sustainable development is the realisation that the 
speed of development of civilisation is leading, with an exponential growth curve, 
to a strain on nature's balancing mechanisms. The life-bearing capacity of the 
natural environment lays down a Iimit which must not be exceeded by the 
permanent rate of environmental development [degradati~n].~~ 

Development needs to occur in a responsible manner. 

Ecological Thresholds 

Ecological thresholds of the earth's ecosystems need to be respected. Development must not 

exceed the na& limits imposed by the life forces of the earth's ecosystems. Sustainable 

development implies that society needs to live within its present means, although "its present 

means" will change based on new technology and discovenes. Kumar et ai. support the need 

to view development as more than just economic growth, but also as "impro~ernent".3~ 

Environment, Economy, and Society 

A third theme found within the diversity of interpretations includes acknowledging (either 

explicitly or implicitly) three interdependent and inter-related components of sustainable 

development: economy, society, and environment. The objectives of these components need 

to be in harmony with one another to foster progress toward sustainable development These 

37 WCED, 1987; M. RedcliA, 1987; R. Kumar et al., 1993. 
38 "'SustainabIe Development' Seeks Stitl [sic] Defmition". ENTSORGA Magazin International - Enviring 
[sic]: Environmental TechnoIogies and Engineering, Issue 1 Nov. 1995, p. 1. 
39 R Kumar et al., p. 3. 



components are reflected in the gods of sustainable development. The three goals of 

sustainable development are: 

to optimize buman well-being (i.e., societal well-king); 

to preserve the resiliency of the earth's natural systems to regenerate resources and 

absorb waste (i.e., environmental well-being); and 

to provide equitable resource allocation and environmental costs and benefits 

between present and future generations (Le., economic well-being)? 

To advance sustainable development, we need to preserve the life forces necessary for our 

survival on earth. Balancing the goals of al1 three components of sustainable development 

requires an understanding of the effects of our actions. AIthough our knowledge of the 

intricacies of different ecosystem components is limited, the importance of maintaining the 

overall health of an ecosystem is understood.4' The concept of sustainable development 

reflects the interconnectedness of ail actions. 

Based on Barbier's interpretation of sustainable econornic development, Sadler iliustrated the 

relationship among these three components in Figure 2-1 -42 The area where al1 three circles 

overlap, DI represents where sustainable development occurs, when overlapping objectives of 

the three components are optimized. 

40 T. Gladwin, 1992; P. Jacobs and B. Sadler (1989) Susrainoble Development and Environmental 
Assessment: Perspectives on Planning for a Common Fume, a background paper prepared for the Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Research Council. 
41 R Page, Pen. comm. 
42 B. Sader in P. Jacobs and B. Sadler, 1989. 



- -  ... -- -- - -- . - -- 

Where: 
A econornic goals 
0 - social goals 
C =. environmental goals 
D a sustainable development as a 

commonwealth of value 
E community economics (as if 

people mattered)' 
F = conservation with equity 
G = environment economy integration 

'Barbier calls this "Marxist economics" 
-- - -- - 

Figure 2-1. Sustainable Developrnen143 

Dynamic State 

Sadler explains that area 'D' represents, "a state of equilibrium among environmentai, 

economic, and social patterns and trends."44 This state is dynamic, adjusting to different 

objectives, t h e  fiames, regions, ecosystems, and resources. Therefore, progressing towards 

çustainable development is a constantly changing journey. 

A subset of objectives within the three broader goals supporting sustainable development is 

presented in Table 2-3. 

43 Adapted fiom B. Sadler ( 1  990a) "Sustainable Development, Northem Realities and the Design and 
Irnplernentation of Conservation Strategies" in E. Smith (ed.) (1990) Smrainable Development Through 
Northem Conservation Smregies, The University of Calgary Press: CaIgary, p. xii. and P. Jacobs and B. 
Sadler, p. 9. 

B. Sadler, 1990% p. xiv. 



Table 2-3. Goals and Objectives Supporting Sustainable Development 

- 

Pmvide equitable resource allocation and 
environmental costs and benefits between 1 present and future generaüons. 

Environmental Preserve the resiliency of the earUils natural 
systems to regenerate resources and absorb 
waste. 

Social 

satisfying basic needs 
(reducing poverty) 
equityenhancing 
increasing useful goods and 
services 

genetic diversity 
resilience 
biologicalproductivity 
wise use of energy and 
technology 

cultural diversity 
institutional sustainability 
social and economic justice 
participation 

To advance toward sustainable development, trade-offs arnong the three goals will occur.'7 

However, no one goal should be consistently ignored or prornoted "at the expense of 

othersW4* Sadler believes that present discussions of integrating the environment and the 

economy ofien leave out the goal of "equity", a key aspect of the social cornpunent of 

sustainable development. Discussions ofien focus on "government and industry 

reorganization and partneahip and [overlook] the concem of distributive justice that are 

centrai in 'community economics' and 'conservation with equity'.?'49 Those committed to 

45 T. Gladwin, 1992; P. Jacobs and B. Sadler, 1989. 
46 E. B. Barbier, 1987, p. 104. 
47 B. Sadler, p. 14; E. B. Barbier, p. 104. 
48 B. Sadler, 1990. p. xv; B. Sadler, p. 14- 1 5. 
49 B. Sader, p. 14- 15. 



UndmCanding SuatainsMe Devdopmnn: 

progressing towards sustainable developm&t need to integrate and balance social objectives 

with environmental and economic objectives. 

According to Sadler, constraints of natural thresholds are represented abstractly in Figure 2- 1. 

A requirement for sustainable development is a "healthy" ecosystem that maintains 

"ecological resiliency, resource productivity, and assirnilative capacity". As long as 

development activities respect these characteristics, a variety of different combinations of 

"environmentdevelopment pathways, patterns of land use and settlement, andor individual 

econornic activities may be legitimateiy interpreted as biophysically sustainable."50 Based on 

the complexity and interdependency of the three goals, several different pathways or 

combination of activities can lead to developing sustainably. 

The essential linkage illustrated in Figure 2-1 is also promoted by the International Institute 

for Sustainable Development (IISD), a nonprofit organization established to advance 

sustainable development in decision-making: 

IISD believes that sustainable development occurs at the intersection. or 
balancing, of three global imperatives: environmental integrity, economic 
efficiency, and the well-being of peop1e.j' 

Systems Thinking 

Individuals need to expand their approach to thinking fiom linear to thinking in terms of 

systems. Adopting systems thinkuig accepts that an action is not and does not produce an 

isolated event. Sustainable development acknowledges that an action has these 

charactenstics: 

so B. Sadler, p. 14- 1 5 .  
51  As presented on the IISD website: iisdfiisd.ca/sd/default.htm. 



one action causes ripple effects, and 

a single action is intercomected with other parts of the system. s2 

This interconnectedness needs to be reflected in how we view the world; this can be 

accomplished by adopting systems thinking. Milbraith explains the importance of systems 

Systems thinkea focus on wholes rather than on parts. Within wholes they 
concem themselves with relationship more than objects, with processes more than 
structures, with networks more than hierarchie~.~~ 

By committing to sustainable development, we need to undertake a more holistic approach 

that recognizes the interconnectedness of dl components, especially by accepting that nature 

and life systems are integrat to societyj4 

Forward Thinking 

Accepting an approach based on systems thinking also encourages society to become more 

forward thinking. Many interpretations of sustainable development advocate the need to 

provide a healthy and livable planet for future generations. This cannot be accomplished by 

ignoring the effects of our actions and/or by continuing to base decisions on short-term 

thinking. 

- 

In Lemning ro Think Environmentdy: White there is sriil fime, L. W .  Milbraith explains the ripple effect by 
telling the story of rabbits introduced to Australia. Rabbits were originally introduced to Australia for sport 
hunting purposes. The rabbit population quickly exploded because the rabbits had no natural predators. The 
growing rabbit population overgrazed the vegetation thus eroding the quality of the environment. This resulted 
in native animals lacking adequate food sources because of the overgrazed vegetation. The native animals as 
well as some of the rabbits began to die. To decrease the overgrazing by the rabbits and increase food sources 
for al1 the animals, the Govement of Australia implemented rneasures to reduce the population of rabbits. 
This action not only affected the rabbit population but also other components of the ecosystem. The stoq goes 
on but the lesson one learns is that everything is interconnected and by changing one cornponent of the 
ecosystem, effects will be felt throughout. 
53 L. W. Milbraith (1996) Learning to Think Environmental&: While rhere is srill rime", State University of 
New York Press: Albany, New York, p. 20. 
j4 L. W. Milbraith, p. 127. 



Basic Human Needs 

To progress towards sustainable development, the implications of a growing population 

relying upon a decreasing resource base needs to be considered. The effects of a growing 

population and rishg poverty have devastahg effects on the environment and its ability to 

provide the life forces needed for our survival. Many experts have offered dire predictions if 

global development continues dong traditional Western paths.55 Basic human needs must be 

met to develop sustainably. 

Discrepancies in the level and quality of development between the "North" and "South" have 

become major topics of debate. Redclifi emphasizes that: 

The concept of "sustainability" makes litîle sense, however, unless we also 
consider the impact of rapid population growth on the physical resource base? 

Although this project does not explore these discrepancies in detail, the importance of 

addressing the effects of a growing population base relying on a decreasing resource base is 

acknowledged. 

Long-term Perspective 

Society needs to think about the lasting effects of present development that will burden future 

generations. Continuing to use naniral resources, as we presently are, will drastically change 

the oppomuiities available for future generations? Many resources will become depleted or 

55 In the annual State of the WotId reports, Brown emphasizes the urgency of addressing environmental and 
societal concerns. Changes in traditional views of growth and development are encouraged. Past practites and 
predicted patterns are presented in H. J. Hatch (1994) "Accepting the Challenge of Sustainable Development", 
The Role ofEngineering in Sustainable Development, American Association of Engineering Societies: 
Washington, DC, pp. 33-39. F. Westley and H. Vredenburg (1996) surnmarize the concems expressed by 
mearchers of social policy in their article "Sustainability and the Corporation: Criteria for Aligning Economic 
Ractice with Environmental Protection", Journal of Management Inquiry, Vol. 5,  No. 2, pp. 104- 1 19. 

M. Redclift, 1987, p. 29. 
57 Some people believe that technology and new discoveries will replace our dependency on natural resources. 
For exarnple, exploiting fossii fiels today will have a minimal negative effect for funire generations because 
research and development will fmd a suitable substimte that can be used instead of products and by-products of 
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of lesser quality. Most definitions of sustainable development acknowledge the necessity to 

consider today's actions over the long-term. Resources required by future generations need to 

be conserved. As presented by the BnindtIand Commission, present generations should 

ensure that fiiture generations wilI be able to meet their needs. This requires a responsible 

approach to resource use. 

Sustainable developrnent implies the need for a new approach to development. Redclifi 

believes that sustainable development should, "...imply a break with the linear mode1 of 

growth and accumulation that ultimately serves to undermine the planet's life support 

systems."58 Traditionai forms of development are unable to address the issues set forth 

within the concept of sustainable development. The WCED encourages a new approach that: 

... integates production with resource conservation and enhancement, and that 
links both to the provision for al1 of an adequate livelihood base and equitable 
access to resources.jg 

Advancing toward sustainable development requires a long-term cornmitment and significant 

changes in our thinking and values. 

2.3 GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

Sustainable development, as a concept, is rather broad and dl-encompassing. Holistically, it 

espouses a variety of diverse aspects which in tum, could lead to a lack of direction and 

uncenainty. Because of this potential limitation of the phrase sunainable development, 

fossil fuel. Many believe that new innovations will address global environmental impacts associated with the 
buming of fossil fiiels such as global warming,. Technology and new discoveries will continue to contribute to 
society but that not al1 of the solutions to the environmental problems wiIl be solved by it. Technology is 
unable to replace the inherent vaiue of many aspects of the environment. To ensure that future generations are 
able to meet their needs, changes that support sustainable development need to occur in a11 aspects of society. 
S8 M. Redclift, 1987, p. 4. 
59 WCED, 1987, pp. 39-40. 
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guiding principles have been developed and presented by various authors and organizations. 

These key principles provide a starting point for advancing sustainable development. The 

guiding principles include the following: 

optimizing human well-being; 

preserving genetic biodiveeity; 

respecting the carrying capacity of the earth's ecosystems; 

fair1 y allocating environmental costs, benefi ts, and resource-use options between 

curent and funue generations (inter- and intra-generational equity); 

r n a x h k h g  non-materiai growth; 

efficiently using resources; 

responsibly using nonrenewable resources; 

advancing pre-emptive planning; and 

encouraging public participation in decision making.60 

The above principles are built upon respecting environmental limits in our development and 

growth process: 

our sumival depends on leaming to respect the laws of nature and on adapting the 
way we make decisions and do business to harmonize with them.61 

By developing a set of guiding principles, the concept of sustainable development becomes 

more focused and, in ways, more practical. Acknowledging and following the guiding 

principles during the decision making and development process will encourage society to 

progress toward sustainable development. Not al1 aspects of sustainable development can be 

These guiding principles were adapted fkom the WCED, 1987; T. Gladwin, 1992; R. Kumar et al., 1993; J. 
Davis (1 99 1) Greening Business, Basil Blackwell: Great Britain; and E. B. Barbier, 1987. 
61 Sierra Club of Canada (c. 1995) Let's Talk about Sustainabil@, pamphlet. 



optimized in every situations; trade-offs will occur.b2 Advancing sustainable development 

will require decisions based on assessing the trade-offs between altemate choices. 

Although these key principles are applicable to society in general, they can be modified, 

where necessary, to be applicable to a corporate setting. This is discussed in Chapter Three. 

2.4 SUMMARY 

Sustainable development is not easy to define. The ambiguity of the concept of sustainable 

development is a double-edged sword." On the one side, its ambiguity has led some people 

to view the concept as "wishy-washy" and imprecise: they believe the phrase sustainable 

development cannot be seen as anytiiing more than a superficial attempt to address the 

seriousness of environmental degradation, overpopulation, and overconsumption. On the 

other side, the broadness of the concept has ailowed for people with different views to corne 

together to discuss their interpretations. This has encouraged and opened the debate on what 

sustainable development should be. 

Sustainable development is a multidimensional concept based on the management and 

conservation of the natural resource-base and the social, institutional, technological, and 

cultural changes involved in achieving this.64 Having a broad (and perhaps unbounded) 

interdisciplinary interpretation of sustainable development has allowed for: 

62 E. B. Barbier, 1987. 
63 R Page, Pers. comm. 
64 G. Upreti ( 1  994) "Environmenfal Conservation and Sustainable Development Require a New Development 
Approach" Environmentai Conservation, Vol. 2 1 , No. 1, p. 2 1 . 



people with irreconcilable views in "the environment-development debate to 

search for common ground without appearing to compromise their positions"65. 

and 

a rnulti-dimensional understanding of the concept to e ~ o l v e . ~ ~  

Sustainable development represents a vision of a dynamic state, not a finite destination point. 

In this state. sustainable economic growth is based on a sustainable resource base and social 

framework Even though there may not be a miversally accepted definition of sustainable 

development, the basic message is the same: society cannot continue to follow unsustainable 

courses of development. Commonalties within the different interpretations have been 

identified and c m  be used to establish cornmon ground. These similarities have helped 

identiQ a required paradigm shift for society that supports a more sunainable way of life. 

Decisions must no longer be based solely on short-term economic considerations. 

Environmental and societal costs and values need to be intemalized and factored into the 

decision-making process. 

65 S. M. Lélé? 1991, p. 607. 
G. Upreti, 1 994. 
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Everyone wants a livable planet.1 But our actions may not be supporting our beliefs. Not 

everyone is m a h g  the connection between our actions and their effects on the earth's 

ecosysterns.2 The linkages between daily actions and cumulative effects are seldom 

considered. This oversight is affecting our ability to continue developing in our present 

rnanner. Environmental considerations need to be integrated with socio-economic 

considerations to advance 

We live in a finite 
that.3 

Sustainable development 

sustainable development 

a more sustainable way of life: 

world. And we cannot grow indefinitely. It's as simple as 

challenges our basic beliefs and our values. Progressing toward 

implies changes for society and changes for business. These 

changes are explored in this chapter. 

3.1 GENERAL lMPLlCATlONS FOR SOClElY 

Society mut  move fiom superficial "greening" to a more sustainable way of life. This 

requires considerable changes in how we act. To accomplish this, our beliefs and values 

M. E. Porter and C. van der Linde (1995) "Green and Cornpetitive: Ending the Stalemate", Harvard 
Business Rewiew, Septem ber/October, p. 120. 

P. Hawken ( 1  993) The Ecotogy of Commerce: A Declararion ofSustainabifity. HarperBusiness: New 
York, p. 57. 

David Suruki "Towards the Next Miiiemium" aired January 18, 1997 on Calgary's Shaw Cable Community 
Channel 10. 



central to our current patterns of operation must be challenged.4 Our beliefs and actions need 

to reflect the concept of sunainable development and its guiding principles.5 

To advance sustainable development, the common themes found within the concept need to 

be integrated into our view of development. Davis states: 

... if there is a continuation of the kind of development so far known and enjoyed 
by a quarter of the world's population, it is very likely to lead to such widespread 
environmental and ecological darnage as to amount to the destruction of a large 
part of the earth's life support systemS6 

Developing as though limits do not exist may lead to dire consequences that adversely affect 

our environment and our well-being. Davis goes on to advocate that a sustainable fonn of 

development requires changing basic assumptions and beliefs that have supported the 

traditional view of developrnent since the Industrial Revolution.7 Sadler supports replacing 

the conventionai approach to developrnent with a "more integrated framework for analysis 

and choice."g 

Hatch succinctly states that "[s]ustainable development demands ~hange . "~  This change 

refers to the modifications needed to shifi fkom traditional beliefs of how the world operates 

to a more sustainable marner of operating. Milbraith explains that our world has changed so 

much that we can no longer continue to think in conventional ways.1° Society needs to 

R. Kurnar et al., 1993. 
See Section 2.3 for more information. 
J. Davis ( 199 1) Greening Businers. Basil Blackwell: Great Britain, p. 20. ' J. Davis, 199 1, p. 38. * B. Sadler, 1990, p. 14. 
H. J. Hatch (1994) "Accepting the Challenge of Sustainable Development", The Role ofbgineering in 

Sustainczble Development, American Association of Engineering Societies: Washington, DC, p. 33. 
I o  L. Milbraith, 1996. 



recognize and accept smarter use of technology and energy in development.[I Not changing 

our thinking could destroy our society as we know it.12 Many authoa believe the challenge 

of sustainable development ir the challenge of changing traditional patterns of operation. 13 

This challenge becomes evident when comparing actions supporthg sustainable development 

to the prevailing values and beliefs of western society. The differences between the proposed 

requirements underlying a sustainable society and today's western society are reflected in 

their respective paradigms. A paradigrn has been defmed as: 

"an accepted mode1 or pattem";14 

a "belief system"; 15 and 

"sets of background assumptions about how the world works".I6 

It provides a framework within which ". . .we tend to perceive and interpret facts, reality, and 

the phenornena around us."17 A paradigm provides a way to see the world. l a  Paradigms shifi 

as new discoveries are made, new information is unveiled, our perception of reaiity changes, 

or unresolvable problems emerge. 19 Issues can shift quickl y but paradigms typicall y move 

more slowly with the change of fundamentai beliefs.20 

1 D. Devemy, Pers. comm. 
IZ L. Milbraith, p. 16. 
l 3  R Kumar et al., 1993; WCED, 1987; S. Schrnidheiny, 1992. 
T. Kuhn ( 1 962) The Structure of Scientific Revolution University of Chicago Press: Chicago, p. 23. In 

this book, K u h  explores paradigms. 
l5 P. Devereaux Jennings and P.1 A. Zandbergen (1 995) "Ecologically Susiahable Organizations: An 
Institutional Approachn, Academy of Management Review. Vol. 20, No. 4, p. 1037. 
l6 T. N. Gladwin, et al. (1995) "Shifting Paradigms for Sustainable Development: Implications for 
Management Theory and Research", Academy of Management Review, Vol. 20, No. 4, pp. 874-907, p. 880. 
l7 G. Upreti, p. 19. 
T. Kuhn, 1962. 

l9 T. Kuhn, 1962. 
z0 R. Page, Pers. comm. 



Society is now facing the impacts of past actions and researchers believe future generations 

will be facing serious repercussions of present actions. Actions characterizing our "consumer 

society" include overconsumption of resources, release of pollutants. and a throwaway ethic. 

Some researchers believe that these actions have contributed and continue to contribute to the 

loss of biodiversity, climate change, reduction of the quality of air and water resources, and 

ozone depletion.21 These changes in the environment could adversely affect the ability of the 

earth's ecosystem to provide the life support forces we require for swival .  Society, which 

includes individuals, business, and governments, needs to modiS bel ie fs and actions to 

reflect the importance and value of the natural environment. To strive towards sustainable 

development, our dominant western view needs to change. 

3.1.1 Dominant Western Paradiam 

Our dominant westem paradigm (view) is limited; it cannot readily relate the human need for 

nature. Instead, it encornpasses these two beliefs: 

1. The human world is viewed as separate fiom the natural world; therefore, 
our own welfare is not really comected to nature's welfare, and 

2. We see ourselves as supenor to nature. We see the natural world as 
something to be shaped for human needs? 

These beliefs affect how we perceive the world around us and in tum, how we act. Our 

westem view of the world is supported by a "consumption ethic". A primary characteristic of 

this ethic is limitless growth fueled by the consumer desire for material abundance to satisfy 

physical and ernotional wants? Hay descnbes the dominant paradigm as a reflection oE 

21 Research negating some of these human-made occurrences does exist. For example, see H. W. Elisaesser 
( 1  997) "What Man-Induced Clirnate Change?", 21s' Century, Summer, pp. 6 1-67. See the annual State of the 
Environment Reports written by L. Brown for information on the state of  the environment- * B. Fyfe, Surtaining Our Plonel: Part II. Aired May 2, 1997 on ACCESS Television. 
B Fyfe. 
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. . .the influences within business *ad industry with its emphasis on growth, belief 
in abundance, faith in technology, valuing of laissez-faire economy, and limited 
government planning.24 

This view is no longer able to address problerns we are currently facing. These problems 

include the loss of biodiversity, the degradation of ecosystems, the effects of overpopulation, 

the disruption of ecological resiliency, and the loss of assimilative capacity by ecosystems. 

These problems threaten the ability of the earth's ecosystems to provide the life support 

forces required for survival. 

Our dominant western view supports the prevailing belief that a healthy economy and a 

healthy environment are in conflict.25 To progress toward more sustainable forms of 

development, we need to accept that the naturai world is not separate fiom the human world 

and that the human world is not superior to the naniral world. Both worlds rely on the same 

resources and the sarne life support forces. Socio~conomic goals need to be integrated with 

environmental goals. 

3.1.2 New World Paradiam 

A paradigm supporting sustainable development challenges the modem consumer society. 

identified by resource exploitation and unsustainable production and consumption patterns.26 

The new world paradigm should recognïze and encourage "... an equitable distribution of 

resources, and an optimum human population-size, with due realization that greed and 

egocentrisrn are the root causes of social and ecological un~ustainability."2~ Sustainable 

24 D. Hay (May 1996) Sustainable Datelopment: A Marketing Strategy for informing Business Leaders. 
Unpublished thesis, Cornmittee on Resources and the Environment, University of Calgary, Calgary. p. 7 1. 
25 J. MacNeill et al. (199 1) Beyond Interdependence: The Meshing ofthe Worid's Economy and the Earth's 
Ecology. A Trilateral Commission Book, Oxford University Press: New York., p. 27; S. Schmidheiny, p. 83. 
26 G. Upreti. 1994, p. 2 1. 
27 G .  Upreti, 1994, p. 21. This idea is supponed by the WCED. 1987 and T. Gladwin et al.. 1995, pp. 874-907. 



development requires a paradigm for development that is "... based on foms and processes 

that do not undemine the integrity of the environment on which they depend."28 

A paradigm supporting sustainable development needs to emphasize: 

personal growth (quality of life) rather than material growth (standard of living); 

faimess rather than inter- andfor intra-generational inequdity; 

community well-being rather than localized pockets of well-being; and 

long-tenn ecological stability rather than short-term economic growth.3 

It shouid "intemalize, respect and build upon ecological limits and opport~mities".30 

Deveiopment should no longer be viewed primarily in quantitative measures but also in 

qualitative terms.3' 

As is outlined in Section 3.1.3, shihing towards this paradigm is challenging. The 

framework of one paradigm can hinder the shifi IO another more suitable paradigm better able 

to address emerging problems: 

A paradigm can...even insulate the community from those socially important 
problems that are not reducible to the p d e  form, because they cannot be stated 
in tems of the conceptuai and instrumental tools the paradigm supplies.32 

The dominant western paradigm provides a framework that is familiar to society. This 

familiarity of basic assumptions may impede the shift to a new unknown paradigm that 

supports sustainable development. Investigating and assessing alternatives to the dominant 

paradigrn may contribute to the stmggle of shifting paradigms.33 Even though emerging 

- -- 

2g J. MacNeill et al., p. 20. 
29 B. Fyfe, 1997; 1. Davis, pp. 23-26; WCED, 1987. 
30 R Kumar et al, p. 8. 
3' S. Schmidheiny, 1992. 
32 T. Kuhn, p. 62. Kuhn explains that changing paradigms is ofien accompanied by resistance. 
33 T. Kuhn, 1962. 



environmental and societal problems are no longer resolvable through present practices. 

society (including business) is still operating within this framework. Attempts to address 

environmental problems are typically through technological solutions or simple avoidance? 

However, technology alone is likely unable to meet our growing demands: 

Technology is not magic. It cannot conjure up ever more products from the same 
amount of materials, ever more results from the same quantity of energy? 

New technology can be counterproductive to sustainable development by creating more 

environmental problems. Alternatively, it can offer solutions that pre-empt environmental 

problems, thus reducing environmentai degradation.36 Technology is just a tool. The goal of 

sustainable development is to 'smartly" use technology and energy to improve society 

without producing adverse side affects.j7 

Environmental problems should no longer be ignored or given temporary, superficiai 

attention. These problems codd affect global ecosystems to such an degree that ecosystems 

are no longer able to provide the life forces necessary for ou -  survival. 

To support sustainable development, changes need to occur to our dominant western 

paradigm. 

3.1.3 Societal Changes Supportina Sustainable Development 

For society to begin to progress toward sustainable development, a new paradigm needs to be 

envisioned and adopted that is better able to address the above concems. "We can no longer 

- - 

34 See the Introduction wxinen by David S d i  in H. BIohm et al. (1986) Pebbles to Cornpurers: The Thead, 
Oxford University Press: Toronto, pp. 1 1-12. 
35 M. Clow ( 1  99 1)  "Sustainabte Development Won't Be Enough", Wilderness Alberta, Vo1.2 1 ,  No. 2, p. 9. 
36 R Page, Pers. comm. 
37 D. Devenny, Pers. comm. 



merely 'adjust'; western industrial societies are faced globally with a shift of paradigm."3* 

Changes need to occur in these areas: 

the market economy system (valuation of resources); 

contemporary development patterns of the North and of the South; and 

political systems. 

These areas are not independent of one another and are explained below. 

Market Economy System 

In the past, society has followed a linear approach to de~elopment.3~ Decisions were 

primarily based on maximizing short-term economic growth. Short-term economic growth 

was, and still is, supported and encouraged by many in society, including business and 

political institutions. This approach seldom considers environmental and societal concerns. 

Present accounting methods typically do not adequately intemalize environmental and 

societal "costs" and "values".4* If environmental costs are not ignored, they are typically 

treated as externalities. Extemalities are: 

things outside the market economy that are dificult to measure and therefore 
really impossible to express in dollar terms. Consequentiy, these [environmental 
costs] are fiequently elirninated fiom the cdculation of costs and benefits.41 

The effects of natural resource exploitation, such as over-fishing, over-cropping, and over- 

harveshg, are becoming evident.42 Societies are experiencing repercussions for not having 

- 

38 C. de Laet (1 989) "A Philosophical Perspective on Sustainable DeveIopment", Sustainable Development 
and Environmental Assessment: Perspectives on Planning for a Cornmon Fu~ure, p. 156. 
39 Hatch, p. 33; P. Hawken, pp. 32-33. 
40 P. Hawken, p. 1 1. 
41 Govemment of Canada (199 1) The State of Canada's Environment, Minister of Supply and Services: 
Ottawa. p. 27-4. 
42 The over-fishing of cod off the coast of Newfoundland is an example of renewable resource depletion. An 
overview of Canada's east coast f~hing  industry can be found in: Canada and the World: Backgrounder on 
Canada, (October, 1 993, Sustainable Development: Canada's Fishev, insert, pp. 4. Productive agricultural 



intemaiized the value of environmental and societal resources within the traditional economic 

system. 

Another example of inaccurate valuation is the calculation of the gross national product 

(GNP). The "health" of a country is often assessed based on the value measures such as the 

GNP. According to theory, the bigger the number, the healthier the country. Interpreting the 

GNP in this manner is misleading because it focuses on one particular aspect - the total value 

of al1 financial transactions.43 The greater the number of transactions and/or the greater the 

value cf transactions, the greater the nation's GNP. Dumping oil into a river and then 

attempting to clean it up actuaily implies an improvement in the health of a country. Not 

only are the fuiancial transactions related to dumping the oil included in the GNP, but so are 

the financial costs of the clean up. 

The accounting methods used to calculate the GNP do not accurately reflect costs and 

benefits refating to the environment: 

. the GNP reflects the economic value of the harvested natud resources; it excludes 

the value of resources not being actively transformed into marketable goods: 

the GNP reflects value based on the quantifiable dollar transactions; it does not 

reflect the cost or value of declining naturai resources stock such as forests. fossil 

fiiels, or clean water; and 

areas are slowly deteriorating because of nutrient loss, salinkation, and topsoil loss. See Schmidheiny, p. 2. 
Countries are over-harvesting timber to supply society with wood and paper products. 
43 J. Davis, 199 1,  p. 86. 
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the GNP reflects hancial costs related to repairing and protecting against 

environmental damage as an addition rather than a debit; it does not refiect the 

depletion of the resources." 

Relying on the GNP as the only indicator of a country's health c m  create a false impression. 

Because the present method of calculating it includes the cost of cleaning up contaminated 

sites, a heavily polluted country may have a high GNP value, thus a ''healthy" rating. Would 

this country still be considered healthy if indicators other than the this one value were used? 

Changes need to be made to indicators used to rneasure growth. These changes need to result 

in more accurately reflecting the quality of the environment, the health of the economy, and 

the well-being of society4s 

Market economies need to evolve into new systems that no longer: 

distort the value of environmental resources, or 

constrain long-term sustainable practices. 

To progress toward sustainable development, market forces must be in support of the 

environment.46 Society needs to recognize that limits do exist and that environmental effects 

are red costs or benefitd7 The market economy needs to reflect that "the environrnent is not 

a 'fiee' good; [and that] its [value and its] costs are a part of our continuing occupancy of the 

pla.net. "18 

S. Schmidheiny, p. 3 1 ; B. Fyfe, 1997; L. Milbraith, p. 89; D. Thompson, Pers. comm.; R. Page, Pers. 
comm. 
45 Although indicators CO assess progress towards sustainable development are king developed and discussed, 
this project does not expand on the topic of indicators. 
46 R Page, Pers. comm. 
47 L. Milbraith, p. 86. 
48 Govenunent of Canada, 199 J ,  p. 27-4. Accounting for sustainable development is a newly emerging field. 
See B. Feltrnate's (1997) article "Making Sustainable Developrnent a Corporate Reality", C M  Magazine, Vol. 
7 1, No. 2, pp. 9- 16. 



Development in the North and in the South 

To progress towards sustainable development, the relationship between the North and South 

needs to reflect the concept of sustainable development. In both hemispheres, decisions need 

to be made based on economic, environmental, and societd considerations. 

Discrepancies in the level, quality, and objectives of development need to be acknowledged 

and appropriatel y addressed. This means investigating " ... the continuing impact of relations 

of domination and subordination within an unfolding global political economy Because 

developing countries rely heavily on exporting naNml resources as part of their economies, 

the South has not been encouraged to intemalize the value of resource depreciation or 

resource degradation within the traditional economic system? This affects how 

developrnent is camied out and how growth is interpreted. 

Political Systems 

Political institutions also need to evolve to support the concept of sustainable development. 

Presently, the short-term cycles of political leaders usuaily results in complex solutions being 

avoided in favour of quick "bandaid" fixes.5' Advancing toward sustainable development 

cannot be accomplished through these superficial changes. Schmidheiny believes that 

political leaders having "the power to effect the necessary changes have the Ieast motivation 

to alter the statu quo that gave them that p o ~ e r . " ~ *  

9- J. Yanarella and R S. Levine, p.763. 
50 WCED, p.67. The term "the South" is loosely used to refer to developing counîries. Not al1 developing 
countries will exhibit the above characteristics. 

I P. Jacobs and B. Sadler, 1989. 
52 S. Schmidheiny. p. 1 1. 



Progressing toward sustainable development requires signi ficant changes whic h may not be 

supported by everyone. Political leaders seeking to stay in power may embrace the concept 

of sustainable development but may not be willing to take significant aeps that advance it. 

Leaders must not only "talk the talk but aiso commit to "walking the walk''. 

Political systems need to be modified to be able to address complex issues over the long- 

tem. This will assist political leaders in advancing the concept of sustainable development. 

Strong political will is needed to accomplish real changes in overcoming the inertia of 

present political and bureaucratie s y ~ t e m s . ~ ~  

New Paradigm 

To advance sustainable development, growth and development need to be achieved by living 

off the earth's interest and not its capital: 

...[ A]n economic system could be sustained if it relies primarily on the "interest" 
fiom renewable resources, makes [efficient] use of non-renewable resources, 
[supports replacing non-renewable resources with renewable resources where 
possible,] accounts for al1 effects (costs), and is in al1 respects efficient? 

This goal may be unredistic but it undemiines the importance of respecting limits to 

development imposed by environmental constraints. Society is unable to address 

environmental consaaints within the present set of assumptions. Progressing toward 

sustainable development requires a paradigm that no longer ignores environmental and 

societal values and costs. This paradigrn shift needs to support "... a broader view of both 

economics and ecology ... together with a political cornmitment to ensure that development is 

'sustainablel."~j This means that society cannot continue to follow in its present path. 

53 R. Page, Pen. cornm. 
54 Unknown (c. 1993) "Sustainability - Overview and Implications", p. 2. Source provided by D. Thompson. 
55 M. Redclift , p. 33. For more information on paradigm shifks, see Thomas Kuhn. (1962) The History of 
Scientifc Revolution. University of Chicago Press: Chicago. 



Development resulting in irrevenible environmental degradation must be avoided. Policies 

that sustain and expand the environmental resource base need to be developed, promoted, and 

implemented. The new paradigm should integrate the guiding princi ples of sustainable 

development and ensure they are applied to the development process. 

3.2 RATIONALE FOR CORPORATE COMMITMENT 10 SUSTAINABILITY 

One of the many challenges facing business today is to reduce or prevent adverse 

environmental and social effects resulting fiom their actions, processes, and products. The 

business comrnunity is realizing that resources are limited and that inefficient use of these 

resources is costly. Higher revenues c m  be generated by minimizing operating costs based 

on the following practices: 

planning to identiS, needs, outcornes, and possible concems before initiating 

activity ; 

emphasizing design pre-emption; 

reusing and reducing waste matenals; and 

identifj+ng opportunities for improvement and acting upon them. 

Practices that encourage efficient and wise use of resources reflect a positive relationship 

among environmental well-being, economic prosperity, and "product and service quality"? 

Corporations are becoming increasingly affected by societal values. According to Don 

Martin, "people are beginning to focus on quality of life issues such as the quality of the 

environment ... [They are] beginning to vocalize the value of the environment. .." -57 People 

j6 K. Kelly, Pers. comm. 
5' On March 12, 1997, during Midday Express on CBC 1 O1 O Radio, Brenda Findlay (host) înterviewed Don 
Martin, political columnin for the Calgary Herald. He presented his views on issues affecthg the Alberta 
Provincial Election. One of the topics discussed was the environment and its role as a political issue in Alberta. 



who value cleaner envüonments and healthier ecosystems express this by making green 

purchases or invesmients.s8 Customen who support quality of life issues such as the 

environment make purchasing and invesûnent choices based on a corporation's 

environmental performance. Business will be encouraged to incorporate environmental and 

social factors into decision making processes when customes choose products and services 

based on environmental performance and contributions to society. By not addressing 

customer concerns, corporations may lose some of their market share, thus affecting their 

profits and their cornpetitive abilitysg and may invite new and costly govenunent intervention 

and regulation.60 

More irnportantly, not respecting the constraints associated with the use of natural resources 

will adversely affect al1 systems on earth, including essential life support systems and natural 

resources.6~ Lélé proposes that: 

[mlany human activities are currently reducing the long-term ability of the nanual 
environment to provide goods and services, as well as adversely afTecting current 
human health and well-being.6' 

Shrivastava concludes that: 

industriai production, products, wastes, accidents, and the unrestricted use of 
naturai resources have caused multiple environmental problems [as well as 
improve human health and well beingJ.63 

58 A. Reder (1 994) In Pursuit of Principie and Projic Business Success Through Social Responsibility, G .  P .  
Puûiam's Sons: New York, pp. 130-133. For information on "green marketing" see 3. McCloskey et al. 
"Explorhg the Green Sell: Marketing implications of the Environmental Movement" pp. 86-97 D. Smith (ed.) 
( 1993) Business and the Environment: Implications ofthe New Environmenfafism. St. Martin's Press: New 
York. 
59 For exampie, in Canada, the United Church is considering a boycott of Shell products and service based on 
Shell Nigeria's envùonmental and social performance. See Gordon Legge's article "United Church Members 
Consider Shell Boycott" in the Calgary HeraId on page B7 on Friday, August 22, 1997. 
R Page. Pen. cornm. 

61 Ontario Round Table on Environment and Economy (1990) Challenge Paper. Queen's Printer for Ontario: 
Ontario; WCED, 1987; S. Schmidheiny, 1992. 
62 S. M. LCk, 1991, p. 6 12. 
63 P. Shrïvastava ( 1996) Greening Buriners: Projting the Corporation and the Environment Thomson 
Executive Press: Cincinnati, p. 10. 
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Unheaithy ecosystems caused by environmental stresses affect the efficiency of natural 

processes which then influence the quantity and quality of natural resources produced. These 

natural resources supply the inputs upon which businesses depend. The change in the quality 

and quantity of resources will affect industrial processes. It will also affect the earth's 

carrying capacity of n a W  systems to assimilate the outputs of indusnial processes (e-g., 

pollution and waste). This, in tum, will innuence and perhaps greatly Iimit, the products and 

services that can be provided. De Andraca and McCready caution businesses that do not 

identie and address environmental costs: 

... by not identieing and focusing on environmental costs, a business may make 
hdamental erron in its strategies and product development which c m  seriously 
threaten its hiture competiti~eness.~ 

One way for corporations to acknowledge and address environmental concerns is by 

committing to develop in a more sustainable manner while maintainhg a profit. This 

cornmitment c m  be achieved by developing, implementing, periodically reviewing, and 

modiQing a corporate framework advancing sustainable development.65 This corporate 

framework needs to reflect the relationship among environmental practices, economic 

development, and social well-being. This can be achieved by addressing the principles of 

sustainable development to ensure that the business can continue to operate indefinitely.66 

64 R. de Andraca and K. McCready ( 1994) I ~ n a l i z i n g  Environmental Costs ta P romote Eco-Eficiency, 
prepared for the Business Council for Sustainable Development (BCSD), BCSD: Switzerland, p. 17. 
65 See Chapter 4 for more information on s~dtegicaily integrating the concept of sustainable development in a 
corporate setting. 
66 See Section 2.3. 



3.3 DRlVlNG FORCES 

Copra te  strategies and practices are constantly influenced by extemal and internai forces. 

These forces are changing the way that corporations view their practices in terms of 

environmental performance. Examples of extemai dnving forces affecting business, 

domestically and intemationally, include:b7 

Political Forces 

the effect of international political pressure;68 

the emergence of environmental aspects in international trade agreements, 

e.g., the North Amencan Free Trade Agreement, World Trade Organization;69 

the emergence of environmental management system components, e.g., the 

14000 senes of standards fkom the International Organization of Standards 

(ISO 14000), Canadian Standards Association 2750-94, British Standard 

7750:70 

Legal Forces 

the threat of stricter regulations and/or government intervention; 

the potential of legd liability; 

- - - - - - - - - 

67 In his ciass, EVDS 747 "Environmental Management" (Faculty of Environmental Design, University of 
Calgary), Dr. Dixon Thornpson discusses in detail many of the driving forces that "motivate" companies to 
address environmental issues. See Appendk A for a summary of the resuits fiom a survey conducted by the 
Society of Management Accountants of Canada as presented in CU4 Magazine (March 1997). 
68 The United Nations sponsonhip of the United Nations Environment and Developrnent (UNED) work is one 
example. 
69 R Page, Pers. comm.; Nola Kate Seymour's (Deputy to the Chair of the IISD) presentation to the Faculty of 
Management at the University of Calgary, September 20, 1996. 
70 Companies confoming to an envuonmental management system standard may choose to avoid business 
opportunities with non-conforming companies. 



Social Forces 

the e ffects of increasing public pressure for greater accountabili ty and hi gher 

standards of environmental conduct;7' 

the recognition of responsible resource use;R 

the development of codes of practice by business coalitions and ïndustry associations, 

e.g., Responsible Care by the Canadian Chernical Producers' Association. 

Environmental Operating Guidelines b y the Canadian Association of Petro leum 

Producers, ForesKure by the Alberta Forest Products Ass~cia t ion;~~ 

Economic Forces 

the emergence of NI-cost accounting and full life cycle accounting as part of accepted 

accounting p r a ~ t i c e s ; ~ ~  

= the reporting requirements of international and domestic lending institutions, 

insurance companies, and stock e~changes;~s 

the threat of fmancial liability;76 

T l  P. Shrïvastava and S. Hart (1 995) "Creating Sustainable Corporations", Business Strategy and the 
Environment, Vol. 4. pp. 154-1 65; D. Smith "The Frankenstein Syndrome: Corporate Responsibility and the 
Environment" in D. Smith (ed.) ( 1993) Business and the Environment: Implications of the New 
Environmentafism. St. Martin's Press: New York, p. 172; and Canadian Pacific Railway (unknown date) "A 
Letter from the President IR, J. Ritchie]" in The Environment is Everybody S Business: Now Ler S Ger Down ro 
Business! " (pamphlet). 
72 W. Schmidheiny, 1992. 
73 A coalition of Canadian corporations has recentiy developed a voluntary inteniational code of ethics. This 
code is backed by the Alliance of Manufamrs  and Exporttrs, the Canadian Chamber of Commerce, and the 
Conference Board of Canada. See "Voluntary Goodness: Business Ethics Overseas", Calgary Sunday Sun. 
September 7,1997, p. 36 and "Ethics Code to Apply Overseas", The Edmonton Journal, Fnday, September 5 ,  
1997. 
74 See the guideline manuals developed by the Society of Management Accountants of Canada. 
75 For more information see: A. L. T. McCammon (1994). "Environment and Development: Key Role for 
Banks?", Environmenral Conservation. Vol. 2 1, No. 4, pp. 272-273 and A. L. T. McCammon (1 995). 
"Banking Responsibility and Liability for the Environment: What are Banks Doing?", Environmental 
Cornervarion, Vol. 22, No. 4, pp. 297-305; R, Page, Pers. comm. 
76 One of the major business drivers for Ontario Hydro's Sustainable Energy Development (SED) program is 
the need to reduce future environmental liabilities, See Ontario Hydro's document for more information, "SED 
and Cornpeîitiveness", dated December 18, 1995. 



the costs associated with pollution abatement, treatment, storage, a d o r  d i~posa l ;~~  

the influence of international and domestic market forces; 

the additional expenses incurred because of delayed project approvals or denials 

from regdatory bodies; 

the effects of global ~arming;~8 and 

the impact of local, regionai, and global environmentai degradati~n.~g 

Another important driving force has been the development of "knowledge networks".80 

Networks of companies are working together to develop and promote higher operating 

standards and business codes of practice. Companies adhering ro and promoting higher 

standards can infiuence the level of expectations of regdators and the public. As knowledge 

becomes widespread within and outside the network and as business practices change, 

standards of conduct within certain industries rnay change. These standards may reflect 

stricter codes of practice that eventually become the "nom" for al1 companies within that 

industry. This change in acceptable behaviour can affect other non-confomiing companies. 

77 For example, tippage fees at many landfills have increased substantiaily over the past few years. Many 
corporations have implemented recycling prograrns to curb the amount of waste going into the garbage. As 
well, disposa1 andfor storage fees of hazardous or dangerous goods bas also increased. 
78 Even though scientific controversy exists over global warming, several countries supported a voluntary 
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions at the Rio Summit in 1992. For more information on participating 
countries, see "PM blasts deforestation" C a l g q  Herald, Wednesday, June 25, 1997, page AS. 
79 Aspects of the relationship among business. society, and the environment are now evident in prime t h e  
television. Featuring stories such as the following may encourage rnodiQing existing beliefs. Traders, an 
Emmy-award winning drama, is based on a fictitious hvestment bank in Toronto. One story explored the 
consequences of ignoring potential environmental impacts identified in an envuonmental assessrnent of a 
harbour development. The developers of this international project were not able to secure fuiancing or the right 
to develop in the local community. Had mitigation measwes k e n  incorporated or design modifications 
considered, the developers rnay have been able to go ahead with their project. 
*O Dr. M u r  J. Hanson, (president and CE0 of the IISD) June 5, 1997, hesentation "Sustainability and the 
Bottom Line" at the Corporare Symposium on Sutainable Development in Toronto. 



Various corporations are also adapting strategies and policies to reflect intemal driving 

forces. A primary interna1 dnving force is employee values. Employee awareness about 

environmental issues and concenu is growing.81 Some employees no longer accept 

unnecessary adverse environmental, health, and safety impacts caused by the processes, 

products, or services of their cornpany. Within some companies. actions to decrease work- 

based environmental impacts are initiated at the grassroots level by employees. 

Generally, poor environmental performance takes away From a corporation's bottom line. 

Resources allocated to rernedial clean-up and to end-of-pipe technologies lessen the amount 

of resources available for other areas of business. Proponents of pollution prevention have 

demonstrated increased profits82 These companies are reporting financiai savings rhrough 

more effective resource use, and additional revenue fiom selling wastes as inputs for other 

industrial activities.83 By improving environmental performance, corporations cm enhance 

profitability. A profit driven company can achieve environmental goals through smart 

application of business practices." For example, profitability can be optimized through the 

following measures: 

increase efficiency; 

reduce nsk; 

create greater market access through new products and services (trade rules); 

81 ïhis is to be expected with an increase in societal awareness. Employees make up society and are thus 
inff uenced by the same information sources as other mernbers. 
82 See S. Shelley's article "investing in Pollution Prevention: Money WeIl Spent", Errvironmenral Engineering 
World. Vol. 2, No .  5, p. 5 for several examples of large-, medium-, and mall-sized companies benefiting fiom 
pollution prevention programs. Post and Altman and A. Reder note that Minnesota Mining and 
Manufacniring's (3M) cornmitment to its pollution prevention pays program (3P) has saved ES00 million in ten 
years. This has been reported in J. E. Post and B. W. Altman (1994) "Managing the Environmental Change 
Process: Barriers and Opportunities", Journal of Organizational Change Management, Vol. 7 ,  No. 4, p. 65 and 
in A. Reder, p. 1 54. 
83 M. J. Kieman ( 1995) Ger Innavative or Ger Dead Building Cornpetitive Companies for the 21st Cent?. 
Douglas & Mcintyre: Vancouver, WCED, 1987; see examples outlined in Schmidheiny, 1992. 
84 D. D ~ v ~ M Y ,  Pers. comm. 



secure community's consent to operate; 

lower regulatory costs; and 

improve zbility to obtain [and perhaps retain] investment requirements.85 

Companies are realizing that by redesigning processes and products, costs are avoided and 

profits are increased through more efficient and effective use of energy and materials. This 

efficiency typically leads to higher quality f d  products and services.86 Profits are d s o  

maximized by preventing pollution and the need for its associated abatement technology 

costs and disposal fees. 

3.4 GENERAL fMPLICATIONS FOR BUSINESS 

Business c m  no longer operate on a "business-as-usual" mentaiity.s7 Business needs to shift 

away fiom practices that support indiscriminate growth. These practices often contribute to 

global environmental degradation and rapid exhaustion of nonrenewable res0urces.8~ 

Advancing toward sustainable development requires the cornmitment to "clean, equitable 

economic groWth".89 

One way of contributing to sustainable development is for business to "maxirnize added 

value while minimizing resource and energy use".g0 Addressing environmentai concems in a 

85 Dr. Hanson presented these measures at the Corporate Symposium on Susruinable Development in Toronto 
on June 5, 1997. A local example of not obtaining the public's consent to operate was illusûated by Amoco's 
application of resource extraction in the Whaleback area of the Eastern Slopes. For more information see the 
Energy Resource Conservation Board (ERCB, 1994) document Application for an kploratory Wellk Amoco 
Canada Perroleum Company Limited, Whaleback Ridge Area (Decision D 94-8). 
86 R Page, Pers. comm. 
87 S. Schmidheiny, p. 10. 
88 J. Davis, pp. 35-36. 
89 S. Schmidheiny, p. 9. 
90 S. Schmidheiny, p. 9. 



corporate se~ ing  requires modifications to the "dominant. finance-based business 

paradigm.91 Changes in corporations committed to advancing sustainable development 

incf ude : 

integrating environmentai issues into business strategies; 

seeking preventive solutions; 

adopting a longer-tem perspective; 

developing a corporate culture that supports an environmental ethic; and 

expanding traditional boundaries of business (promoting a holistic view of business 

actions). 

Corporate commitment to sustainable development needs to occur within the context of 

generating a profit." 

Business needs to take an active role in advancing sustainable development because resource 

use and waste generation are an integrai part of business. Barbier advocates the necessity of 

industry to promote activities that are more resource- and waste-minimizing than 

maximizing.93 This can be accomplished by modiQing business practices to address the 

above changes. 

Although progressùig toward sustainable development requires the commitment of al1 parts 

of society, the following sections focus on changes specific to business.94 Business needs to 

91 J. Davis "Business and the Environment: Towards a Paradigm Shift?" in D. Smith (ed.) (1993) Business 
and the Environment: implications of the New Environmentulism. St. Martin's Press: New York, p. 5. 
92 Thanks to D. Devenny who ninforced the importance of businesses needing to continue generating profits. 
93 E. B. Barbier, p. 106. 

The importance of changing consurnption patterns by individuais is recognized. However, addmsing 
consumer behaviour is outside the scope of this project. 
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assess its basic assurnptions and beliefs to promote and advance the concept of sustainable 

development.95 

3.4.1 Inkgration of Environmental Issues 

Corporations need to be comrnitted to developing in such a way as to be environmentally, 

socidly. and economically sustainable. Envuonmental considerations need to be integrated 

with econornic objectives for business to minùnize environmental stresses while continuing 

to be profitable. Conserving a healthy environment is a necessity because the environment 

provides the natural capital upon which al1 goods and services depend; therefore "business 

strategies [decision making processes] and practices m u t  reflect the importance of 

conservuig a healthy environment".% 

IntegraMg environmental, social, and economic considerations into the decision making 

process contributes to a more comprehensive review of diverse factors. Decision makers aware 

of applicable factors are able to m e s s  trade-offs arnong a variety of s ~ e n a r i o s . ~ ~  This may lead 

to reducing resource-intensive and environmentally harmfùl actions, thus broadening the range 

of options available for funue generations to meet their needs. 

Sustainable economic growth requires a sustainable resource base and social fkamework. 

Without ensuring prosperity in these domains, economic prosperity may not occur in the 

long-term: 

95 J. Davis, 1993. p. 27. 
% Government of Canada, 199 1, p. 27-5. 
97 Even though this assessrnent may be subjective and therefore difficult to quanti@, the decision maker may be 
influenced by factors previously not considered relevant to business. 



Industry leaders have concluded that successfd handling of environmental 
sustainability and corporate environmental responsibility is critical to their own 
long-tenn success.98 

Sustainable development requires having both a healthy environment and a healthy 

economy ." 

3.4.2 Prevention 

Changïng a common business approach fiom corrective to preventative actions contributes to 

progressing towards sustainable development. Minimizing inefficient resource use by 

reducing waste and improving industrial processes supports several of the principles of 

sustainable development outlined in Section 2.3: 

1. respecting the carrying capacity of the earth's ecosystems; 

2. efficiently using resources; 

3. minimizing the use of nonrenewable resources; and 

4. advancing pre-emptive planning. 

Preventive mategies acknowledge the importance of preserving the resiliency of the earth's 

natural systems to regenerate resources and to absorb waste. 

Business should no longer focus on short-term "temporary solutions to environrnental 

problems"*00 but should "seek to prevent pollution before it happens".lO' Corporations 

should encourage a shifi fiom: 

98 R. Kumar et al, p. 47. 
99 S. Schmidheiny, p. 83. 
l* R Purser, et al. (1995) "Limits to Anthropocentrism: Toward an Ecoceniric Organization Paradigm?", 
Academy of Management Review, Vol. 20, No. 4, p. 1082. 
Io' S. Schmidheiny, p. 13. 



'bolt-on, end-of-pipe' technologies [that] provide a bnef respite fiom the 
immediacy of the [environmental] problem ... towards clean technologies and 
waste minimization [which lead to successful] long-term improvements. IO2 

Corporations are recognizing pollution is a sign of inefficient use of resources and of lost 

profit resulting fkom materiais not sold in final products.lO3 Respecting the environment need 

not cost more: 

The contention that effective protection of the environrnent will always involve 
higher costs can be seen to be a prejudice: the fact is that environmental 
protection can be pursued more effectively with a lot of know-how and little 
money than with a lot of money and little know-how.1W 

By preventing pollution, business is not only maximizing economic well-being but aiso 

environmental well-being. Business is also not passing costs on to future generations or 

other parts of society. 

The main goal of business is to remain in business by maximizing profit. This goal needs to 

acknowledge that environmental constraints affect the activities of business. Companies 

strive to maximize financial renims in the short-term. The importance of this economic 

objective is reflected in the quarterly statements and annual reports issued to investors. It is 

also reflected in bonuses awarded to "top producers".I05 Corporations smving for long-term 

viability no longer focus primarily on short-term economic performance. Choices are made 

IO2 J. Davis, 1993, p. 10. 
IO3 S. Schmidheiny, p. 99. 
'O4 G. Winter (1988) Business and the Environment: A Handbook of Industrial Ecology with 22 Checkiïktsfor 
Practical Use and an Example of the Integrated System of Concrete Environmental Business Management (the 
Winter Modeo. McGraw-Hi11 Book Company GMBH: Hambourg, p. 47. 
los An example of  this minciset is presented in the article "Reforming the fum" in the Economisf, Vol. 344, No. 
8029, pp. 16-17. This article supports the notion that the Board of Directors of companies should be paid with 
company shares, not cash and perks. This arrangement would create a common interest for both the Board and 
the company's shareholders. This practice could potentially h m  the company if the Board members were to 
improperly baiance shorter term cconomic gods with long-tenn goals required to enswe corporate viability. 



by corporations that are less environmentaily harmful. Street and Barker underline the fact 

that: 

... certain paths of economic growth are more damaging than others, and. ..constant 
economic growth cannot be maintained without some environmental damage for 
fiiture generations. IO6 

Failure to address long-term implications can result in costly "~orrections".~0~ Corporations 

need to evaluate the long-term effects of their decisions and actions: 

Decisions can no longer be self-centred, they have to take account of a growing 
awareness of the need for development to be sustainable by reference to finite 
environmental resources. IO8 

Although absolute sustainability may not be attainable, business should support activities that 

are relatively more sustainable than others.lW 

3.4.4 Expansion of Traditional Boundaries of Business 

By expanding aaditional business objectives to include a diveaity of long-term environmental 

and social objectives, corporations will be contributing to progressing towards sustainable 

development. Traditionaily, business has viewed the natural environment "solely in terms of 

the exchange value that such concem will yieid to human desires".~IO The traditional 

boundaries of business need to expand to incorporate the well-being of ecosystems. To ensure 

long-term viability, business needs to recognize: 

lo6 P. Sueet and B. Barker (1995) "Promoting Good Environmental Management: Lessons Lemed from BS 
5750" Journal of Environmental Planning and Management. Vol. 39, N o .  4, p. 500. 
lo7 D. Devenny, Pers. cornm. 
'O8 N. Hawke, "A Legal Environment for Sustainable Development", in J. Davis (ed.) (1993) Business and rhe 
Environment: Implications of the New Environmentalism. St.  Martin's Press: New York, p. 75. 
lo9 E. B. Barbier, p. 106. 
I o  R E. Purser et al., p. 1075. 



the rate of depletion of naturai resources; 

the effects of their actions on the environment; and 

the interconnectedness of ail ecosystem components. 1 

Businesses oriented towards sustainable development will realize and respect that natural 

resources are limited and thus, must be used efficiently and appropnately. Committing to 

sustainable development requires that corporate "...actions taken now which are likely to 

impair significantly the well-being of the future m u t  be associated with actual compensation 

for the fut~re."i~~ The well-king of the ecosystem needs to be incorporated into ail levels of 

business 0bjectives.~3 To eliminate adverse impacts of business on the environment while 

rnaintaining long-term viability, corporations need to change their focus from short-term 

economic concems to include more holistic longer-term objectives. 

These long-tem holistic objectives should embrace and support al1 three components of 

sustainable development: environment, economy, and society . l4 B y incorporating these 

objectives as part of business, quantitative benefits (measurable in economic units) as well as 

benefits much harder to pnce, (e.g., biodiversity conservation, habitat preservation, clean air 

and water, and healthy people) will occur. Typically, payback nom these changes will take 

place over a longer time fiame and may not be easily identifiable: 

l F. Westley and H. Vredenburg, pp. 1 O4- 1 19. 
I l 2  D. Pearce and G. Atkinson, p. 64. 
l 3  K. Lee ( 1  993) Compass and Gvroscope: Integrating Science and Politics for the Environment, Island 

Press: Washington, D.C.; P. Shrivastava and S. Hart, 1995; S. Schmidheiny, 1992; J. Davis, 199 1 ; P. Street 
and B. Barker, 1995. 

l4 T. Giadwin et al., 1995 presents this as a synemic interconnection of the dynamics among these three 
components, pp. 897-98. 
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Jbenefits may] take t h e  to appear and be appreciated, while the costs [of this 
shift] are ofien borne 'now'.ils 

Many businesses have expanded their traditional view of stakeholders. Stakeholders include 

not only employees, customers. and stockholders but also neighbours, public interest groups, 

suppliers, govemments. and the general pub1ic.l I6 Expanding traditional business interests to 

include those interests held by nontraditional stakeholders will result in a wider range of 

concems k i n g  identified. This may help business to better identiQ with and conform to a 

community 's expectations. 

A corporation needs to change its approach to doing business while remaining profitable. 

Innovative companies will use this cornmitment to sustainable development to create and 

support their cornpetitive advantage: 

Experience in the indumialized nations has proved that antipollution technology 
has k e n  cost-effective in ternis of health, property, and environmental damage 
avoided, and that it has made many industries more profitable by making them 
more resource-efficient. fl 

Al1 of the above implications for corporate advancement of sustainable development rely on 

changing beliefs, patterns (Le., a paradigm shifi), and actions and "broadening concepts of 

quality and customer satisfaction".l18 The health and well-being of the environment will 

influence the prosperity of the Company. This new perspective encourages Iinkages to be 

made between the environment and the economy. 

-- - 

l5 Environment Policy Cornmittee, Environment Directorate of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (February 1994) Managing Change: The Challenge of Sustainable Developmenr. 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development: Paris, p. 5. 

l6 S. Schrnidheiny, p. 10. 
l I7 WCED, 1987, p. 16. 
l l8 K. Kelly, Pers. comm. 



3.5 IMPLICATIONS FOR NONRENEWABLE RESOURCE-BASED COMPANIES 

One main concem with the concept of sustainable development is the apparent contradiction 
* .  

of sustaumg nonrenewable resources. How cm a finite supply of a diminishing 

nonrenewable resource be sustained? And what does sustainable development mean to 

nonrenewable resource-based companies? 

To explain the relationship between sustainable development and nonrenewable resource use, 

the notion of limits needs to be explored. Limits are imposed on development based on the 

following: 

1. the ability of ecosystems to renew resources, and 

2. the ability of ecosystems to assimilate wastes (both natural and industrial) that are 

generated. 

Initiaily, the ability of ecosystems to renew resources appears to be the lirniting factor in the 

use of nonrenewable resources. This may not be so. Instead, the latter point may in fact 

restrict the use of nonrenewable resources. Impacts fiom nonrenewable resource use on 

renewable resources such as air, water, soil, and vegetation are more likely to influence the 

rate of nonrenewable resource use.119 

For example, the limiting factor for burning fossil fuels may not be the fuiite arnount of this 

resource. Instead, the negative environmental effects associated with suiphur dioxide (SO?) 

and carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions will probably limit the rate of use of fossil fuels.120 

Sulphur dioxide is one cornponent of acid rain, a pollutant that alters the acidification of 

l9 J. MacNeill et al., pp. 22-23; R Kumar et al., p. 44; Governent of Canada, Chapter 27, pp. 18- 19. 
I2O Robert Bon for the Petroleum Communication Foundation (Septernber 1993) Petroletrm and the 
Environment: A Backgroundet-, Petroleum Communication Foundation: Calgary. 
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ecosystems. Increased levels of S 0 2  may result in the following environmental changes: 

rock weathering rnay be accelerated, soi1 nutrients and trace rnetals may be 
altered, plant growth rnay be impaired, and the ability of habitats to sustain living 
organisms rnay be diminished. l2 l 

Scientists also believe that increased CO, levels contribute to the greenhouse effect, the 

warming of the earth's atmosphere. Altering the earth's clirnate would greatly affect the 

processes on earth. Warming would likely lead to melting ice bergs. glaciers. and polar caps. 

This would then lead to changing ocean levels, the loss of land fronting the ocean, and the 

displacement of large numbers of people. 

These adverse environmental impacts would alter the earthTs ecosystems significantly and its 

ability to provide the life support forces necessary for our survival. Therefore, environmental 

impacts fiom these ernissions will likely limit burnîng fossil fiels long before fossii fuel 

supplies are exhausted. 

Nonrenewable resource-based companies should sustain "the products, services, and 

fùnctions that the resources ~upport".l" Sustainable development focuses on maintaining the 

key functions and services derived fiom the environ ment.^^ Implications for nonrenewable 

resource-based companies include the following considerations: 

recognizing the significance of the nonrenewabie resource; 

promoting technologies and processes that maximize efficient use of 

nonrenewable resources; 

minimizùig negative impacts on other components of the environment during al1 

121 Government of Canada, Chapter 24, pp. 8-9. 
122 Govemment of Canada, p. 2 1- 18. 
lu R. Kumar et ai., p. 44. 



phases of nonrenewable resource use (e-g., exploration, developrnent, extraction, 

transportation, and use); 

reducing, reusing, and recycling nonrenewable resources; and 

most importantly, developing substitutes for nonrenewable res0urces.12~ 

Nonrenewable resource-based companies need to follow a path that is relatively more 

sustainable than others.125 Conservation through design pre-emption, efficient resource use, 

and waste recycling should be encouraged. Nonrenewable resource-based companies 

committed to advancing sustainable development need to integrate the principles of 

sustainable development into their business mategies. Sustainable development requires 

safeguarding the earth's ecosystems to provide life support forces needed by future 

generations. These companies need to acknowledge this requirement. 

3.6 SUMMARY 

Advancing sustainable developrnent implies changes for society and changes for business. 

To progress toward more sustainable forms of development, we need to accept that the 

natural world is not separate fiom the human world and that the human world is not superior 

to the naturai world. Both worlds rely on the same resources and the same life support 

forces. Not respecting the constrahts associated with the use of natural resources will 

adversely affect al1 systems on earth, including essential life support systems and naturai 

resources. The new paradigm should integrate the guiding principles of sustainable 

development and ensure they are applied to the development process. 

124 R. Kumar et al., p. 44; J. MacNeiII et al., pp. 22-23. 
r25 E. B. Barbier, p 106. 
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Socio-economic goals and environmental goals need to be integrated. Policies that sustain 

and expand the environmental resource base need to be developed, promoted, and 

Unplemented. Market economies need to evolve into new systems that adequately value 

environmental resources and that encourage long-term sustainable practices. Political 

systems need to be modified to address complex issues over the long-term. 

Corporations need to acknowledge and address environmental concems by cornmitting to 

develop in a more sustainable rnanner. Companies are realizing that by redesigning 

processes and products, costs are avoided and profits are increased through more efficient 

and effective use of energy and materials. This efficiency typically leads to higher qudity 

final products and services. A corporation needs to change its approach to doing business 

while remaining profitable. 

Sustainable development requires safeguarding the earth's ecosystems to provide life suppon 

forces needed by future generations. Nonrenewable resource-based companies need to 

acknowledge this requirement. Companies relying on nonrenewable resources need to 

evolve practices over time to prepare for the use of alternative renewable resources. 

Although absolute sustainability rnay not be anainable, activities that are relatively more 

sustainable than others should be supported. Sunainable economic growth requires a 

sustainable resource base and social framework. Without enstixing prospenty in these 

domains, economic prosperity may not occur in the long-tem. 





HAPTER 4 
CORPORATE FRAMEWORK FOR SUSTAINABLE 

DEVELOPMENT 

W e  c a n  n o  l o n g e r  a f f o r d  t h e  t i r n e  t o  t i n k e r  w i t h  t h e  

i n t e r n a t  m e c h a n i s m s  o f  e s r a b l i s h e d  i n s t i t u t i o n s .  

- Stafford Beerl - 

Within this chapter. differences among companies displaying various levels of corporate 

environmental cornmitment are identified. The characteristics of a Company committed to 

advancing sustainable development are outlined. The importance of creating a corporate 

vision supporting sustainable development and of encouraging a holistic perspective is 

explained. Corporate principles and initiatives supporting sustainable development are 

presented. A corporate strategy consistent with the principles of sustainable development is 

developed. 

Historically, corporations viewed the environment as an unlirnited source of inputs required 

for their indusaial processes.2 Generally, the scope of business was narrowly focused on 

economic growth with little apparent concem for pollution control beyond meeting 

cornpliance or prmitting requirements:3 

S. Beer (1975) PlutJorm for Change: A Me~sogefiom SrMord Beer, John Wiley & Sons: New York, 
p. 117. 
The following overview is based primarily on events in North Amenca. 
iiSD ( 1  99 1 )  D ~ ~ s i o n  Paper: Framework for Corporate Reporting on Sustainable Devefopment. 

Repared by Deloitîe & TouchelDRT International Chanered Accountants/Management Consultants, DRT: 
Toronto, p. 12. W. E. Stead and J. G. Stead (1 992) Management for a Srnall Planer: Smegic Decision 



Industrial wastes were poured with abandon into the lakes, the streams, the 
oceans, and the atmosphere.4 

uiitially, this practice was probably acceptable because the assimilative capacity of the 

environment was greater than the volume of waste inputs released.5 As industrial activity 

increased, so did the volume and nature of pollution and consequently, pollution's adverse 

effects. Pollution such as persistent toxic substances were introduced into the environment. 

Free goods (such as air, water, and soil) began to deteriorate because of overuse and abuse of 

these resources.6 Industry rarely considered the resiliency and ability of these resources to 

regenerate. This attitude was reflected in a society based on mass accumulation of consumer 

goods without considering future conseq~ences.~ Society supported the belief that progress 

meant development and development, in tum, meant economic growth. 

Concerns associated with renewable resource-based industries and its effects on the economy 

began surfacing due to the overload on the environment's assimilative capacity and the 

reduced volumes of sellable resources: 

overfishing leads to dramatic falls in catches; overharvesting of forests [leads] to 
present and emerging wood shortages; and indusûial agriculture [leads] to soi1 
destruction and failing crop yields.8 

Increased awareness of the consequences of pollutants entering into the environment and of 

harvesting renewable resources at a faster rate than that of their renewal has raised public 

expectations of corporate environmental performance. In the 1980s, as the economy (and 

- 

Making and the Environmeru, Sage Publications, Inc.: Newbury Park, California, p. 1 10; and R. Page, Pers. 
comm- 

J. B. Harrison and R E. Sullivan (1  980) A Short History of W a t e m  Civilkation (5th edition). AIfied A. 
Knopf: New York, pp. 729-730. 

D. Devenny, Pers. comm. 
See Harder for more information about the "tragedy of the commons". G. Hardin (1968) "Tragedy of the 

Cornons", Science, Vol. 102, December 13, pp. 1243- 1248. Businesses do pay for permission to use certain 
naturai resources through a permitting process. Typically, the value of these resources is not adequately 
represented. 

Some people believe this attitude is predominant in ow present society. 
8 M. Clow, 199 1 "Sustainable Developrnent Won't Be Enough", Wildemess Alberta, Vol. 2 1 ,  No. 2,  p. 9. 



thus growth) was becoming more noticeably affected by environrnental problems, a 

resolution was proposed to address environmental and economic concerns. This resolution 

was the concept of sustauiable development. Sustainable development emphasizes the 

integration of economic, environrnental, and social goals rather than the polarization of 

environmental concem versus economic concern~.~  

Protecting the environment has influenced business strategies and practices to avoid greater 

intervention and regdation and to avoid costly project delays. Innovative companies are 

beginning to accept that environmental concems are business concems and thus should be 

integrated into their business strategies, policies, and practices. The dominant belief of "the 

business of business is business" is no longer enough. Businesses within certain circles are 

challenging that particular belief to encompass a broader range of goals.10 

Progressive businesses are investigating ways to enhance profits and cornpetitive advantage 

while committing to socially and environmentally responsible practices.Ii To accomplish 

this, corporations are developing and implementing corporate strategies to advance 

sustainable development. 

This next section explores the various levels of corporate environmental commitment and 

strategies. l2 

R.. Page, Pers. comm.; WCED, 1987. 
Io For example, the following business groups are e x p l o ~ g  and promoting a broader corporate responsibility: 
GEMI, the International Environmental Bureau of the ICC, the chemical industry, the forest industry, etc. * Sharma and Vredenburg present case smdy information regardhg proactive corporate environrnental 
strategies and cornpetitive organizational capabilities in their article "Proactive Corporate Environmental 
Strategy and the Development of Competitively Valuable Organizational Capabilities" (forthcoming) in 
Straregic Managemenr Jourml. 
' 2  The business community does not operate in isolation. It is affected by changing regulatory requirements 
and societal expectations. The following section focuses prirnarily on the evolution of corporate environrnental 
commitment. 



4.2 DEGREE OF CORPORATE ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENT 

Business response to environmental concerns range fkom being reactive, cornpliance-driven 

to proactive, leading-edge.'3 The corporation's environmental commitment affects its ability 

to anticipate and adapt to changing requirements. A corporation closer to the reactive side of 

the continuum is less likely to foresee emerging environmental issues. Reactive corporations 

are unlikely to change before regulations become emcted.14 Corporations leaning towards 

the proactive end of the continuum tend to anticipate and address upcoming issues in advance 

of regulations. 

Corporations committed to anainuig a particular level of environmental commitment may not 

necessary reach their goal if deficiencies are not addressed. For example, corporations 

seeking mere compliance may faIl short of meeting al1 the requirements of compliance unless 

adequate resources are available to address shortcomlligs.~5 

Corporations need to identiq what is within theu scope to correct or address and what they 

can or should do about it.l6 Some issues rnay be beyond the scope of business to address but 

businesses can acknowledge these issues. As discussed in the previous chapter, corporations 

need to demonstrate environmental commitment while generating profits. 

Degrees of corporate cornmimient are presented on a continuum in Figure 4-1. 

13The following categories of business strategy and characteristics are based on Nigel Roorne's 1992 article 
"Deveioping Environmental Management Strategies", Business Stmtegy und the Environment. Vol. 1, Part 1, 
Spring, pp. 1 1-24. van Someren refen to similar stages as defensive, offensive, and innovative in T. C. R. van 
Sorneren (1995) "Sustainable Development and the Firm: Organizational Innovations and Environmental 
Strategyn, Business and the Environment. Vol. 4,  p. 24. 
l4 See Section 3.3 and Appendk A for examples of other driving forces that cm affect a corporation's 
commitment to the environment, 
l5 R Page, Pers. comm. 
l6 D. Devenny, Pers. comm. 



Corparate Fmmewurk for Sust~inaMe Devel~pmmt 

REACTIVE 

fl Noncornpliance 

Cornpliance 

Cornpliance Plus 

Environmental Excellence 

u Leading Edge 

PROACTIVE 

lacks long-term vision of its business future; littie 
attention given to enviionmental issues 

addresses on1 y environmental issues iden tified in 
legislation; focuses on isolated single issues; 
usually does not anticipate new environmental 
requirements 

inkgrates environmental management systems into 
the business framework; goes beyond current 
regulatory requirements 

emphasizes core corporate and managerial values 
focused on achievement of quality 

exhibits manageMy led, voluntary organizational 
and managerial reform; consults with stakeholders 

Figure dl. Business Cornmitment to Environmental Issues: Corporate Categoriesl' 

A corporation needs to develop an environmental commitment in a profitable manner; 

otherwise, costly actions to address environmental concerns may put the corporation out of 

business. 

Corporations may exhibit traits fiom more than one level of environmental commitment 

during the same time period. Different degrees of environmental cornmimient usually 

reflect different corporate strategies implemented to address relevant environmental 

concerns. The differences in the ove levels identified in the continuum are explored below. 

l7 Adapted fiom N. Roome, 1992, pp. 18-22. Monnation from the chart in A. Trisoglio and K. ten Kate 
( 1993) "Environment's Sûategic Nanire ManagingT', Ecalecision, June, p. 15 was also included. 
l 8  T. van Someren, p. 24. 



4.2.1 Noncornpliance 

Corporations not complying with government regdations exhibit little environmental 

commitment. A long-term vision of their business is usually absent. Companies not in 

compliance generally pay little attention to environmental concems in their business 

strategies and initiatives.19 Noncornpliance corporations may be limited in action by "cost 

constraùits, extent of existing liabilities or managerial inertia".20 

An exarnple of a company that may not be in compliance is a junior oil company. Typically, 

these companies do not have environmental departments; and thus may lack the resources 

and expertise to address environmental matters. Their focus is short-terni sumival. Little if 

any resources are devoted to corporate environmental commitment. Leaders and senior 

management of these companies may not have had the oppominity to consider the role of 

environmental cornmitment in their business practices.21 

A second exarnple of a company Iikely not in compliance is a company offering questionable 

goods and/or services (Le., a fly-by-night operation). This company is probably not 

concemed with long-tenn planning or with establishing community acceptance. Its primary 

objective is to maximize short-term economic growth before moving to a new destination. 

4.2.2 Cornpliance 

Currently, the majority of companies are compliancedriven." At this defensive stage of 

environmental commi tment, corporations believe that environmental concerns are outside of 

- pp 

l9 N. Rmme, 1992, p. 18; IISD, 199 1, p. 37. 
20 N. Roome, 1992, p. 18. 
R Page, Pers. cornm. * IISD (1 992) Business Sfi-ategy for Sustainable Development: Leadership and Accountabiiity for the 90s. 

IISD: Winnipeg, p. 22. 



their business policies, practices, and strategies.23 Environmental problems are solved by 

focusing on products and problems and subsequently implementing "damage control" 

initiatives.24 Addressing environmental issues i$ viewed as an additional expense; therefore, 

cornpliance-driven companies fix only what needs fixing.25 

Because cornpliance-driven cornpanies typically believe that pollution is a by-product of 

production, corporate strategies focus on incremental adjustments to improve pollution and 

waste controls.26 "Emissions and effluent are trapped, stored, treated, and disposed of using 

pollution-contml equipment'" such as scrubbers, storage ponds, or incinerators. As 

regulated emission Ievels become more stringent, end-of-pipe mechanisms become more 

refined and technologically is advanced. For example, a cornpliance-driven company 

constnicts a taller scrubber or adds additional filter systems, as required. 

Cornpliance-driven companies generaily focus on only those environmental issues identified 

in the regulations. A reactive cornpliance-driven approach towards environmentai 

cornmitment does not acknowledge potential concerns not yet regulated but identified by 

other stakeholders. This oversight may leave the company at risk because it rnay not be able 

to adapt quickly to changing expectations.28 Not anticipating public concems could affect 

the timing and outcome of project approvals, thus influencing project costs. 

T. van Sorneren, p. 24. 
24 N. Roome, 1992, p. 18; IISD, 199 1, p. 38; IISD, 1992, p. 22. 
25 R Kurnar et ai., p. 50. 
26 Peat Marwich Stevenson and Kellogg (October 14, 1993) 1993 Environmental Scan: Evaluaring Our 
Progress Towwdr Sustainable Development, prepared for the Canadian Council of Ministen of  the 
Environment (CCME), CCME: Canada, p. 27; P. Street and B. Baker (1995) "Promoting Good 
Environmentai Management : Lessons fiom BS 5 XO", Journui of Environmenrat Planning and Management. 
Vol. 38, No. 5, p. 484. 
27 S. Hart (1495) "A Natural-Resource-Based View of the Fh", Academy ofManagernent Review, Vol. 20, 
No .  4, p. 992. 

E. E. Karrer-Rueedi (1996) "Emerging Proactive Environmental Strategies in Pharmaceutical 
Corporations", Greener Management InrernationaI: The Journal of Corporate EnvironrnentaZ Strategy and 
Practice. Issue 16, pp. 47-59, p. 50. 



Corporations within this category are likely to conduct environmental audits to determine 

compliance with govemment regulations. The corporate focus is on "managing" the after- 

effects of its activities rather than redesigning production processes. Environmental issues 

are seen as an extemal problem.29 Little emphasis is placed on overuse of resources and the 

corporation's role in environmental degradation. 

Only meeting compliance may be quite acceptable for some industry sectoa such as a 

relatively non-intrusive service company (e.g., an intemet service company). For other 

sectors, only complying with regulations may lead to serious impairment of the environment 

and society (e.g., stockpihg waste liabilities).30 Corporations need to assess the potential 

impacts of their actions to detemine if meeting cornpliance requirements addresses long- 

term implications. 

4.2.3 Com~liance Plus 

Companies at this level are shifting from cornpliance-driven to more proactive responses. 

Business views of the environment are changing from an extemal add-on perspective to one 

that acknowledges the role of the environment in business. Corporate environmental 

cornmitment is integrated into some organizational elements such as corporate strategies and 

initiatives. Knowledge and awareness of environmental issues are "more sy stematicall y 

gathered and diffused within the fm."-'l Companies are becoming more proactive in 

environmental management. This enables a company to take ''control over the direction and 

pace of its environmental performance."32 

29 T. van Someren, p. 24. 
30 These examples were provided &y D. Devenny. 
31 T. van Someren, p. 24. 
32 N. Rome, 1992, p. 19 



Certain compliance plus companies go beyond regdatory requirements." For example, 

companies may follow environmental operating guidelines that are more d g e n t  than 

regdatory requirements. 

Companies at this level tend to go beyond conducting environmental audits to implementing 

comprehensive environmental management sy~terns.3~ Initiatives are implemented to 

mesure and monitor corporate environmental strategies? A compliance plus Company 

usually accepts corporate responsibility for its environmental impacts; therefore, 

responsibilities for addressing environmental concems are assigned within the company.36 

Companies are dwlking beyond c0mpiiance.3~ However, the scope of these strategies may be 

limited by cost considerations.38 Deep change, such as establishing an environmental and 

social ethic, within the corporation does not occur. 

4.2.4 Environmental Excellence 

At this level, corporations are realizing that strong environmental cornmitment can be used to 

gain a competitive advantage.39 For example, companies committed to pollution prevention 

rather than pollution control may be avoiding costs associated with retrofitting. These 

companies are realizing additional benefits that contribute to a competitive advantage, 

including: 

33 IISD, 1992, p. 2î; Roome, 1992, pp. 18- 19. 
34 Peat Manvich Stevenson and Kellogg, p.43. See Chapter 5 for more information on environmental 
management systerns. 
35 N. Roome, 1992, p. 20. 
36 N. Roome, 1992, p. 2 1. 
37 1. E. Post and B. W. AItman, p. 72. 
38 T. van Someren, p. 24. 
39 IISD, 1992, p. 23; M. Kieman, 1995; Hart, 1992; M. E. Porter and C. van der Linde (1995) "Gmn and 
Competitiven H w o r d  Business Review, September/October, pp. 1 20- 1 34; and Ontario Hydro (Decem ber 1 8, 
1995) "SED [sustainable energy development] and Competitiveness", p. 2. 
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more efficient use of inputs, i.e., cost swings through smaller volumes of required 

inputs: 

less waste produced, therefore reducing disposai and/or storage fees; 

avoidance of toxic and hazardous matenais where possible, therefore Iowering 

environmental and health nsk; 

avoiding costly project delays due to public opposition and to regulatory and 

political processes; and 

reduced risk of liability.40 

Corporations committed to environmental excellence believe that environmental management 

is good management.41 Corporate environmental cornmitment changes from focusing on 

problems and products to addressing processes and systems." This change enables 

companies to integrate environmental issues into ail areas of corporate management. 

Employees at ail Ievels are encouraged to commit to environmental e ~ c e l l e n c e . ~  

Environmental performance is included in Company reports." Corporate stmtegies and 

values focus on quality achievement.4j Adapting to changing environmental performance 

standards enables companies to get ahead.46 

4.2.5 Leading Edae (Proactive) 

Leading edge corporations are committed to advancing the principles of sustainable 

development. These corporations are attempting to understand and to impiement the 

40 D. Baker, Pers. comm.; P. St. Pierre, Pers. comm.; S. Lord, Pers. comrn.; R. Page, Pers. comm. 
41  N. Roome, 1992, p. 19. 
42 IISD, 1991, p. 39. 
43 IISD, 1992, p. 23. 

P. Shnvastava and S. Hart (1995) "Creating Sustainable Corporations", Business Strategy and the 
Environment. Vol. 4, p. 163. 
45 N. Roome, 1992, p. 19. Total quality management is exptored in the next chapter. 
46 J. E. Post and B. W. Altman, p. 72. 
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requirements needed to support the concept of sustainable development from a business 

perspective. Relationships among social well-being, environrnental performance, and 

corporate success are identified, strengthened, and integrated into business strategies? 

Corporate sîrategies focus on "...new patterns of investment and enhanced understanding of 

the linkages between sustainability, competitiveness, and pr~sperity."~* The cornmitment to 

sustainable development is deeper than that for environmental management and protection. 

The purpose and the form of business needs to be re-thought to include the principles of 

stewardship, respect, equity , and precaution." 

Environmental issues become embedded in business ~trategy.~O Corporate cornmitment 

extends beyond considering environmentai impacts resulting fiom business activities to 

include the long-term needs and interests of stakeholder~.~~ Intemal cornmitment to 

protecting the environment contributes to establishing an environmental ethic within the 

company.52 This corporate culture and the adaptability of the Company nippon the 

company's cornmitment towards sustainable development.53 

Companies at this level are seen as innovative; their actions set the standard for others.5J 

These companies are forward-thinking, and thus are able to anticipate, adapt to, and benefit 

fiom new circumstances. They develop a long-term vision for their business. Leading-edge 

-- - 

37 Rachid Zeffane, Michael Polonsky, and Patrick Medley ( 1  995) "Corporate Environmental Cornmitment: 
Developing the Operational Concept", Business Strategy and the Environment, VolJNo. 4,  pp. 17-28, p. 18. 
48 Unknown source. 
49 N. Roome, 1996, slides 3, 12. 
T. van Someren, p. 24. 
IISD, 1991, p. 39. 

s2 N. Roome. 1992, p. 2 î ;  R Zeffane, et al.. p. 18. 
53 E. E. Kmr-Rueedi, p. 5 1 .  
54 N. Roome, 1992, p. 19. 



companies take a holistic approach to corporate environmental commitment by recognizing 

the following: 

there are no "nee" goods; 

al1 actions have consequences; and 

everything must be accounted for in a closed loop systern.55 

Innovative companies include stakeholden in planning and decision-making processes. This 

involvement enables companies to identifi environmental and social concems and to work 

together with stakeholders to develop s0lutions.5~ These companies share their 

environmental or sustainable development performance in progress reports available to 

interested parties. Leading edge corporate strategies focus on the whole systern by balancing 

economic. social, and environmental needs.S7 

Commitment to sustainable development requires deep change within a typical company. 

This change includes building a corporate culture that supports an environmentai and social 

ethic-58 Table 4-1 summarizes a sample of corporate elements present at various Ievels of 

environmental commitment. Differences are identified in the approach to corporate 

leadership, and the development of corporate characteristics and behaviour. 

55 J. E. Po% and B. W. Altman, p. 71. 
56 A. Trkotglio and K. ten Kate. p. 15. R W.  Sexty ( 1  995) Canadian Business and Socieiy: Understanding 
Social and Ethical Challenges, Prentice Hall Canada inc.: Scarborough, Ontario, pp. 371-382. 
57 IISD, 1992, p. 24. 
s8 S. Schrnidheiny, 1992. 



Table 61. Changing Corporate Elementsn 

COMPUANCE PLUS / 
ENVlRONMENTAL 
EXCELLENCE 

LEADING EDGE COMPUANCE 

Environmental steward- 
ship as core value 

Whole system well-being 
as an imbedded corporate 
PurPose 

Waste and emission 
reduction as goals 

Changing production and 
consumption patterns 
g lobally 

Clean-up or divest 
polluting business 

l nvest in 'g rem" 
businessesfproducts 

Focus Partnerships to develop 
green technology 

Reorientation of firm's 
practices, products, and 
services in support of 
optimizing the Mole 
system 

State-of-tfie-art 'green" 
production 

ENVIRONMENT 
AND BUSINESS 

Integrated, based on 
systems approach 

Isolated, single issues Environmental 
management systems 

Product stewardship; 
Design for environment; 
Empioyee awareness 

Stakeholder integration; 
Me cycle planning 
(holistic); Social and 
environmental ethic 

Pollution control; Narrow 
focus 

Ecu-efficiency and socio- 
economic perfomance 
and profitability as key 
indicators 

Cornpliance oriented; 
Environmental audits 

Environmental 
performance reporting 

Innovation; Continuous 
improvement; Social and 
environmental goals 
integrated in ail parts of 
the company 

STAGE OF 
ORGAN~ZAT~ONAL 
CHANGE AND 
LEARNING 

Adjustrnent; Reactive and 
incremental change 
pattern 

Adaptation and 
anticipation; 
Environmental values 
linked to other corporde 
values 

s9 Adapted primady from Figure 2 in P. Shrivastava and S. Hart, p.163; with ideas incorporated frw> the chart 
in A. Trisoglio and K. ten Kate, p. 15; and fiom J. E. Post and B. W. Altman. pp. 70-71. Thanks to K. Kelly, J. 
Brownlee, and others who assisted me with clarifLing the language used in the table. 



Companies committed to advancing sustainable development emphasize maximizing the 

"triple bottom 1ineT'.60 These companies expand the conventional fuiancial bottom line to 

include the "bottom lines" of environmental quality and social equity perfomance.61 

Processes to accomplish this include being hovative, continually learning, monitoring, 

evaluating, reporting, and continually improving. These processes will enhance corporate 

commitment towards sustainable development. 

4.3 CORPORATE FRAMEWORK FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

A corporate h e w o r k  for advancing sustainable development requires commitment and 

appropriate action at the strategic and operational Ievels. Corporate goals need to be 

developed and responsibility needs to be assigned to appropriate individuals to delegate 

tasks. A review process needs to be established to ensure that goals are met. Feedback and 

monitoring are necessary to encourage improvement and to assess corporate performance. 

One tool recently developed to assess progress towards sustainable development is the set of 

"Bellagio Principles"." These Principles focus on assessing a process that can be used to 

advance the concept of sustainable development. The Bellagio Pnnciples presented in 

Appendix B are interrelated and should be applied as a complete set? Although onginally 

developed as an assessment tool, companies can use these Pnnciples to assist in developing a 

h e w o r k  to advance sustainable development in a corporate sening. 

60 World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) (1997) The Sustainable Business 
Challenge: The Challenge Br* fiom the WBCSD website: httpdlchallenge. bi.nolsbc/sec7/c hap j6,h 
6' WBCSD, 1997. 
62 This set of guidelines was recently developed during a meeting of measurement and indicators experts in 
Bellagio, Itdy. USD (JanJFeb. 1997) "Editoriai", DeveIoping Idem, Issue 7, p. 1. 
63 IISD, JanJFeb., 1997, pp. 1,8-9. 
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This project focuses on the role of Frinciple 1 and Principle 2 in the strategic integration of 

sustainable development in business. Cornmitment to sustainable development needs to 

corne from the board of directors, leaders, and senior management because sustainable 

development is a "strategic planning issue"? The first two Bellagio Pnnciples, presented 

below, emphasize creating a vision and a holistic perspective consistent with the concept of 

sustainable development : 

1. Guiding Vision and Goals 
Assessrnent of progress toward sustainable devdoprnent should: 

be guided by a clear vision of sutainable developrnent and goals that define that 
vision 

Assessrnent of progress toward sustainable developrnent should.- 
inchde review of the whofe systern as weZl as ifs parts 
consider the weZl-being of socid, ecological, and econornic sub-systems. their state 
as well as the direction and rate of change of thut state, of their comportent parts. 
and the interaction between parts 
consider both positive and negative consequences of h a n  acrivity, in a way that 
reflects the costs and benefirs for human and ecological systems. in monetar-y and 
non-rnonetary terms65 

The importance of these two principles is explored beiow. 

4.3.1 Vision 

A key elernent necessary to advance corporate cornmitment to sustainability is the 

development of a corporate vision that integrates the concept of sustainable development 

with the core mandate of the Company. The vision needs to recognize the interdependence 

among optirniring social, environmental, and econornic well-being. This vision provides the 

64 National Round Table on the Environment and the Economy (NRTEE) (199 1 )  Discussions on Decision 
Making Practices for Sustainable Developrnent. NRTEE: Ottawa, p. 35. 
65 IISD, JanJFeb. 1997, p. 1,8-9. 



basis for establishg the direction, beliefs, values, and assumptions of the company.66 A 

corporate vision "'defmes the reiationship of the company to its nahiral and human 

environments".67 It also integrates profitability and the interests of customers, shareholders, 

the community, and others. 

Developing a strong well-defuled sense of vision encourages employees and other 

stakeholden to change how they view the business and its activities. This wil1 help guide a 

fundamental transfomation of the company to advance sustainable development. 

A vision promoting sustainable development as a corporate purpose creates a sense of 

direction for employees.68 Employees realize the importance of advancing sustainable 

development in the corporate setting when senior management makes it a clear commitment 

and follows with appropriate action.@ Employee cornmitment and participation to advance 

sustainable development are encouraged. 

This vision provides the basis for a company to senously commit to advancing sustainable 

development. It establishes a fiamework "within which employees see and do their jobs".70 

Because of this formai commitment, employees are able to develop and promote a legitimate 

(i.e., corporate acceptance) and shared sense of social and environmental purpose? A 

common sense of purpose is reflected in corporate decisions and actions. Decision-making is 

based upon the core values expressed within the corporate vision.n 

66 J. Davis, 1 99 1, p. 29. 
67 P. Shnvastava, 1995, p. 942. 

S. Hart, p. 1007. 
69 M. Starik, et al., 1996, p. 15. 

S. Schmidheiny, p. 114. 
l S. Hart, p. 1002; P. Shrivastava and S. Hart, 1995; M. Starik and G. P. Rands, 1995, p. 920. 

W. E. Stead and J. G. Stead, p. 168. 
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The cornmitment expressed within the corporate vision provides the bais  for environmental 

and social concems to be integrated into al1 corporate activities.73 Strategies aimed at 

progressïng toward sustainable development are more likely to become implemented and 

integrated into the corporate culture if shared values and visions are established throughout 

the company." Strategies are required to reonent a company's processes and systems to 

sustainable development pr inciple~.~~ 

4.3.2 Holistic Perspective 

To advance sustainable development, optimizing the three global goals of sustainable 

development (societal, environmental, and economic well-king) needs to be promoted in a 

corporate setting.76 Companies c m  use these goals to develop "working pnnciples of 

sustainable behaviour".77 A company committed to advancing sustainable development will 

strive towards contributhg positively to the environment, economy, and society. 

One approach to translate these global goals into corporate principles supporting sustainable 

development is presented in Table 4-2. Examples of corporate initiatives that suppon the 

plinciples of sustainable development are included in the table. 

73 S. Schmidheiny, p. 85. 
74 P. Luiman, Pers. corn.; W. E. Stead and J. G. Stead (1992) Management for a Small Planet: Sirategic 
Decision Making a d  the Environment. Sage Publications, Inc.: Newbury Park, California, p. 65-68. 
75 Schmidhehy, p. 85. McCanhy et al. explain that the company strategy provides a central focus and direction 
to the activities of the organization and to the peo le who work in it. D. J. McCarthy et al. (1 983) Business 4 Policy and Strategy: Concepts and Readings (3 ed) .  Richard D. Irw in, Inc. : USA, p. 1 3. 
76 S& Chaptcr 2 for more ifornation on dobal goals supporthg sustainable development 
77 T. Gladwin (writer) R N. Nordseom (ed.) ( 1992) Building the Sutainable Corporation: Creating 
Environmental Susrainabiiity and Corporate Advanrage, commissioned for the: National Wildlife Federation 
Corporate Conservation Council "SYNERGY '92" Conference, January 1992, p24. 
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Table 4-2. Corporate Principles and Initiatives Supporting Sustainable Development78 

For ecological security: 

To Protect ecological systerns so as to minimize adverse impacts 

To Presewe ecological systerns so as to maintain their integnty 

To Balance ecological systems so as to enhance life support forces 

For resource security: 

To Optimize resource use so as to obtain more with l e s  

To Conserve resources so as to extend use and to develop options 

To Substitute resources for ones with lower impact and of renewable supply 

For socio~conomic security: 

To Focus economic actiwty so as to bmaden regional opportunity & beneft 

To Promote economic acüvrty so as to meet present and future needs 

To Conduct economic activrty to comply with laws and social expectations 

Through pollution prevention; 

natural resource preservation; land 

use management; sustainable 

harvesting . 

Through new product/seNice design 

or development; renewable energy; 

waste minimization; reusing; 

recycling ; energy conservation. 

Through technology and knowledge 

transfer; diverstty employment; local 

adaptation; inframcture senices, 

stakeholder participation. 

A well designed business strategy that advances sustainable development will address these 

nine p ~ c i p l e s .  Typically, by focusing on only a few selected principles. corporations will 

not undergo the transformations required to support sustainable development. 

78 MOdified fiom T. Gladwin, conference, p. 24. Some of the comments provided by J. Brownlee and D. 
Devemy were also iocorporated. Some examples of  corporate initiatives originated fiom T. Gladwin, 1992 and 
frorn J. E. Post and B. W. Altman, 1994. 



Committing to sustainable development goes beyond committhg to environmental 

stewardship to focus on pre-empting impacts.79 Focusing primarily on environmental 

performance rnay not necessarily address social issues. Corporate initiatives may result in 

improved processes such as increased eficiency but may not necessarily reorient the 

Company around sustainable practices .80 

Creating a sustainable mindset that supports a long-tem vision to accounr for future 

generations is one of the key elements required to advance sustainable development in a 

corporate setting.81 Reinforcing a holistic approach that emphasizes interdependence by 

luiking our actions to the well-being of the natural world will help change our beliefs and 

assumptions. 

Because our knowledge of ecosystems is incomplete, sustainable development is a target 

without a defined route.8 Strategies advancing sustainable development need to be regularly 

monitored and revised.83 A strategy should be viewed as  an evolving element that reflects 

new knowledge, expectations, and influences. It serves as a guide for action; a strategy 

advancing sustainable development "does not necessarily mean adding a lot of new things 

but it may mean doing things in new ways."a 

79 IISD, 1992, p. 33; Ontario Hydro (1995) Ontario Hydro 1994 Sustainable Development / Environmentai 
Performance Report, Ontario Hydro: Toronto, p. 1 ;  R. Page, Pers. comm. 
80 A. Reder, 1994, p. 155. 
81 T. Gladwin, p. 26. 
82 Thanks to R Page for helping me with the wording. 
83 M. Stank et al., p. 20. 
s4 Envuonment Canada (Apd 1997) Sustainable Developmenr Stmtegy: Summas, Document. Minister of 
Public Works and Govenunent Services Canada: Canada, p. 1 1. 
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4.4 ADVANCING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN A CORPORATE SETTING 

The business cornrnunity has a considerable opportunity to contribute to a sustainable 

society. Companies possess the tools and resources (capital, naniral. and human resources) 

necessary to instigate and to support the required changes.85 As the "primary engine of 

econornic development". collectively. the business community has the financial resources 

and the capability to research, develop. implement. and assess suitable sustainable business 

çtrategies, policies, and practices.86 

Although absolute sustainability is not technically possible, corporations need to follow 

patterns that are less damaging than othen.g7 The actions of individual corporations need to 

contribute to the overall sustaùiability of the business community and more importantly, of 

society itself88 

Because industrial use of raw materials and energy greatly affects environmental, societal, 

and economic well-king, corporations are 'well siniated to implement ecosystem resource- 

preservation ~trategies."8~ By adopting sustainable development as a corporate goal. 

businesses can contribute to socio-economic goals, support inter- and intra-generational 

equity, and preserve the e h ' s  ecosystems. OfTering fair employment, assisting in the 

development of necessary infi.astructure (such as a transportation network clean source of 

water, and sanitation services), contri buting towards a meaningful quality of Ii fe, tram ferring 

technology and knowledge, and openiy disclosing corporate operations to the public are some 

85 S. Schmidheiny, 1992; WBCSD (c. 1997) Signals for Change: Business Progress T o w d  Surtainable 
Developntenz, WBCSD: ~~:.wbcsd.ch/Publications 
86 P. Shrivastava, 1995, p. 937; S. Schmidheiny, 1992; and P. Hawken (1993) The Ecology of Commerce: A 
Declamfion of Sustaimbiliîy, HarperBusiness: New York, Chapter 4. 

E. B. Barbier, p. 106. 
P. D. Jennings and P. A. Zandbergen (1995) "Ecologically Sustainable ûrganizations: An instihational 

Approach", Academy of Munagentenr Reviau. Vol. 20, No.  4, p. 1022. 
89 P. Shrivastava, 1995, p. 940; WCED, 1987; IISD, 199 1 .  
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examples of how businesses can contribute towards the social component of sustainable 

deveiopment? 

Literature pertaining to the sustainable corporation is relatively new and is still rnat~ring.~l 

The comrnon theme in the literature is that industrial activities must be limited to what nature 

can tolerate. assimilate, andlor provide? Future generations should not bear the burden of 

present actions. Sustainable development implies limits and equity among generations: 

Organizations in harmony with sustainability will increase the quaiity of life in 
equitable ways that maintain or reduce energy/matter throughput. Such 
organizations cannot grow indefinitely, but they can develop indefinitely.93 

Shrivastava and Hart propose that the goal of the sustainable corporation is to create: 

fmancially and competitively viable businesses that: 
conserve non-renewable resources; 
protect the health of workers and the public; and 
minimize technological nsks faced by communities.94 

Typically, cornpanies need to undergo major transformations to develop business strategies 

that broaden the focus fiom traditionai short-term fmanciaf prosperity to include short- and 

long-terni environmental and social prospenty. 95 Beliefs emphasizing our connection with 

Most of these examples are from T. Gladwin, pp. 22-24. The last example is fiom S. Ceno and S. 
Appelbaum (1 983) Principles ofManagement: .4 Canadian Perspective. Wm. C .  Brown Company 
Publishers: Iowa, p. 49 1. WCED, 1987. "Fair employment" and "meaningfÙI quaIity of Iife" are subjective 
but these terms still provide a sense of direction for businesses to conmbute towards the social component of 
sustainable development. 
91 Within this field a variety of terms are used to describe the sustainable corporation. Examples include "ideal 
sustainable development corporation", "ecologicdly sustainable corporation", and "sustainable enterprise". 
92 IISD, 1992; b e r  et al., 1995; T. Gladwin et al., 1995; and P. Shrivastava and S. Hart, 1995. 
93 T. Gladwin et al., p.896-97. 
44 P. Shrivastava and S. Hart, p. 163. 
95 " 1994 Statement of the Amencan Association of Engineering Societies on the Role of the Engineer in 
Sustainable Development", The Role of Engineering in Sastainable DeveIoprnent, Amencan Association of 
Engineering Societies and the World Engineering Partnership for Sustainable Development: American 
Association of Engineering Societies, p. 4; P. Shrivastava and S. Hart, p. 163; S. Schmidheiny, pp. 182; and R. 
Page, Per. comm. 
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and dependency on the natuml environment need to be reinforced and imbedded within 

companies. 

Business practices supporting sustainable development need to go beyond ". . .after-the-fact 

repair of damage: sforestation, ~claiming dese r t , . . . ~  storing natural habitats, and 

rehabilitating wild lands.''96 Through corporate sustainable development strategies, practices - 
such as design pre-ernption, life cycle assessment, and full c o s  accounting can contribute to 

maximizing added value of the product or service while minimizing resource and energy 

use.97 Companies need to integraie and balance both environmental and economic goals 

rather than emphasize one over the other as is stated in the following quote, ". ..priontize 

their actions in ecological rather than management terms.'qB 

Environmental, social, and econornic goals need to be integrated into the scope of business. * 
Changing stakeholders' perspectives of business is needed. Broadening stakeholders' 

perspectives of the scope of business would encourage the necessary changes in other areas 

of society to advance sustainable business enterprises and, more importantly, a sustainable 

society-100 One way to achieve this change is to develop and focus an orientation and a 

corporate vision that are consistent with the principles of sustainable development. 

% WCED, 1987, p. 10. 
97 S. Schmidheiny, p. 9. 
98 P. Street and B. Barker, p. 50 1. 
99 R E. Purser, C. Park, and A. Montuori (1995) "Lhi ts  to Anthropocentnsm: Toward an Ecocentric 
Organization Paradigm?", Aca&my of Management Review, Vol. 20, No. 4, pp. 107475. 
IOo B. Sprecher, Pers. cornrn. 



Corporations coIIllILitted to advancing sustainable development: 

accept that heaithy ecosystems provide the natural resources needed for long-term 

survival; 

develop strategies to protect natural resources and respect ecological limits; 

integrate environmental and social considerations into economic objectives; 

shift from a narrow short-term focus on economic performance to one that is more 

holistic and forward-looking; and 

modify their perception of growth. '01 

Sustainable development encompasses complex ideas. lo2 These ideas rnay be ovexwhelming 

for individuals attempting to advance sustainable development in a c orporate setting . 

Corporate commitment toward sustaînable development may be incorrectly viewed as a 

short-tem marketing gimmick rather than as a reflection of vast changes in how a Company 

operates. Some companies only appear to address societal and environmental concerns to 

gain a short-term cornpetitive advantage.103 A superficial cornmitment to corporate 

sustainability rnay occur because of oveeimplification: 

Complex business ... ideas ... are throttied down to a catchy slogan, symbol, 
mission statement or stereotype in order to be communicated to, and be accepted 
by, an ill-informed-but-information-besieged citizenry.lM 

Employees, including leaders, may not realize the complexity of corporate commitment to 

the concept of sustainable development and the challenges that lie ahead. Business leaders 

D. Bakr,  Pers. comm.; P. Shrivastava and S. Hart, 1995. 
'O2 J. Grieve, Pers. comm. 
'03 Davis, "nie Frankenstein Syndrome.. .", p. 1 77. 
104 H. Schachter (Saturday, March 8, 1997) " W M i N G  This article is complicated. It deIves into disparate 
ideas. It doesn't seek straightforward answen. It is about simplicity", The Globe and Mail, pp. D 1, D3. 
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ofien oversimplify the solutions to complex issues and are not prepared to commit resources 

to address long-tem problems: 

Leaders and companies latch onto quick-hit solutions for long-term 
problems.. .'while proper change in complex organizations takes 10 to 15 years 
and is intergenerational. ' los 

An oversirnpiified approach should not be applied by corporations wishing to advance 

sunainable development. The complexity encompassed within the concept of sustainable 

development needs to be understood and presented in the corporate strategy. This strategy 

provides the h e w o r k  required for "deep changes" that support corporate sustainability. 

4.4.1 Strateay 

To advance sustainability, the concept of sustainable development needs to be integrated into 

al1 aspects of the business, including overall strategy, objectives, and everyday practices.'O6 

A strategy is defined as "a broad and general plan developed to reach long-range 

organizational objectives." A strategy is the end result of strategic planning which is "long- 

range planning that focuses on the organization as a whole"i07 

The board of directors, corporate leaders, and senior management srpicdly develop the 

overall strategy for the cornpany.~O* Because this strategy guides the actions of the Company, 

prhciples of sustainable development need to be included to offer guidance for corporate 

direction. Through strategies, the allocation of resources is determined.lw The World 

los H. Schachter. p. D3. The quote fiom the article was referenced to Daniel Ondrack, a University of Toronto 
management professor. 
lo6 S. Schmidhehy, 1992; WBCSD. 1997. 
lo7 S. C. Ceno and S. H. Appelbaum (1983) Principles of Modern Management: A Canadian Perspecrive. 
Wm. C .  Brown Publishers: United States of Amerka, p. 80. 
lo8 Y. N. Chang and F. Campo-Flores (1980) Business Policy andstrategy. Goodyear Publishing Company, 
hc.: United States, p. 45 and S. C. Certo and S. H. Appelbaum (1983) Principfes of Modern Management: A 
Canuàian Perspective, Wm. C. Brown Company Publishers: United States, pp. 86-87. 
lo9 R Page, Pen. comm. 
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Business Council on Sustainable Development (WBCSD) emphasizes that a well-nin and 

successful company requires direction on where to go.ti0 

Because the board of directors represent the company 's owners, its stockholders 1 1 1, the 

support of the board for advancing sustainable development is paramount. The board of 

directon plays a cnticd role in establishing the overall pnorities and tone for management 

and employees.1 l2 

Companies committed to advancing sustainable development require new corporate thinking. 

To promote a cornmitment to sustainable development, leaders and senior management need 

to develop and support corporate cultures that encourage employee participation, continuous 

l e d g  and improvement. l l 3  

Without having thought through the implications of cornmining to sustainable development, 

corporate leaders may fmd it difficult to integrate principles of sustainable development into 

a practical and appropriate strategy. Establishing a consistent corporate focus may be harder 

to accomplish without an interpretation of sustainable development relevant to core business 

services. To assist in advancing sustainable development, Lélé encourages asking the 

following questions: 

what is to be sustained? 

for whom? and 

how long?l14 

1 Io WBCSD, 1997, p. 1. 
' 1 '  W. F. Glueck and L. R Jauch (1984) Strategic ManagemenrondBuriness Policy (2nded). McGraw-Hill 
Book Company: United States, p. 66. 
l l2 IISD, 1992, p. 34. 

IISD, 1991, p.21. 
l4 S. M. Lélé, p.615. 

Advancing SuitainaMe Developrnmt in a Curporate Setting 

95 



Corporate leaders should address these questions in their corporate strategy. This establishes 

and clarifies corporate cornmitment toward sunainable development. Different priorities and 

circumstances will influence and affect an organization's interpretation of sustainable 

development. This in tum will affect what actions are taken to support the concept of 

sustainable development. 

Many companies and organizations are "customizing sustainable development definitions 

specifically suited to their operation and stakeholders.?'Il5 For example, definitions of 

sustainable development from a business perspective have been offered by The Society of 

Management Accountants of Canada and by the International Institute for Sustainable 

Development (IISD). These definitions are presented in Table 4-3. 

Table 4-3. Sustainable Development Defined frorn a Business Perspective 

Monsanto Company 

The Society of Management 
Accountants of Canada 

International lnstitute for 
Sustainable ûevelopment 
(IISD) 

Sus&hab/e de velopmen f. .. ewnomic gmW0 coupled wü? respect for 
the en~ionment. 

Sustahab/e de velopmen f.. . #e ihpLemen&bon ufpracf/'ces and pokcies 
fo meef lhe CU& and Mum needs of ouf customets, supp/ie/s, 
sha/eho/ders, employees, üie mmrnunia'es h i n i i  we operafe, and 
Oie pub& wi/e simu/taneous& mntnbuting to the we//-behg of Ule 
enwbnmennf, ewnomy; and socetyl l7 

For #e business entepnis, susta/nabhe de veloprnent mean adoptig 
bushess straegies andacbVües Ulat meef #e needs of lhe en teme 
and ifs s&keho/dem tuday whJe prvtectlng sustahhg and enhanahg 
bie human andnatura/resources fiat wYbe neededh b?e &fure.118 

-- 

l l 5  B. Feltmate ( 1  997) "Making Sustainabie Development a Corporate Reality", C M  Magazine, Vol. 7 1 ,  
No. 2, p. 12. 
l Monsanto Company ( 1996) Momanto 1995 A n d  Report to Shoreowners. p. 22. 
l I7 B. Feltmate ( 1 997) Accountingfir h f c z i ~ b l e  Devefopment: A Business Perspective, Management 
Accounting Issues Paper 14, The Society of Management Accountants of Canada: Hamilton, Ontario, p. 49. 
l l 8  IISD, 1992, p. 1 1. 



The above defuiitions emphasize the areas relevant to business while recognizing the linkage 

between corporate prosperity and corporate sustainability. The fmt  definition, provided in 

Monsanto's 1995 Annual Report tu Shreowners, focuses on two of the three components of 

sustainable development - the economy and the environment. It is lacking reference to the 

well-king of society. The last two definitions address meeting the needs of present and 

future stakeholders. The interdependence among business activities, the social framework 

and the natural environment is also recognized. 

Defining sustainable development needs to create a focus for employee action. Employees 

need to be able to decide if their actions support or counteract the company's commitment to 

advancing sustainable developrnent. ''9 

Sustainable deveiopment is not black or white. It is a dynarnic visionary state where society 

is "living in hamony with the environment itse1f9.l20 The principles of sustainable 

development offer direction for corporate commitment and action. Providing the public with 

a company ' s interpretation of sustainable development allows for meaning fui discussions 

between interested parties. 

The concept and principles of sustainable development can be linked to other management 

concepts and principles such as eco-efficiency, environmental management systems, total 

quality environmental management, and the leaming organization. These linkages can help 

integrate sustainable development into corporate strategy.121 By establishing these linkages, 

l9 K. Kelly, Pers. comm.; D. Devenny, Pers. comm. 
I2O S. M. Lele, p. 6 18. 
lti IISD, 199 1, p. 18. See Chapter 5 for examples of practical business initiatives that help advance sustainable 
development in a corporate setting. 
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a practical application of sustainable development may be more accepted by the business 

community. 

4.5 SUMMARV 

Cornmitment to sustainable development requires significant change within the typical 

Company. Reinforcing a holistic approach that connects our actions with the well-being of 

the naturai world will help change our traditional beliefs. Leaders need to develop an 

orientation and corporate vision that are consistent with the principles of sustainable 

development . 

The complexity encompassed within the concept of sustainable development needs to be 

understood and presented in the corporate strategy. This broad and general plan provides the 

hnework  required for "deep changes" that support corporate sustainability. 

Establishing a consistent corporate focus may be harder to accomplish without an 

interpretation of sustainable development relevant to core business services. Sustainable 

development is not black or white. It is a dynamic visionary state where economic, 

environmental. and social goals are balanced. Strategies advancing sustainable development 

should be viewed as an evolving element that reflects new knowledge, expectations, and 

influences. 

A well designed business strategy advancing sustainable developrnent will address al1 three 

components of sustainable development (environment, economy, and society). Typically, by 

not focusing on al1 three components, corporations rnay not be undergoing the 



transformations required to support sustainable development. For example, focusing 

primarily on environmental performance may not necessarily address social issues. 

The business cornmunity may more readily accept advancing sustainable development if 

linkages between the concept and principles of sustainable development and other business 

applications are established. The strategic integration of sustainable development in business 

should recognize the importance of corporate prospenty and corporate sustainability. 
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You take changes in srna// bites so as not to do much damage by 

the velocity of the change. 

- Mr. Segal, Progressive Conservalive Strafegist - 

Business approaches, such as eco-efficiency and environmental management systems, that 

potentially advance sustainable development are explored in this chapter. Characteristics of 

corporate environmental management and corporate sustainable development are compared. 

Key characteristics of two management concepts, total qudi ty environrnental management 

and the learning organization, are presented. These characteristics can be used to help re- 

invent the organization and to enhance its ability to advance toward sustainable development. 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Changes needed to advance the concept of sustainable development are substantiai. Because 

of these substantial changes, the transformation f?om our dominant western paradigm to one 

that acknowledges our connection to and dependence on nature and its life support forces will 

most likely occur gradually.2 Corporate environmentai management is one linkage 

contributing to the transformation to corporate sustainability.3 Integrating environmental 

H. Schlater, 1997, p. Dl.  
S. Hart, 1995; T. Gladwin et al., 1995; P. Shrivastava, 1995; K. Lee, 1993. 
Practices such as life cycle assesment, environrnental audits, and environmentai accounting also contribute to 

environmental management. For more information on corporate environmental management and its tools, see 
D. Thompson in T. Fleming (ed.) (1997) The Environment and the Cunudiun Sociefy, 'ITP Nelson: Toronto, 
pp. 220-250. 



objectives with economic objectives at al1 times advances two of the three key components 

supporting sustainable development (environmental and economic well-being). 

Business objectives can be Iinked to principles of sustainable development through initiatives 

such as eco-efficiency and environmental management systems. These initiatives provide a 

pragmatic way for corporations to adapt their behaviour to support certain principles of 

sustainable development. These approaches often contribute to the economic and 

environmental cornponents of sustainable development. Usually, their contribution to the 

social component is limited. 

Corporations committed to advancing sustainable development typically need to re-invent 

themselves; these orgariizations need to change to match new know1edge.J Key 

c haracteristics of management concepts such as total quality environmental management and 

the learning organization can help corporations develop traits of continuous improvement, 

innovation, and continuous leaming. These traits enhance a company's ability to advance 

sustainable development. 

A combination of these initiatives can improve corporate econornic performance while 

contributhg to environmental and social well-being. ïhe  following sections explore the 

initiatives of environmental management, eco-efficiency, environmental management 

systerns, total quality management, and the leaming organization in more detail. 

N. Roome (1996) "Re-engineering for Environmental Management; Re-inventing for Sustainability", 
conference TowarciS a Sustainable Corporation, Lake Louise, Alberta, May 1-4, Slide 6. 



Corporate environmental performance can be improved through environmental management. 

Thompson defined environmental management as setting goals and objectives; organizing 

and directing people, finances. materiais, S o m a t i o n  and other resources; and monitoring 

and feedback of activities to attain environmental goals and objectives.5 Environmental 

management seeks to: 

facilitate the way in which complex environmental issues are handled within an 
org ankation. with the ultimate goal of maximizing benefic i d  [environmental 
impacts] and minimizhg adverse environmental impacts of business operations6 

while maintiiining or enhancing corporate profitability. 

The scope of environmental management is more Iirnited than that of sustainable 

development. Sustainable development emphasizes global issues and the values of respect, 

equity, and justice to optimize environmental, social, and economic well-being. 

Environmentai management f o c w s  on product stewardship to minimize adverse impacts on 

environmental resources and systems.7 Environmental management does not address global 

issues such as the adverse links between the environment and underdevelopmen~.~ 

Environmental management lacks the social component that is essential to sustainable 

development. Sustainable development addresses the needs of future generations and inter- 

and intra-generational costs. Sustainable development emphasizes the dependence of 

econornic prosperity upon envuonmental and social well-being? 

D. Thompson EVDS 747 Environmental Munagement Course Outline and NOIRS. University of Calgary. 
P. Swet and B. Baker, p. 491. 
N. Roome, 1996. * F. Westley and H. Vredenburg, 1996. 
WCED, 1987. 



The t h e  hune significantly differentiates environmentai management and sustainable 

development. Environmental management typically focuses on present-day and immediate 

fbture industrial activities while sustainable development emphasizes a much longer, inter- 

generational view. Planning for the friture is central to s~stainability.~~ 

Another differentiation between environmental management and sustainable development is 

based on how development is viewed. Environmental management typically views 

development as a given and therefore, the outcomes of development are emphasized. 

According to Roome, corporate environmental management integrates the environment 

together with conventional business concerns using existing business practices. planning 

systems, and structures. 1 1 In contrast, sustainable development emphasizes "new institutional 

forms and social innovation"l2 and embraces the entire development cycle.13 The outcomes 

of development are not a given and the entire development cycle is considered. Sustainable 

development goes beyond corporate environmentai improvement. l4 

Roome compares several dimensions of corporate environmental management and corporate 

sustainability presented in Table 5- 1 . 

Io M. Carley and 1. Christie (1992) Mamging Sustuinubie Deueiopment, Earthscan Publications Ltd.: 
London, p. 8 1. ' N. Roome, 1996, Slide 8. 
l2 N. Roome, 1996, Slide 12. 
l3 Ontario Hydm, 1993, p. 4. 
l4 P. Street and B. Baker, p. 500. 



Table 51. Framing Environmental Management and Sustainability 15 

INTO A GIVEN CON- 

Some systems thinking, compliance 
and beyond compliance 

Product stewardship, pollution 
prevention, stakeholders 

Environmental values included in the 
economic analysis 

Stnictures and intemal systems for 
integration of environment involving 
policy, targets, measuremen t. 
monitoring, review and accountability 

Product and process Me 
- -- -- 

Limited - company, supply chah 

Continuous improvement, quality, re- 
engineering around environmental 
information 

Audits, life cycle analysisldesign for 
environmen t, environmental 
peifonance indicators, environmental 
accounting, stakeholder analysis 

Mind Set 

OrganiUng 
Concepts 

Decision 
Frame 

Organizaüonal 
Frame 

Time Frame 

Change Frame 
and 

Process 

Techniques 

SUS TAIN AB IL^: CONTEXT 
SHAPING BY INTEGRATING 
BUSINESS INTO CHANGING 

C o r n  

Systems thinking, the ethical, leaming 
org anization 

A networked organization involving 
stakeholders bound into projects by 
agreed values and purposes 

Economic, social and environmen ta1 
factorç judged together 

-- - -  

Contracted relationships based on 
economic, environmental and social 
objectives with time limited agreements 
on specifications and performance 
-- 

Generaüonal and synoptic outlooks 

Limitiess - up to and including r e  
inventing the organization 

Continuous adaptation of knowledge 
base and relationships involving 
reinvention of organization 

Ethical, social, environmental and 
financial audits and performance 
reviews involving stakeholder 
participation 

- - 

l5 N. Roome, 1996, Slides 10, 13, 14. 
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Environmental management is a necessary but not suffîcient ingredient of sunainable 

development. Corporations committed to advancing sustainable development need to go 

beyond environmental management to address broader issues. Sustainable development 

challenges the entire indusaial and commercial system to restructure itself! 

The approach used to promote efficient use of resources is called eco-efficiency. Coined by 

the World Business Council for Sunainable Development (WBCSD), eco-efficiency 

advances two components embraced by the concept of sustainable development: economic 

and environmental efficiency.17 The WBCSD defines eco-efficiency as: 

the delivery of competitively-priced goods and services that satisfy hurnan needs 
and bring quaiity of life, while progressively reducing ecological impacts and 
resource intensity thmughout the life cycle, to a level at least in line with the 
Earth's estimated carrying capacity.18 

TO accomplish this efficiency, businesses need to identiQ, quanti@, and properly allocate 

internally existing and/or hadequate environmental costs.19 This practice encourages more 

accurate valuation of environmental resources and costs.20 

Theoretically, eco-efficiency addresses some of the social aspects cntical to sustainable 

development. In practice, it appears that eco-efficiency strongly embraces the economics of 

improving the efficiency of using environmental resources without adequately addressing the 

I6 J. Davis, 1993, p. 326. 
l7 R de Andraca and K. McCready. (1994) Internulizing Environmerd Costs to Promoie Eco-Eflciency, 
Report for the Business Council for Sustainable Development, BCSD: Switzerland, p. 6. In 1995, the BCSD 
and the World Industry Council for Environment (WICE) merged to form the World Business Council for 
Sustainable Development (WBCSD). To avoid confusion, the acronym WBCSD will be used in the main text. 
l 8  BCSD (1993) Gerting Eco-@cient: How Con Business Connibute to Sustainable Deveioprnenf? Report 
prepared by Nick Robins, BCSD: Europe, p. 8. 
l9 R de Andraca and K. McCready, 1994, pp. 6-7.20. 
20 BCSD, 1 993, p. 1 1. 



social aspects. For example, Ontario Hydro has strongly emphasized the econornic benefits 

resulting fiom practicing eco-efficiency: 

Benefits of this approach [ecosfficiency] go right to [the] bottom Iine - reducing 
wasteful practices, making more product available to customers, and increasing 
revenues for the company.21 

Companies practicing eco-efficiency improve and maximize economic eficiencies that have 

positive environmental benefits.22 These praaices encourage economic production that 

minimizes causing environmental degradation? By identifjhg areas where improved 

economic efficiencies cm be achieved, businesses comrnitted to eco-efficiency become more 

competitive, innovative, and environrnentally responsible.24 Eco-efficiency provides a 

performance measure of resource w related to output and costS2j 

Eco-efficient practices centre on continuously improving processes: 

to optimize econornic efficiency by saving money, and 

to optimize environmental well-being by reducing resource use [or reducing 
adverse impact] .26 

Examples of such practices include preventing pollution reducing inputs at the source. 

m i n i m i ~ g  waste, and developing cleaner processes.27 The philosophy adopted by eco- 

efficient companies is: "We can do more with  les^".'^ 

21 Ontario Hydro (1 8 December 1995) SED [Sustainable Energy DevefopmeniJ and Comperitiveness. p.  S .  
WBCSD (c. 1 W6a) Eco-eflcienr Le~dershipfor Irnproyed Economic and Environmenrai Pqfiorrnance, p .  4 

fkom: www.wbcsd.ch~prodoc/ec~efficient.htmi 
IISD (1997) "Beyond Eco-eficiency", Deveioping Ideas. Issue 7, p. 2. 

2 % ~ ~ ~  (c. 1 997) Signai. of Change: BuFiness Progress Towarak Sustainable Development. WBCSD: 
www.wbcsd.ch/PubIicationslSignais%200/o0P/02O%ChangdSignalsY~0%Change.hmiI, p. 8. 
25 K. Kelly, Pers. corn. 
26 R de Andraca and K. McCready, p. 15; WBCSD, c. 1996% p. 8. 
27 WBCSD, c. I996a. p. 4. 
28 WBCSD, c. 1996a p. 8. 



Companies practicing eco-efficiency anticipate and address environmentai p r o b l e r n ~ . ~ ~  This 

operating style encourages a more innovative approach to address environmental issues. 

Eco-efficient companies are able to make incremental changes in their traditional ways of 

operating by incorporating environmental goals with economic goals.30 These changes have 

the potential to lead to a fundamental shift in business thinking that supports certain aspects 

of sustainable development. 

The practice of eco-efficiency is d l  evolving. The WBCSD identified these eco-eficiency 

cnteria that corporations are striving to achieve in a cost effective manner: 

reduce the material intensity of goods and services; 
reduce the energy intensity of goods and senlces; 
reduce toxic dispersion; 
enhance material recyclability; 
maximize sustainable use of renewable resources; 
extend product durability; and 
increase the service intensity of goods and services.3' 

Ecwfficiency also centres on internalizing environmental costs. The above criteria 

emphasize providing customers with products that have a "high s e ~ c e  value and low 

material intensity". Value is created by focusing on customen' needs rather than on 

indiscrirninately supplying products.33 Businesses are challenged to create, design, and 

supply new goods and services that meet the above criteria. 

29 R. de Andraca and K. McCready, 1994, p. 23. 
30 WBCSD, c. 1997, p. 8. 
31 WBCSD, c. 1996a. 
32 R de Andraca and K. McCready, 1994. p. 13. 
WBCSD, c. 1996% p. 8. 



By focusing on customers' needs through ecologically responsible manufachring, companies 

can contribute toward b'ecologically responsible ~onsumption''3~ if their products are 

cornpetitive. Changing the consumption ethic would help shape our beliefs to include the 

values of sustainable development. This change can potentially influence market forces to 

create a new system in which to operate and function.3S Thus, companies practicing eco- 

efficiency are capable of contributing to a wider range of principles supporting sustainable 

development. 

A cradle to grave or life cycle approach to providing goods and services meets the eco- 

efficiency criteria: 

Life cycle analysis offers a way of accounting and comparing environmental 
emissions and resource requirements for different product 0ptions.3~ 

Voluntarily comparing viable options can lead to developing industrial practices that reduce 

resource and energy intensity and that minimize the production of toxic substances. Goods 

and services can be designed for irnproved durability, re-use, and better recyclability. 

5.3.1 Eco-Efiiciencv's Contribution to Sustainable Development 

Eco-efficiency cntena support many of the corporate principles of sustainable development, 

particularly those associated with ecological security and resource security. (See Chapter 4, 

Table 4-2.) However, eco-efficiency lacks the social dimension of sunainable 

development? Cornpaies committed to sustainable development should address issues of 

''human deprivation and the ecosystem degradation it brings, and.. .population growth and 

34 P. Shrivastava, 1995, The Role ofCorporatiom in Achieving Ecological Susrainabilïty, p. 939. 
35 R. Page, Pers. comm. 
3%. Schmidheiny, p. 290. 
37 A. Spencer-Cooke (1997) "From EMAS to SMAS [Sustainable Management and Audit Systems]: Charting 
the Course fiom Environmental Management to Sustainability", C. Sheldon (ed.) I SO  14001 and Beyond: 
Environmental Management Systerns in the Real World, p. 255; IISD (1997) "Beyond Eco-Eficiency" 
Developing Ideas, Issue 7,Jan/Feb., p. 2; and WBCSD, The Chnllenge Brief: sec 1, Chapter 4, p. 1. 



socio-political tension."38 Corporate initiatives to support the social component of 

nistauiable development should include the followuig objectives: 

to ensure that the resuiting activity allows people to contribute to theu own well- 
k ing  - and [to] contribute economically - in appropriate, value-adding ways, and 
to orient economic activities to provide goods/services most vital to existence.39 

Over time, eco-efficiency has the potential to broaden its emphasis to include socio-economic 

goals. Table 5-2 compares the concepts of eco-efficiency and sustainable development. 

Table 52. Comparison of Ecoefficiency and Sustainable Developmenrto 

Originates from issues of economic efficiency 
which have positive environmental benefits 

Recognizes the legitimate rights of current and 
future generations, as well as balancing the 
welfare of other species 

I Emphasizes economic and environmental factors Emphasizes social, economic, and environmental 
factors 

Broadens scope of design of goods and services 
to include economic and environmental criteria 

Broadens scope of design of goods and services 
to include ecoefficiency and socioeconornic 
performance 

Shifts traditional thinking to include environmental 
objectives such as valuing envircnmental 
resources and intemalizing environrnental costs 

- 

Broadens and shifts thinking to include 
envimnmental and social objectives such as 
equity, future needs 

I Dynamic goals and a performance measure for 
corporate acüwities 

38 T. G ladwin ( 1 9%) Building the Sustainable Corporation: Creoting Environmental Sustainabil ity and 
Corporate Cornpetit ive Advanrage. BCS D: Europe, p. 23. 
39 T. Gladwin, 1992. p. 23. 

Based on information from: WCED, 1987; WBCSD, c. 1996; BCSD, 1993; IISD, 1997; R de Andraca and 
K. Mcîready, 1994; WBCSD, 1996. 

Dynamic goals for corporate activities 

I 
- -- - 

Encourages improved valuation of environmental 
resources 

Encourages impmved valuation of environmental 
resources 



Sustainable development goes beyond the concept of ecocniciency to acknowiedge the 

importance of balancing inter- and intra-generational equity as well as inter-species equity: 

... the current destruction of biodiversity is not regarded solely as a loss of 
possible sources of new products, but rather as a breakdown of a basic compact 
with the other species with whom humanity shares the planet.41 

Like sustainable development, the concept of eco-efficiency is evolving; therefore, its goals 

are dynamic. Businesses practicing eco-efficiency can help shape the consumer mindset of 

customea to support the principles and values of sustainable development. Ecwfficient 

businesses can also influence the market system. Intemalizing environmental costs and 

vduing environrnental resources more accurately will encourage necessary changes to occur 

in the traditional market system." In theory, eco-efficiency has the promise to broaden its 

focus fiom economic and environmental efficiency to include a stronger social component 

supporting sustainable development. 

5.4 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

A corporation committed to environrnental management may implement an environmental 

management system. An effective environmentai management system (EMS) ensures that al1 

environmental issues are identified and addressed in an organized and quality marner. The 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has defmed an EMS as: 

that part of the overall management system which includes organizational 
structure, planning activities, responsibilities, practices, procedures, processes and 
resources for developing, implementing, achieving, reviewing and maintainhg 
the environrnental policy.43 

41 BCSD, 1993. p. 23. 
42 R de Andraca and K. McCready, p. 16. 
43 International Organization for Standardization (ISO) (1996.09-0 1)  ISO 1400I.- Environmental 
Management System - Specifc~tion with guidance for rrse (1st e&, p. 2. 



Prsct'cat Applications t4 Advance Sustain&Ae Devdopnierrt 

Implementation of organizational policies and procedures ensures cornpliance with 

regdations and may reduce the operation's impact on the environment.M 

Several different voluntary EMS standards have been developed to help organizations 

address environmental issues related to their operations. These standards include the 

Canadian Standards Association 2750 (CSA 2750), the British Standards Inaitute BS 7750, 

the European Cornmunity Regulation 1836193, ECO-Management Audit Scheme (EMAS), 

and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 14000 series. General 

requirements of the 1SO 1400 1 EMS standard include: an environmental policy; planning 

procedures; implementation and operation fkmework; monitoring, measurement, and 

corrective action; and documented management reviewSds 

These voluntary environmental management standards assist organizations to "manage 

environmental aspects of their operations"; they do not identi& desirable environmental 

goals.* An organization implernenting an EMS identifies its own environmentai goals in its 

environmental policy. 

5.4.1 Environmental Manaaement Svsterns' Contribution to Sustainable Development 

Implementation of an environmental management system can contribute to developùig a 

corporate commitrnent to sustainable development. This cornmitment can be accomplished 

by encouraging actions such as pollution prevention, continual improvement of 

" B. Feltmate (1 997b) Xccowrting for Sust~1inobie Devdoprnentr A Business Perspective - Manugemenf 
Accounting Ismes Paper 14, for the Society of Management Accountants o f  Canada, The Society of 
Management Accountants of Canada: Hamilton, Ontario, p. 53. 
45 ISO, 1996, pp. 2-5. 
46 notes fiorn ISO- I4OOU Advanced EMS Auditors Coursefor QuaIiiy und Environmenta! Profasionak, 
presented b y  Quaiity Systems Development (Q.S.D.), Arizona, May 12- 16, 1997. 
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Ptactical Applications to Advance Sustainable Devdopm~m 

environmental and sociwconomic performance, and broadening the scope of an EMS. 

These actions are explained in the following paragraphs. 

As presented in Chapten Two and Four, changing a company's approach fkom corrective to 

preventive responses advances sustainable development. An EMS encourages a corporation 

to prevent pollution rather than to control it.47 Preventing pollution supports corporate 

principles of sustainable development. 

Standards of environmental management systems emphasize continual improvement for 

environmental protection. For example, the ISO 1400 1 standard encourages the organization 

to continually improve its overall environmental performance to meet the organization's 

environmental policyP* In the context of an EMS however. continual improvement is 

limited to improving an organization's compliance with intemal policies and with applicable 

environmental laws and regulations. The emphasis of an EMS is on compliance with 

existing laws and regulations applicable to environmental protection. Companies following 

an EMS standard are not required to go beyond compliance.49 Ideally, companies committed 

to sustainable development substantially go beyond what is required by existing 

environmental legislation. This cornmitment is expressed in their internal policies. These 

companies continually improve their ability to address environmental, social, and economic 

concerns . 

The ISO 14000 senes explicitly addresses al1 three components of sustainable development. 

The series' intent is "to support environmental protection and pollution prevention in balance 

47 The intent of the ISO 14000 series is "support environmental protection and pollution prevention. .." fiom 
ISO 14001, p. v. 
48 ISO, 1996, p. 12. 
49 ISO, 1996, p. vi; B. Sprrcher, Pers. corn.; S. Lord, Pers. comm. 
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with sociwconomic needs."M However, in practice, EMS standards tend to leave out issues 

surrounding social impacts and indirect social and environmental effects.51 In practice to 

date, it appears that EMS standards do not adequately address inter- and intra-generational 

equity or the potential concem of fiiture generations. 

Table 5-3 summarizes the differences between corporate commitrnent to sustainable 

development and implementation of an environmental management system. 

Table 5-3. Environmental Management Systems and Sustainable Developments2 

Originates from issues of compliance with 
environmental laws and regulations 

Goes beyond compliance with environmental 
regulations to anticipate and adapt to changing 
expectations and requirements to meet long-terni 
needs 

Emphasizes environmental factors Ernphasizes social, economic, and environmentai 
factors 

Recognizes curent environmental protection 
requirements as determineci by laws and 
reg ulations 

Recognizes and balances the legitimate rights of 
current and Mure generations, as well as the 
welfare of other species 

Broader shift in thinking (to include social 
objectives such as equity, future needs, etc.) 

Focus changes when laws and regulations 
change 

Dynamic goals 

Encourages recognition for environmental 
protection 

Encourages recognition for environmental, social, 
and economic pmsperity 

50 ISO, 1996, p. v. 
l A. Spencer-Cooke, p. 25 1. 

52 Based on information fkorn: ISO, 1996; B. Feltmate, 1997b; Q.S.D., 1997; B. Sprecher, Pers. comm.; S. 
Lord, Pers. cornm.; and A. Spencer-Cooke, 1997. 



Practiul Applications t4 Advance Sustainable Oevdopmcn 

Optimal environmental outcornes are not ensured by simply implementing either an EMS or 

a sustainable development strategy.53 Establishing and operating an EMS will not 

"necessarily result in an Unmediate reduction of adverse environmental impact."" 

Monitoring, assessment, and feedback processes need to be included to improve corporate 

environmental or sustainable performance. 

The ISO 14000 senes does contribute to sustainable development by supporting a 

'Worldwide focus on environmental management to sensitize intemal culture in 

organizations."s5 Creating an awareness for environmentai protection has the potential to 

evolve into a corporate commitment to sustainable development. A Company that has 

hplemented an environmental management system cm use its experience to build on its 

commitment to the environment to hclude socio-economic goals. Over time, the goals of 

sustainable development can be integrated with the goals of business. 

5.5 MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS 

Corporate change needs to occur while d l  conducting day-to-day operations. Management 

concepts can be used to encourage changes in corporations committed to sunainable 

developrnent. Businesses can use the principles from different management concepts, such 

as total quality management and the leaming organization, to help "re-invent the 

organization"s6 and to create cornpanies able to support sustainable development. Corporate 

traits such as continuous learning, continuous improvement, innovation, and employee 

53 ISO, 1996, p. vi. 
54 ISO, 1996, Annex A. A. 1. p. 6. 
55 Notes from ISû- I4OOO Advanced EMS Auditors Course for Qualiîy and Environmental Professionals, 
presented by Quality Systems Developrnent (Q.S.D.), Arizona, May 12- 16, 1997. 
56 N. Roome, 1996. 



participation foster a corporate culture that is able to embrace the challenge of susminable 

development. 

Linking principles of sustainable development with mainstream management concepts 

creates opportunities for businesses to strategically integrate the concept of sustainable 

development into theu vision and operations. The management concepts of total quality 

environmental management and the learning organization are introduced in the following 

sections. Each of these concepts has the ability to create a mùidset that is able to advance 

corporate commitment to sustainable development. 

5.5.1 Total Quality Manaaement and Total Quality Environmental Manaaernent 

Total Quality Environmental Management (TQEM) encourages companies to identifi areas 

of waste production that can be prevented through more efficient industrial pro cesse^.^^ Al1 

employees are encouraged to participate in implementing and continually improving TQEM. 

Over time, this commitment to environmental improvement can be expanded to a corporate 

cornmimient to sustainable development. 

Total Quality Environmental Management has evolved fiom the management concept of 

Total Quality Management (TQM).ss Total Quality Management is defined as: 

a set of activities whose purpose is continuous process improvement, whose 
objective is total customer satisfaction, and whose core concepts include 
standardization, the efficient use of materials, the critical role of management, 
design specifications, reduction of defect rates, and effective use of human 
resources.59 

j7 P. Shrivastava, 1995. 
58 P. Shnvastava, 1995; R. Page, Pen. comm. 
s9 B. Feltmate, 1997b, p. 55. 



TQM emphasizes continually improving a company's products and services at dl stages of 

the design and manufacturing process.60 Based on this total systems approach. companies 

require participation by al1 employees, and cornmimient and leadership by management to 

promote quaiity.6' Additional elements needed for TQM include an effective 

communications network, well-defmed responsibilities and reporting procedures, monitoring 

and feedback systems, carefully planned processes, and an inventory control s y ~ t e r n . ~ ~  

The TQM mind set strives for excellence in sentice, production, tearnwork, and in q ~ a l i t y . ~ ~  

Al1 employees take responsibility for and contribute to a TQM commitment. This 

commitment to quality helps business to meet and exceed customer expectat ion~.~ Waste is 

reduced and inefficient processes and products are improved. Davis estimates that: 

Faults, erron and reworking in service companies not uncornmonly account for 
something like 40 per cent of operating costs. In manufacturing companies scrap, 
reworking and other errors have amounted to a quarter of total costs. By 
following an approach of total quality management it is claimed that this costly 
waste can be cut to about 5 per cent? 

To address these ineficiencies, companies try to "strike a balance by developing shon and 

long-term strategies that are consistent with their long-term vision."66 R e f ~ n g  and 

improving processes and products may have relatively high up-front costs. 

to the longer-term benefits, these initial high costs are typically justified.6' 

When compared 

The benefits for 

W. E. Stead and J. G. Stead, 1992, p. 138; Shrivastava, 1995, p. 944; M. h a i ,  1986, p. 3; R. W. Sexty, 
p. 460. 
61 GEMI ( 1994) Environmental Reporting in a Total Quality Management Framework: A Primer, GEMI: 
Washington, p. 2; Hart, p. 992; Davis, p. 149. 
62 Summarized h m  R. Welford and A. Gouldson (1 993) Environmental Management and Business Shategy, 
Piman Publishing: London, pp. 77-79. 
63 Alberta Govemment Personnel Administration Office (August 1992) Total Quality Management: 
Reference Guide, Government of Alberta: Edmonton, p. I ;  Street and Barker, p. 494. 
64 BCSD, 1993. p. 24. 
65 1. Davis, p. 148. 
66 Alberta Govemment Personnel Administration Office, p. t 5. 
67 1. Davis, p. f 48. 
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companies fiom improved processes usually occur in the long run: thus, companies need to 

balance short-terni profit strategies with strategies that advance their commitrnent to 

quaiity .as 

Total Quality Environmental Management (TQEM) expands the philosophy of TQM to 

hclude improving environmentai performance throughout al1 phases of industrial 

processes.69 Quality is achievable without producing ~as te .~O According to Hart. industrial 

processes need not produce waste. Waste includes inefficient use of time. effort, and 

matenals, and the production of pollution.71 Pollution is seen as an inefficient use of inputs. 

Committing to TQEM encourages companies to continually lower their e m i s s i o n ~ , ~  reduce 

the volume of effluent, and prevent a~cidents.~3 Objectives of TQEM include the following: 

to reduce the use of energy and virgin materials through product redesign; 

to make greater use of renewabie resources; 

to off-set energy/resource consumption with replenishment; and 

to develop ecologically sensitive purchasing policies and inventory-management 

systems.74 

To be successfiil. the above need to be achieved in a cost effective manner.7' 

Cornmitment to quality management contributes to a cornpetitive advantage. IdentiSing 

areas of pollution often reveals hidden costs associated with wasted resources and effort. 

68 Alberta Govenunent Persomel Adminimation Office, p. 15. 
69 P. Shrivanava, 1995. p. 944. 
70 F. McInerney and S. White (1995) The Tora1 punlity Corporation: How 10 Major Companies Turned 
Quïzlity and Environmenrai Challenges ru Compelitive Advanrage in rhe 1990s. Truman Tally Books/Dunon: 
New York, p. 1 1 .  
7i S. H m  p. 999. '* S. Hart, p. 992; P. Shrivastava, 1995, p. 945. 
73 P. Shrivastava, 1995. p. 945. 
74 P. Shrivastava, 1995, p. 944. 
75 D. Devenny, Pen. comm. 



Modi@ing processes to reduce emissions and increase efficient use of resources typically 

results in higher yields and cost ~avings.~6 

Cornmimient to TQEM throughout the company creates a corporate culture that encourages 

al1 employees to search and identiQ oppomuùties to continuously irnprove environmental 

This cornmitment to the environment is essential to develop sustainably. A 

quality approach encourages innovation which in nirn, helps companies address the 

additional challenges presented by sustainable development. 

5.5.2 The Leaming Omanization 

A second management concept that boosts a corporation's ability to address sustainable 

development is the leamhg 0rganization.~8 As defined by Senge, a leaming organization is: 

where people continually expand their capacity to create the results they tmly 
desire, where new and expansive patterns of thinking are numired, where 
collective aspiration is set fiee, and where people are continually leaming how to 
l e m  together.79 

By creating a leaming organization, companies encourage their employees to take risks that 

lead to irnprovements in existing processes or practices.80 The leaming organization should 

also address economic improvement and effective work practices to be su~cessfùl .~~ 

Ensuring that employees (i.e., the intellectual capital) of the organization have the ability, 

experience, resources, and company support will create a corporate culture more readily able 

76 M. E. Porter and C. van der Linde, p. 122, 126; R. Welford and A. GouIdson, p. 78-79. 
77 W. E. Stead and J. G. Stead, pp. 1 74- 178; R. Welford and A. Gouldson, p. 79. 
78 For bnef case studies of companies adopting the concept of the learning organization, see Chapter 10 in M. J. 
Kieman (1 995) Get Innovathe or Cet Dead- Building Cornpetitive Companies for the ZISt Century, Douglas 
& McIntyre: Vancouver. 
79  P. Senge (1990) The Fifih Discipline: The Art ami Practice of the Learning Organkation, Currency 
Doubleday: New York, p. 3. 
80 P. Senge, pp. 298-30 1. 

D. Devenny, Pers. comm. 



to embrace innovation and change?* The leaming organization enables companies to 

becorne tmly proactive in undertaking the challenges posed by developing sustainably. 

Cultivation of a holistic view understanding the "big picture" is required to create a leaming 

organization. Changing our way of thinking from cause and effect to systems thinking 

encourages a corporate culture that recognizes broad interdependencies among different 

aspects within the organization. Linear thinking organizations inhi bit organizational learning 

because of their "Iearning disabilities", includùig : 

thinking ui tenns of individual job positions rather than as an integral part of an 

organization. This narrow thinking contributes to a lack of responsibility for 

results and encourages the mentality of "someone else screwed up". 

promoting 'reactiveness' as 'proactiveness'. If a Company is simply more 

aggressively fighting the enemy, that Company is still reactive rather than 

proactive. "True proactiveness cornes f?om seeing how we contribute to our own 

problems." 

not recognizing slow gradual processes. Individuals are focused to react to 

sudden changes and not to slow, gradual ones. Individuals must be aware of 

longer term patterns of change and not concentrate only on short-term events and 

their apparent causes. 

not learning fkom experience. The consequences of a person's actions may extend 

beyond hisher leaming horizon (the time and space in which we assess o u -  

effectiveness); thus, the person is not able to learn from direct and indirect 

experience. 

82 R Page, Pen. comm. 



5. maintainhg the appearance of a cohesive team. Companies reward individuals 

who advocate their views rather than inquire about a cornplex issue.83 

Some of the above learning disabilities also detract fkom the effectiveness of developing a 

TQEM mindset. For exarnple, a product mindset rather than an individual job mindset needs 

to be encouraged before TQEM and the leaming organization cm be successful. Creech 

illustrates the difference in mindset in a story he once read: 

Two workers were busily wielding sledgehamrners in a rock quarry. When the 
fint was asked, 'What are you doing?' he answered, T m  breaking rocks.' When 
the second was asked 'What are you doing?' he responded with enthusiasm, T m  
building a cathedra1 . '" 

Developing a broader rnind-set rather than narrowly focusing on doing one's job contributes 

to "bonding and teamwork on which a vibrant organization depends."gs This team-building 

promotes shared vision and focus.86 

Building a leaming organization requires developing five disciplines: systems thinking, 

mental modelling, team learning, personal mastery, and building a shared vision.87 Although 

al1 five disciplines can potentially contribute to advancing sustainable development, the two 

most relevant to strategically integrating sustainable development will be explored. Systems 

thinking and building a shared vision are summarized below. 

Advancing sustainable development in a corporate setting requires long-term cornmitment 

and planning. This long-term cornmitment is necessary to facilitate the deep changes 

83 P. Senge, pp. 18-25. 
a B. Creech ( 1  994) The F i e  Pillars of TQM: How to Make Toral Quallity Management Work for You. 
Tnunan Talley BooksDunon: New York, p. 159. 
85 B. Creech, p. 159. 

B. Creech, pp. 158- 190; A. Maira and P. Scott-Morgan ( 1  997) The Accelarafing Organkation: Ernbracing 
the Human Face of Change, McGraw-Hill: New York, pp. 7 1-75; P. Senge, pp. 205-232. 
87 P. Senge, p. xvi. 



PraGkcsl Applications w Advance Su5teinable Devdoprnmt 

described in Chapter Four. Short-term planning typically does not address complex 

problems.88 By adopting a systems thinking approach, deveioping a holistic perspective. 

rather than static 'snapshots', is encouraged.89 Changing how we think and act d l  change 

how o u  organizations work.90 

Systems thinking promotes seeing the organization as a whole and viewing its relationship 

with its surroundings over a longer tirne m e .  It provides a framework for seeing 

interrelated actions whose influence on each other may not be apparent. A narrow 

perspective, delays between the event and its consequences, and changing complexity can 

obscure cause and effect relationships.91 The ability to see the intercomectedness of one's 

actions is essential to identib practices that are more sustainable than others. 

Building a shared vision provides the focus and energy for lea~ning.~? A leaming 

organization committed to a shared vision of progressing toward sustainable development 

develops a unimg goal. This goal encourages innovative thinking and actingSg3 However. 

to encourage these charactenstics within a corporate culture, people have to believe that they 

can contribute to shaping their funue. Companies need to move fiom reacting to change to 

generating change -94 

Employees of leamhg organizations choose to continually l e m  and understand new things. 

The leaming organization "consciously develops systems to anticipate, create, modify, and 

88 P. Senge, p. 7. 
89 P. Senge, p. 68. See Chapter 2, Section 2 2 2  for a defmition of systems thinking. 

P. Senge, p. xiv. 
91 A. Maira and P. Scott-Morgan, p. 83- 1 17; P. Senge, pp. 68-92. 
92 P. Senge, p. 206. 
93 P. Senge, p. 209. 
94 P. Senge, p. 23 1 .  



disseminate the knowledge needed in the fiiture.''S Leamhg organizations need to not only 

anticipate and attain new knowledge, but they also have to unlearn the knowledge that is no 

longer usefu1.96 As performance improves, so does the leaming ability of the organization; 

this in tum improves the organization's performance, thus, creating a mode1 of how the 

organization can leam to change and change to le an^.^' This conîributes to improving 

performance which in tum improves organizational leaming. 

Innovation and contlliuous learning empowers corporations committed to sustainable 

development. These corporations r e d e h e  their vision of sustainable development and 

reorient their actions as new information and expectations emerge. These abilities strengthen 

corporate commiûnent to advance toward sustainable development. 

5.6 SUMMARY 

Expanding the scope of several management applications strengthens corporate comrnitment 

to sustainable development. Although environmental management, eco-efficiency, and 

environmental management systems have narrower scopes than sustainable development, al1 

promote an awareness of the interdependency among indumial processes, corporate 

economics, and the health of the environment. Environmental management is a necessary 

but not suf5cient ingredient of sustainable development. Cornmitment to environmental 

management can be used as a starting point to encourage pollution prevention and resource 

conservation. Over Mle, the scope of environmental management can be expanded fkom 

environmental protection to include the brGader goals of sustainable development. 

95 P. Senge, p. 445. 
96 M. J. Kieman ( I  995) Ger InnovatNe or Get Dead: Building Cornpetitive Companies for the 7 P f  Cennrry, 
Douglas & McIntyre: Vancouver, p. 190. 
97 A. Maira and P. Scott-Morgan, 1997, p. 258. 
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Economic growth needs to be balanced with social progress and environmental well-being. 

Businesses should ensure initiatives centering on social well-being are irnplemented, 

monitored, and revised as necessary. Baiancing economic growth, social progress, and 

environmental well-king can be achieved by combining eco-efficiency and environmental 

management systems with socio-economic initiatives as part of a company's strategy and 

practices. 

Linking principles of sustainable development with management concepts creates practical 

and effective opportunities for businesses to strategically integrate corporate sustainability 

into their vision and operations. Corporate traits such as continuous learning, continuous 

improvement, innovation, and employee participation foster a corporate culture that embraces 

the challenge of sunainable development. If corporations r e h e  and expand these 

applications to include the social component of sustainable development, their cornmitment 

to sustainable development can be achieved over time. 



In this chapter, the integration of the concept of sustainable developrnent into TransAlta 

Corporation's corporate strategy is explored. The intent of the case study was to explore 

TramAlta's vision of a sustainable energy enterprise and TramAlta's interpretation of the 

concept of sustainable development. 

6.i INTRODUCTION 

Several international and domestic organizations have developed strategies to advance 

sustainable development.' TransAlta Corporation (TramAlta) is one company that has 

formally committed to operating within the context of sustainable development.2 ï h e  case 

study of TransAlta provided an opportunity to research this company's approach to 

sustainable development. TransAlta was chosen as the subject of the case study based on: 

formai commitment to sustainable development in its mission statement;I 

creation of a sunainable development department within the company; 

recognition of TransAlta's commitment to sustainable developrnent as cited in 

severai  publication^;^ 

Examples of sustainabIe development strategies include: Ontario Hydro (October 18, 1993) A Strategyfr 
Sustainable Energy Datelopment and Use for Ontario Hydro, Ontario Hydro: Ontario; Environment Canada 
(April 1997) Sustainable Development Strategy: S m m q  Document, Minister of Public Works and 
Govement Services Canada: Canada; and Monsanto (1 996) Momanro 1995 Annual Report to 
Shareholders, pp. Inside cover, 4,22025. 

TransAlta Corporation (1 996) TransAlta Corporation 1995 Progress Report: Sustainable Dewlopment 
Economy - Environment - Society, p. Inside cover; TramAlta Corporation (March 1996) Commirred to 
Building a Sustainable Future: Sustainable Development Strategy. p. 1. 
"To becorne a premier supplier of electric and themai energy, satisQing customen' individual needs for 

cornpetitive energy services, while building a sustainable future." (March 1996). 
For example, refer to IISD, 1992 and M. J. Kiernan, 1995. 



retired President and CE0 Ken McCready's role as a rnember of the BCSDI 

WBCSD and as chair for the Aiberta Round Table on Environment and Econ~my;~ 

proximity of its head office and availability of its employees; 

company's willingness to be the subject of the case study; and 

professional judgment of committee members. 

This case study provided an oppomuiity to integrate the theoretical knowledge of sustainable 

development into a practical corporate setthg. 

6.1.1 Purpose and Swpe of Case Studv 

The purpose of this case study was to explore what sustainable development means to a 

Canadian Company such as TransAlta. TransAlta's strategy for sustainable development was 

compared to the theoreticai information found in the literature. This cornparison was used to 

assess TramAlta's corporate strategy for sustainable development. The case study was 

limited to TramAlta's Alberta operations. 

OrganiMg TramAlta's strategy and actions into the following framework helped to identi@ 

its approach to sustainable development and it served as an informal basis of examination: 

how the cornmitment to sustainable development affects TransAlta's core business; 

TransAlta's definition of sustainable development; 

the integration of sustainable development into its corporate strategy; and 

TransAlta's approach to becoming a sustainable energy enterprise. 

This framework is used to discuss TramAlta's approach in Section 6.5. 

Ken McCready was appointed President in 1985 and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of TramAlta Utilities 
Ltd. in 1989. He retired fiom those positions in 1996. m i l e  at TransAita, he began developing a corporate 
awareness of sustainable devetopment. 



The case study f~cused on investigating the role of the above four areas in the sûategic 

integration of sustainable development in TransAlta's business.6 Research emphasis was 

placed on the h e w o r k  elements of creating a vision and a holistic perspective that were 

introduced in Chapter 4. 

The following topics are descnbed in subsequent sections of this chapter: 

key forces influencing TransAltaTs cornmitment to sustainable development; 

TransAlta's corporate vision; 

TransAlta's sustainable development strategy; and 

an application of the theoretical information presented in earlier chapters to the case 

study . 

An o v e ~ e w  of TransAlta's corporate profile and core business is presented below to provide 

insight into the business environment in which TransAlta operates. 

6.1.2 Corporate Profile and Core Business 

TransAlta Corporation (TransAlta) operates through two main subsidiaries: TransAlta 

Utilities Corporation and TransAlta Energy C~rporation.~ TransAlta Utilities Corporation is 

Canada's largest investor-owned electric utility. TransAlta owns and operates electricity 

generation, transmission and distribution facilities that supply more than two-thirds of the 

total electric energy needs of the province of Alberta. Its service area is approximately 

212,000 square kilornetres.8 TransAlta employs close to 2500 per~ons.~ 

-- - - --- 

TransAIta Utilities uses TransAlta Corporation's policies for the environment and for sustainable 
development Mon of the information obtained for this case study came fiom TransAlta documentation, listed 
in the Reference section. This information was supplemented with interviews of past and present TransAlta 
employees. As a reviewer, 1 relied on the information given to and/or told to me. 

TramAlta Corporation is an energy management Company conducting business in Canada and intemationally. 
See Appendix C for more detailed corporate information. 

TransAIta Corporation (September 1994) Environmental Performance Report: The Journey T o w d  
Sustuinable Development, p. 2. 



TransAlta Utilities has been operating in Alberta since 191 1. It initidly relied on hydro to 

generate electricity for the first 50 years of its operations In the late 1950s, TransAlta began 

utiliMg coal as its primary fuel source. The Company has since expanded its generating 

sources to include naturai gas which is used in its cogeneration operations.lO Presently, in 

Alberta TransAlta Energy and TramAlta Utilities generate electricity fiom al1 three sources: 

hydro, coal, and natural gas.1 TramAlta has an ongoing agreement to purchase renewable 

energy under the Small Power Research and Development Act? TramAlta Utilities' 

generating capacity is about 4500 megawatts of electricity. Ninety-five per cent of TransAlta 

Utilities' production capacity is thermal (coal) based and the remainder is primarily hydro.13 

TransAlta's core seMces consist of diversified electricity and energy generation, electricity 

transmission and distribution, and energy marketing and services.14 Within Alberta, 

Trans Al ta Utilities and TramAlta Energy operations include the following : 

three coal-fired generating plants 60 kilometres West of Edmonton; 50 per cent 

ownenhip of a fourth coal-fired generating plant east of Calgary; 

thirteen hydroelectric plants: eleven on the Bow River, two on the North 

Saskatchewan River; 

two surface coal mines: Highvale and Whitewood; and 

information for the corporate profile carne from TransAlta Corporation's 1996 Corporate Report: New 
Directions New Opportunities. 
l0 IISD, 1992, p. 1 13; J. Leslie, Pen. comm. "Cogeneration is a process that sirnuftaneously produces both 
electncity and usefiil heat. When compared with traditional ihennal power generation plants, p a t e r  energy 
eficiency and reduced environmental impacts are achieved." Most of TransAlta Energy's cogeneration 
facilities are located in Ontario, TransAlta Corporation (August 1997) Second Progress Report: TramAlta S 
Action Plan in Support of Canada 's Climute Change Voluntm Challenge and Registry Program, p. inside 
back cover. 

TramAlta Energy Corporation includes the nonregulated operations such as cogeneration, hydro, distribution 
systems, and energy marketing. 
l2 TransAlta Corporation (September 1995) TramAlta S Action Plan in Support of Canada S Climate Change 
Voluntary Chcrllenge and Regist7-y P rogram, p. 9. 
l3 TransAlta Corporation's 1996 Corporate Report: New Directions New Opportirnities, p. inside cover. See 
Appendix D for a detailed statistical record of electric energy sales, generating capability, and sources of 
primary energy. 
l4 TransAlta Corporation (c. 1997) Imide TroncAlta: What Burinesses m e  We Yen and Where? 
www.tratlSaltacom/profile. hm 



250-megawatt cogeneration plant providing electric and thermal energy to the 

Synnude oilsands project in Fort McMurray.15 

TransAlta owns more than 100,000 kilometres of transmission and local distribution power 

lines. 14 

TransAlta Corporation's net eamings for 1996 were S 188.3 million and total assets at year- 

end 1996 were $ 5 billion. TransAlta Corporation is listed on the Toronto, Montreal, and 

Alberta stock exchanges. TA is the ticker syrnbol for TransAlta Corporation common shares 

and TAU is the ticker symbol for TransAlta Utilities Fust Preferred Shares.17 

6.2 DRlVlNG FORCES 

A variety of extemal driving forces have influenced TransAlta's approach to conducting 

business. Two key driving forces affecthg its sustainable development cornmitment include: 

customer and public expectations, and 

concem over greenhouse gas emissions. 

TmsAlta's response to these driving forces has been influenced by a changing Alberta 

utilities market. What was once a fully regulated industry will become deregulated by 

January 1, 2001 (except for the transmission system). Under the Electrical Utilities Act. a 

central power pool has been created to facilitate the trading of energy which began January 1, 

1996. Deregdation has opened up oppomuiities for competitors to enter the Alberta market. 

Evenhially, full cornpetition will support market forces and consumers' fieedom of choice; 

l5 This cogeneration plant is operated under TransAlta Energy (nonregulated facility). Its production volumes 
are not included in the calcuIation of  TransAlta Utilities generation. 
I6 TramAlta Corporation (c. 1997) lnside TramAltu: Canadian Qperatiion. www.uansaita.com/profile.htm 
l7 information for the corporate profile came h m  TramAlta Corporation's 1996 Corpurate Report: New 
Directions New Opportunities. 



these factors, in tum, will guide the utilities industry.18 Future competition is a significant 

force shaping TransAlta's approach to doing business. 

6.2.1 Customer and Public Expectations 

According to survey results often presented in the media and in corporate speecheslg, the 

public's concem about environmental and social issues is increasing. The public would be 

willing to influence business practices to encourage fulfilling environmental and social 

responsibilities. This does not necessarily translate into the public adopting practices that 

support their beliefs. For example, TramAtta conducts surveys of customers to detemiine the 

percentage of customers willing to pay a higher rate for green energy, energy produced kom 

renewable resources. In the latest survey, 10 % of customers questioned expressed their 

willingness to purchase green energy. Afier the first few months of billing, the majority of 

these customers returned to the lower cost energy produced kom ~oal.~O TransAlta attempts 

to meet both its customers' dernands for low cost, safe, reliable energy and the demands from 

other stakeholders such as environmental groups or regdators. 

Customer and public concem need to be identified and addressed by TransAlta to ensure 

continuation of operation without incurring unnecessary costly delays or costly remedies. 

Encouraging effective communication among interested stakeholders would contribute to 

h ~ ~ A l t a ' s  management of risk. "Companies cannot independently determine what is 

acceptable to a community'~1 but they can consult and work with cornmunities to detemiine 

l 8  The Honourable Steve West, Energy Minister, Governent of Alberta (October 8, 1997) Dereplation of 
the Pipeline and Electrical Distribution Systems, Peaoleum Society and the Canadian Institute of Mining. 
Metallurgy & f etroleum Meeting: Calgary, Alberta. 
l9 See for exarnple D. Kerr's (Chairman and Chief Executive Oficer of Noranda Inc.) speech to the United 
Nations on June 27, 1997. Sustainabiiity: A Shared Rerpomibility, address to the United Nations General 
Asembly Special Session, www.norandacom/news/kempeech97.h~1 [source]. 
20 S. Snyder (CEO, TransAlta Corporation), Pers. comm. 
21 J. Mu11 igan ( 1997) Towmd Proactive Rûk Communication: A Look at Alberta ' Pefroleum Inhstry, 
unpublished Master's Degree Projea. Faculty of Environmental Design, University of Calgary: Calgary, p. 2 1 
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what a comrnunity is willing to accept. TransAlta shouid avoid those activities that cause 

unacceptable impacts and rnitigation of unavoidable impacts which would lessen the 

company 's exposure to risk. 

For instance, TransAlta should consider the results fiom a recently conducted mining swey .  

This survey conducted by Environics reported that Canadians beiieve that coal and uranium 

mines are the most hamiful types of rnining.22 Seventy-three per cent of those surveyed 

wanted to see the same amount of minhg or less in the next ten yean in Canada- Only 20% 

of those surveyed wanted more mining compared to 29% in a 1993 survey.23 If the public 

decides coal mining is unacceptable and regdators begin reflecting the public's view, 

TramAlta's coal mining operations could be greatly affected. TransAlta may need to retool 

existuig generation facilities to use natural gas or new clean coal technology. 

Identifying issues before they become concems wouid help ensure that TransAlta is able to 

maintain its "social license" to operate, hence its regulatory license. TramAlta has taken a 

proactive stance in working with communities to identifi and address concems although 

there is more to be done.Z4 

6.2.2 Green house Gas Emissions 

In Alberta, about 95 % of TramAlta Utilities' power is generated from coal. This type of 

thermal generation produces carbon dioxide, a major greenhouse gas that may be 

contnbuting to global climate change.25 In response to increased concerns regarding 

greenhouse gas emissions, TramAlta has committed to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions 

" Emiroline reported the results of a telephone survey of 1,530 Canadians that was conducted by Environics. 
(Augun 1 1 ,  1997) "Canadians Say Forest Companies the Most improved uidumy", Enviroline: The 

Bminess Publication for the Environmental I n h t r y ,  Vol. 8,  No. 1 5, p. 6.  
24 K. Kelly, Pers. comm. 
25 As noted in previous chapten, scientific controversy exists over global warming. Contradicting research 
exists on whether or not it is occurring, at what rate, and whether or not it is man-induced or a natural 
phenornenon. 



to 1990 levels while continuing to increase the volume of electricity produced.26 TransAlta 

has undertaken specific initiatives to accomplish this goal. These giobal and domestic 

initiatives include optiminng intemal eficiencies,- encouraging demand-side management 

programs, purchasing renewable energy, and implementing greenhouse gas offset pr0jects.2~ 

Since its 1995 Action Plan Nt Support of Canada 's CZirnate Change Volunrury Challenge and 

Registry Program, TransAlta has added cogeneration as another measure to reduce its overall 

greenhouse gas emissions.28 The initiatives supporthg TramAlta's action plan are 

summarized in Table 6- 1, 

Table 6-1. TransAlta's Greenhouse Gas Reduction Initiatives29 

Renewable energy purchases 

ln temal efficiencies 

Demand side management programs 

Actions to participate in the Alberta Small Power Research 
and Development Act - wind, biomass, and small hydro 
sources 

Actions TransAlta implements within its operations which 
includes thermal plants, hydroelectric facilities, within the 
transmission and distribution system, and elsewhere to 
reduce greenhouse gases 

Actions to encourage customer efficiencies 

26 S. Snyder, Pers. comm. 
27 Tran~Alta Corporation (Septernber 1995) TramAlta lo Action P [an in Support of Camdu 's Climate Change 
Voluntary Challenge und Registry Program, p. 2. 
28 TramAlta Corporation (August 1997) TramAlta Second Progras Report TrunsAltcr 's Action Plan in 
Support of Canada S Climate Change Voluntary Challenge and Regishy Program, p. 2. 
29 These initiatives were surnmarized from TramAlta Second Progras Report: TramAlta's Action Plan in 
Support of Canada 's Cfimute Change Voiuntary Challenge and Registry Program, August, 1997, pp. 5- 1 7. 

Offset Projects 

Cogeneration 

International and domestic projects to counterbalance the 
emission of greenhouse gases h m  its operations 

Simultaneous production of electncal and thermal energy 
h m  a single fuel source 



Global climate change is a unique environmentai issue in that actions taken anywhere in the 

world have an equal effect to reduce global climate impacts.30 Hence some companies are 

developing offset projects. Greenhouse gas offsets enable companies like TransAlta to 

mitigate the impacts of its current source of electricity generation somewhere else. 

Implementing offset projects allows TramAlta to work through its present cycle of 

technology.31 TransAlta is able to openite widiin the context of sustainable development by 

offsetting the environmental impacts caused by the combustion of coal. It is estimated that 

by the year 2000, 28 % of TransAlta's carbon dioxide reductions will be met through 

domestic and international offsets.32 

Despite scientific conrroversy surrounding global climate change and greenhouse gas 

emissions, major national and international responses under development will have direct 

consequences on TransAlta's operations. 33 Canada's upcoming position on the impacts fiom 

greenhouse gases in conjunction with the international negotiation meeting in Kyoto, Japan 

in December of this year has the potential to significantly influence TramAlta's approach to 

addressing greenhouse gas emissions. 

6.2.3 Other Drivina Forces 

TransAlta's actions are also afEected by many other drivuig forces including chmghg 

govemment regulation. TransAlta keeps abreast of regdatory changes affecthg its 

operations. To monitor these changes and other relevant trends, TramAlta has created a 

30 K. Kelly, Pen. comm. 
31 1. Leslie, Pers. comm. 
32 TramAlta Corporation (August 1 997) Second Progress Report: TramAlta 's Action Plan in Support of 
Canada's Climate Change Volunttny Challenge and Registry Program. p. 4.  
33 For a bricf overview of how TransAlta7s changed its perception to a more global scales, see pp. 178- 180 in 
M. 1. Kiernan (1995) Get Innovative or Get Dead.: Building Cornpetitive Cornpunies for the 2 P t  Cenmry, 
Douglas & McIntyre: Vancouver, p. 179. 



Regulatory Change Management Program. For example, amenciments to the Endungered 

Species Act could affect how TransAlta selects, acquires, and manages its rights-o f-way .J4 

TransAlta is operating in an environment that widely accepts the view that coal will remain a 

source of energy through at least the beginning of the next century, "...coal, a widespread 

and easily accessible resource. is expected to remain the world's primary source of 

energy...".35 Within Alberta. TramAlta owns many yean worth of cod? It is predicted 

that Alberta has enough cod to last a few hundred years.37 These large coal reserves make it 

difficult to view coal as a nonrenewable and scarce resource in Alberta. By their very nature, 

TramAlta's operations are intrusive to the environment. TransAlta is not likely to change its 

dependence on coal in the near fiiture but it can continue to improve its internai processes to 

maximize the efficient usage of coal. 

TransAlta has committed to operate within the context of sustainable development. To 

accomplish this, TranstUta has developed a corporate vision statement, a vision of a 

sustainable energy enterprise, and a sustainable development strategy. Each of these are 

explained in the coming sections. 

TransAlta has expressed its cornmitment to becoming a sustainable energy enterprise in its 

vision statement: 

To become a premier supplier of electric and thermal energy, sa t i s -hg  
cusromers' individual needs for cornpetitive energy services while building a 
sustainable future. 38 

34 K. Kelly, Pers. comm. 
35 The International Cornmittee for Coal Research ( 1  997) I l th International Conference on CoaI Research - 
Canada '97: Cod  for the 2Ist Centzq (Séptember 9-12, /997), registration brochure for conference in 
Ca~gary, p. 2- 
36 K. Kelly, Pers. comm. 
37 D. Devenny, Pers. comm. 
38 TransAlta Corporation (March 1996) Cornmitted ro Building a Sustainable Future: Sustainable 
Development Siraegy (&afi). TransAlta Corporation: Calgary, inside cover. 



The vision of a sustainable energy enterprise originated fiom senior management. During his 

time as President and Chief Executive Oficer (CEO), Mt. McCready was very committed to 

advancing sustainable development intemally .as well as extemaily through various 

cornmittees. Since Mr. McCready's retirement in 1996, TransAita has had two different 

individuals act as CEO. Walter Saponja acted as interim chief executive oficer until Mr. 

Snyder's appointment on September 3, 1996. Because of his recent appointment, Mr. 

Snyder's direction of TansAlta's commitrnent to advancing sustainable development is less 

known. 

TransAlta2s board of directors contributes to the corporate comrnitrnent of sustainable 

development in two ways. First, the board evaluates the allocation of funds to ensure the 

"right mix" is generated to meet its goals and objectives? Second, memben of the board 

participate on the Environment and Risk Management Cornmittee to review with TramAlta 

management the company's nsk management programs and its environmental policies and 

p r a c t i ~ e s . ~ ~  Both of these actions contribute to TramAlta's corporate cornmitment to 

sustainable development. 

TransAlta9s vision of becoming a sustainable energy corporation was expressed by Jirn Leslie 

(then Senior Vice President of Sustainable Development) at the 1994 Sharing TramAltu 's 

Ercellence Confireence. It encompassed these points: 

focusing our business development efforts on the delivery of sustainable 
energy services; 
recognizing and valuing environmental capital; 
working outside the Company to bring about changes in the market that 
become compatible with sustainability; 
making TransAlta more competitive through increased emphasis on 
sustainable business practices; 

39 S. Snyder, Pers. comm. 
40 TransAlta Utilities (1996) 1995 Progras Report: Sustainable Development: Economy - Emironment - 
Society, p. inside back cover. 
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increasing our competitiveness by designing the intemal incentive systems 
that promote sustainability; 
developing market-oriented business and environmental capabilities in 
employees; and 
overail, enhancing TramAlta's identity as a sustainable energy enterprise by 
having actions that are consistent with our 'taW4I 

TransAlta's jouniey toward sustainable development is illustrated in this figure. 

Advanced 
1 

Entry 

Sustainable Development 
(business opportuniües) 

Risk Management 
(anticipate and prevent) 

requiremen ts) 

Traditional 
(Threat) 

Figure 6-1. TransAlta: The Joumey Toward Sustainable DevelopmenP 

TransAlta Utilities (1 994) "Jim Leslie's Openhg Address" at Sharing TramAlla 's ficefience Conference 
'91: Session Summaries. p. 5. 

42 TransAlta Corporation (c. May 1995) The Journey Toward Sustainable Development, figure. 



According to the figure, TransAlta has recognized that advancing toward sustainable 

development wîll occur gradually over tirne. TransAIta's approach to becoming a sustainable 

energy mterprise consists of t h e e  stages: compliance, nsk management, and sustainable 

business opportunities. Typically, TransAlta needs to ensure compliance of its operations 

first before moving beyond to risk management. TransAlta's risk management includes these 

actions: 

anticipating, assessing nsks and acting on public concems, which are emerging 
and expected to evolve into regulation during the next five years. Addressing 
issues and rnanaging risks that have the potential to cause severe financial loss or 
damage in reputation for the company." 

TramAlta's commitment to sustainable development involves rnanaging and reducing nsk. 

By moving away fiorn activities characterized by high or unacceptable environmental risk, 

TransAlta will be minimizing adverse environmental impacts resuiting fiom their operations. 

Thus, by ensuring compliance and minimizing risk, TmsAlta will be evolving toward 

becoming a sustainable energy enterprise." 

6.4 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 

TransAlta's vision of a sustainable energy enterprise has been developed into a strategy that 

goes beyond environmental concems. This strategy includes a holistic perspective that 

acknowledges environmental, economic, and community considerations. TransAlta's 

strategy has the potential to contribute significantly to its commitment to sustainable 

development. 

- .  

43 TramAlta Corporation (June 1995) Environment. Heulth and Sofes, Report to Management (interna1 
distribution on&). p. 1 .  
44 J. Leslie, Pers. cornm. 
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6.4.1 Four Cornerstone Strateuv 

TransAlta's strategy consists of four comerstones that support its cornmitment to sustainable 

development : 

environment, health and safety management: to manage risks to the 
company, the public and the environment; to ensure compliance with 
regdations and operating Iicenses; and to enable continuous improvement in 
performance. 

external issues, relationships and opportunities: to improve the company's 
value to society by building strong relationships with neighbors, cornmunities, 
interest groups. shareholders, customers and govemment. 

improved decision-making: to ensure business decisions support improved 
economic, environmental and social performance as well as reduced impacts 
through the life cycle of the company's business products and services; to 
create ecoefficient business practices and oppomuiities that provide long- 
texm economic, environmental and community benefits. 

sustainable development infrastructure: to support sustainable 
development in al1 business operations through resources, tools and traini.~~g.~s 

These comerstones act as fkmeworks for TransAlta employees and management to plan 

business activities. Each comerstone is explained below. 

Environment, Health and Safety Management 

TransAita has recendy adopted an environmental management system consistent with the 

ISO 14000 standard. This system wil1 help ensure that TransAlta is in compliance with legal 

requirements. 

45 TramAlta Corporation ( 1  996) TramAlta Corporation 1995 Progress Report: Sustainab/e Devefopmenr: 
Econonry - Environment - Socieîy, inside cover. Originally, TramAlta's sustainable development saategy 
consisted of five comerstones, listed in the 1995 Progress Report. Since the original formulation of the 
strategy, Sustainable Business Initiatives has merged with Improved Decision-making to rnake four 
comerstones. K. Kelly, Pers. comm. 



TransAlta will use the information obtained through the environmental management system 

to identiS areas requiring fûrther attention to continually improve the company's ability to 

meet al1 applicable regdations and permit conditions. Health and safety components are 

integrai parts of the management systemO46 

External Issues, Relationships and Opporhinities 

Over the past several years, TransA1t.a bas expanded its view of stakeholden to include 

employees. shareholders, residents fiom communities in which TramAlta operates, 

goverrunent policy makers, regdaton, financial partners, and other interested parties. To 

accommodate these diverse views, TramAlta's Sustainable Development department has 

begun conducting round table discussions with representatives of various groups. The 

primary objectives of these discussions are to identifi stakeholder concerns relating to 

TransAlta operations and to comrnunicate possible constraints or obstacles that TransAlta 

faces. Potential solutions to mitigate these concems are also discussed. The intended 

outcome of these discussions is a decision fiamework that includes stakeholder coccerns and 

values of environmental and social 

TransAlta has dso developed several initiatives aimed at increasing public awareness 

regarding environmental issues. These initiatives include the Sustainable Cornmunities 

Initiatives and Backyard Composting. 

Improved Decision Making 

TramAlta has developed and hplemented several tools to improve in-house decision 

making. Two of these tools, the Environmental Citizenship Initiative and the life cycle value 

assessrnent are summarized below. 

--- - 

46 K. Kelly, Pers. comm. 
47 K- Kelly, Pers. cornm. Ms. Kelly has been recently appointed to lead the round table discussions and to act 
as a liaison between the public and departments within the Company. 



The Environmental Citizenship Initiative program was irnplemented in 1994 to educate 

TransAlta employees on environmental and nistainable development issues. The goal of this 

program was to increase awareness of sustainable development within the c0rnpany.~8 Senior 

management recognized the need to introduce the concept of sustainable development to 

TransAlta employees to create a common corporate value throughout the Company. Through 

the Environmental Citizenship Initiative, TransAlta employees shared their definitions of 

sustauiable development and explored how TransAlta's cornmitment to sustainable 

development could affect theu daily work. Ninety-five per cent of employees participated in 

this program49 which has contributed to building a foundation for changing the mindset at 

TransAlta to one that supports the principles of sustainable development. Employees were 

encouraged to recognize opportunities to advance sustainable energy practices. 

TramAlta's life cycle value assessment was developed by the Sustainable Development 

department in partnership with the Pembina Institute for Appropriate Development. This tool 

assists in promothg product and process stewardship. Life cycle value assessments are used 

to provide more complete information for several types of decision making: as a purchasing 

tool, as a design tool, as a business assessment tool, and as a regulatory project impact 

assessment tool. 

Life cycle assessments serve several purposes: 

to improve decision making by gathering more complete information; 

to advance eco-efficiency by considering financial, material, energy, and other 

inputs and outputs of various options; 

48 P. Luhan, Pers. cornai. 
49 P. Lulman, Pers. cornrn. 



to advance fui1 cost pricing by increasingly taking into consideration 

environmental and social cos& and benefits; and 

to meet stakeholder expectations by disclosing TransAlta's environmentai 

performance. 

ï h i s  decision making tool encourages employees to consider financial, environrnentd. 

symbolic, and pragrnatic capital.50 Exarnples of initiatives developed by TramAlta that 

contribute to sustainable development are included in Appendix E. 

Sustainable Development Infrastructure 

TransAIta encourages employee participation in advancing sustainable developrnent through 

initiatives such as employee incentives, fûnding, education and standards.sl These initiatives 

support innovation and continuous irnprovement. TransAlta has recognized the need for 

senior management and leadership support to sustainable development. The Vice President 

(VP) of Sustainable Development reports directly to the Senior VP of Law who reports 

directly to the CEO. The VP of Sustainable Development meets with other Senior VPs and 

VPs on an as needed basis.52 Organizational and management support is provided by the 

Sustainable Development department (the former Environmental Anairs department). An 

overview of this department follows. 

TransAIta's Environmental Affairs department was founded in 1988.53 One of the original 

mandates of this department was to assist in promptly addressing public inquines regarding 

TransAIta's operations. Before the creation of the Environmental Affairs department 

environmentai concems raised by the public were not easily directed and promptiy addressed. 

50 Summarized h m  TramAlta's in-house Guide, Lij2 Cycle Full Cost Assesment - An Eco-eflcienq Pracrice 
(workingcira#) (July 1995). 
51 TramAlta Corporation ( 1996) TramAlta Corporation 1995 Progress Report: Sustainable Developrnent: 
Economy - Environment - Sociely, p. 13. 
52 K. Kelly, Pers. comm. 
53 P. Luiman, Pers. comm. 



An employee familiar with plant operations was appointed to this department to answer 

questions raised by the public and when necessary, to direct the questions to appropriate 

individuals within the organization. The Environmental Affairs departrnent also provided in- 

house assistance to ensure permits were properly filled out and conditions followed.sj 

A separate department- Sustainable Deveiopment Initiatives, was created in 1992. This 

department's mandate was to ide&@ business oppominities that addressed some of the 

issues of sustainable development relevant to TramAlta. Identifying, researching. and 

developing oppomnities for carbon offsethg prograrns was one of the key areas of focus for 

this department.55 

In 1994, Environmental Affairs, Health and Safety (formerly the Environmental M a i n  

departrnent), and Sustainable Development Initiatives merged to create the Sustainable 

Development department. The department's main h c t i o n  is to provide coaching, training, 

and tools to assist business units in their cornmitment to advance sustainable development. 

Tools such as life cycle full cost assessrnent have been developed to be adopted throughout 

the Company. The department is committed to developing goals, strategies and practices that 

enhance environment, health and safety performance while improving overall business goals. 

The Sustainable Development department identifies business development opportunities to 

enhance TransAlta's position as a leader in sustainable development.56 

Other responsibilities of the Sustainable Development department include creating 

environmental policies and reporting corporate performance. These two initiatives contribute 

to the strategic integration of sustainable development in several ways. The environmental 

54 Mining reclamation regulations changed at this tirne. TransAlta needed to ensure cornpliance with these new 
requirements. K. Kelly, Pers. cornm. 
55 K. Kelly, Pers. comm. 
56 TransAlta Corporation (May 1995) Connecting with Sustainable Dwefopment: SD Contacts. 



policy reflects the corporate vision of sustainable development by identiQing and refining 

actions employees can undertake. Reporting corporate performance regarding sustainable 

development identifies the applicable areas of corporate focus and defines the company's 

cornmitment to sustainable development. 

TransAlta's environmental policy and corporate performance are explored below in the 

context of creating a vision and holistic perspective supporting sustainable development. 

6.4.2 Environmental Policv 

Environmental policies reflect the Company leaders' position on environmentai issues and 

establish the direction and requirements for employees.57 TramAlta' s two environmental 

policies are presented below followed by a content anaiysis. 

Original Environmen ta1 Policy 

Working with an independent environmental advisory panel, the Environmental Anairs 

department developed TramAlta's first Environmental Policy Statement in 1988.58 The 

environmentai advisory panel consisted of a variety of extemal stakeholders (including 

customen, residents f?om communities near TramAlta facilities, and representatives fiom 

environmental groups) and TramAlta management and employees. This panel participated in 

forming the policy statement presented below.59 Opportunities for employees to comment on 

earlier versions of this policy statement were provided pnor to approval by TransAlta's CE0 

at the time, Ken McCready. 

57 Arthur D. Little (date unknown) Environmental Policies, p. 7 part of a package of readings for the 
Management Instititute of Environment and Business ( 1  99 1 )  The Greening of Strategy: Readings and 
Discussiom, Washington, D. C. 
58 TramAlta Corporation (September 1994) Environmental Pe~ormance Reporc nie Journey Towarak 
Sustainable Development, p. 4. 
59 P. Luhan, Pers. comm. 
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TransAlta is committed to the environment and sustainable development. Protection of the 
envimnment is a vital element in our business. We strive to empower our employees to take 
initiatives to protect and enhance the environment, based on s h e d  values and the need to satisfi the 
environmental concerns and expectations of customers, investors and the public. We are cornmitted 
to: 

reporting complete and accurate information to stakeholders on the environmental impact of our 
business, meeting or surpassing al1 environmental standards, and continuously improving our 
environmental performance, 
advocating socially responsible environmental standards and the recognition of the economic 
value of environmental resources, 
implementing conservation and efficiency initiatives for a11 resources and pursuing alternative 
energy opportunities, both within our own operations and in partnership with others, 
seeking out research opportunities and developing alliances with stakehoiders for environmental 
solutions, 
consulting and working with those who may be aficted by our business to respond to their 
concerns, 
recognizing and respecting the relationship between the environment and health in al1 phases of 
our business, and using the best knowledge available to protect the health of ernployees and the 
public, 
encouraging and developing educational prograrns and resources to provide balanced public 
information and to foster environmentally sensitive attitudes, knowledge and skills, 
identifiing and developing business ventures where value can be added to solutions to 
environmental problems and investment opportunities created for the corporation and its 
shareholders.60 

Revised Environmental Policy 

The above environmental policy was revised in 1995 to the policy displayed on the next 

page. In one way, the revised policy is more effective because it offen practical objectives 

that TransAfta employees can apply to their daily work. Employees c m  then assess whether 

or not their actions are meeting TramAlta's environmental goals. Employees can use the 

environmental policy as a decision making tool.61 

60 TransAlta Corporation (Septernber 1994) T r d l r c i  Corporation: Environmenta/ Performance Report - 
The Journey Towards Sustainable Development, p. inside back cover. 
61 K. Kelly, Pers. cornm. 



ENVIRONMENT 
TransAIta Corporation will: 

meet or surpass al1 environmental legislation, regulations and other applicable requirements and 
continuously improve the company's environmental performance consistent with defjned goals 
h l l y  integate environmental and economic considerations into the company's processes of 
planning, constnicting, operating and decommissioning 
ensure that the environmental impacts and risks of company activities are identified, assessed 
and managed 
proactively advocate socially responsible laws and regulations and, where appropriate, market- 
based and voluntary approac hes for ac hieving environmental objectives 
inforrn and encourage meaningfid consultation and collaboration with employees, customers, 
contractors and the public related to the company's operations and its impact on the environment 
be an environmentally responsible neighbor in the communities in which the company operates; 
the company will act promptly and responsibly to correct incidents or conditions that endanger 
the environment and inform those who may be affected 
achieve ongoing improvements in eco-efficiency through reductions in wastes and emissions per 
unit of electrical and thermal energy produced and delivered 
identiQ and develop new business practices and business opportunities which represent solutions 
to environmental problems and create value for shareholders 
use a performance assurance process to assess compliance with this policy and the company's 
environmental management system; performance assurance results will be reported periodically 
to the Board of direct or^.^^ 

The revised policy appears to reflect a changed cornmitment to sustainable development. It 

appean to be focused more on eco-efficiency rather than on the broader concept of 

sustainable development.63 The content presented in the two enviramental policies is 

cornpared below. 

62 TransAlta Corporation ( 1  996) TramAh corporation 1995 Progress Report: Surtainable Developrnenc 
Eéonomy - Environment - Society, p. 3. 
63 See Section 5.3 (Chapter 5) for information on eco-eficiency and it's sustainable development contribution. 
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Table 6-2. Matrix Cornparhg the Content of TransAlta's Environmental Policies 

OBJECTIVE 

Explains cornmitment to 

Stakeholder partnerships 1 Yes 1 Yes 

sustainable deveiopment 
Corn pliance 

Public education 1 Yes 1 No 

ORIGINAL POLICY 

Yes 

I l 
- - 

Social responsibilities Yes Yes 

REVISED POLICY 

No 

Yes 

Proactive stance 1 Yes 1 No 

Yes 

Continuous improvernent 1 Yes 1 Yes 

- -- 

I 
- 

Extemal reporüng Yes No 

Alternative energ y opporhinities 
Sustainable business ventures 

The objectives presented in the revised environmental policy appear less "lofty" than those 

expressed in TransAlta's original policy. ti4 Key differences between the two environmental 

policies are that the revised one does not reference sustainable development, public 

education, alternative energy opportunities, and corporate performance reporting to extemal 

parties. Omission of the performance reporting may have been an oversight; TransAlta 

continues to provide information to stakeholders on its environmental impact. 

Yes 
Yes 

lntemal reporthg 
lntemal eficiencies 

6.4.3 Corporate Performance Reporting 

TransAita published its fust environmental report in September 1 994, Environmental 

Performance Report: nie Journey Tow~rak Sustainable Development. This report 

No 
Yes 

The two environmental policies were not formaliy evaluated against a set of criteria. The observation that 
one policy appeared stronger than another policy is based on conversations with employees and colleagues. 
Neither policy was evaIuated based on employee interpretation, effectiveness, or whether or not employees 
refmed to the environmental policy. 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 



introduced the concept of eco-eficiency and described TramAlta's cornmitment to this 

practice. This report identifieci its major environmental issues and corporate initiatives 

carried out to address them, some of which are presented in Table 6-3-65 

Table 6-3. Sample of Environmental Issues and Corporate Initiatives 

1 ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUE 1 CORPORATE INITIATIVE 
-- 

Production of greenhouse gases 

Production of sulphur dioxide 

Maximizing intemai efiaendes; encouraging e k e n t  use of electricity by aistomers. 
developing greenhouse gas ofkets. 

Working wiai environmental groups, govemment, and other business to design new 
approaches to masure regional air quaiity. 

-- 

Visual impact of water vapor 
-- - - - 

lnsblling plume çontrol equipment seardiing for alternatives that reduce visual impact 
of water vapor. 

Producüon of partiailates (fly ash) 

Clearing of land for rightssf-way 

Redamation practices 

I Aitering water quantity and quaiity Effiaentiy using water at mai-fired plants for cooling purpose; monitoring groundwater 1 around mal rnining operations; building ditdies around rnining operations to divert 

I 

lmproving electrostatic precipitators; modifying startup and shutdown procedures. 

Developing more effective use of herbiades; replacing older trees t w  dose to power 
lines with new, lower-growing bees. 

Researching ways to improve land redamation; working with local communities to 
devdop viable solutions; identifying and mrding al1 potenîially contaminated sites. 

Production of w t e  

Altering fishaes and wildlife 
habitat 

Selling fly ash as mnsûucüon material; reusing wooden utility poles. 

Reduang the number of waterfowl vuintering on the warm disdiarge waters at 
Wabamun Lake; working with sblceholders to develop viable solutions. 

I 1 system; pmmoting wise use of enetgy; suppwong renewabk energy producen. 
Use of nonrenewabie resourœs 

TransAlta's operations have the potenùal to cause a wide range of senous short-term and 

dean surface water; preparing a land use plan to address long-tenn water issues. 

lnstalling solar cells in locations where it is not economical to connect to the power grid 

long-terni impacts on the environment when proper measures are not followed. 

65 Two examples of  sustainable development initiatives TransAlta has implemented at the operations level are 
provided for additional information in Appendk E. 

Advancinq SustriinriMt Devdoprncm in a Corporate Setk'ng 
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6.5 D~scuss~o~  
The purpose of this case study was to explore what sustainable development means to 

TransAlta. TransAlta's strategy for sustainable development was compared to the theoretical 

information found in the literature. This comparison was used to assess TransAlta's 

corporate strategy for sustainable development and the findings served as a bais  for the 

recommendations presented in Chapter 7. The case study was limited to TransAIta's Alberta 

operations. 

To assist in the comparison of TransAlta's strategy for sustainable development to the 

theoretical idormation presented in earlier chapters, TransAltaTs strategy and actions were 

o r g d e d  into the following fhmework: 

TransAlta's defhtion of sutainable development; 

how the cornmitment to sustainable development affects TransAltaTs core business; 

the integration of sustainable development into its corporate strategy; and 

TransAlta's approach to becoming a sustainable energy enterprise. 

This fkunework served as an informal bais  of examination. The four components of the 

fiamework are elaborated below. 

6.5.1 TransAlta's Definition of Sustainable Development 

TransAlta's interpretation of sustainable development has evolved over the pst couple of 

years based on new knowledge, a better understanding, and expenence. In TransAlta's 1994 

Environmental Peflormance Report, TramAlta acknowledged the diversity of interpretations 

and the fact that sustainable development means different things to different people. 

Interpretations ranged fiom mrrowly focusing on maximizing financial returns, e.g., 

"providing a solid return on investment through reliable service to custorners" to broadly 



acknowledging the three components of sustainable development, e.g., "low cost, reliable 

senrice, irnproved quality of life and stewardship of our naturai environment". Other 

interpretations presented in the performance report included the following: 

eliminating the use of fossil fuels and developing alternative renewable sources of 

energy, and 

a challenging workplace that enhances job satisfaction and contribution to the 

comrnunity.66 

Examples of more recent interpretations are provided in Table 6-4. 

Table 6-4. Sustainable ûevelopment as lnterpreted at TransAlta 

TransAlta Corporation 7995 
Pmgress Report.- Sustahable 
Deve/opment (inside cover) 

I Recent presentation made in- 
house at TransAlta 

- - 

TransAlta Corporation 
Envimnmenf, Healih and 
SahW Report to Management 
(June 1995, p. 1) 

- -- ---  

'.. . development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs." (Brundtland definition) 

'... taking action that benefits the environment, ensures a healthy and 
safe workplace.. . benefits çociety ... and benefits the economy."~ 1 
Sustainable developrnent is the context in which we do business. 1 

p p p p p  

"...is the process of reducing the cornpany's impact on the 
environment, while at the same time adding value for customers, 
shareholders and other stakeholders." 

TransAlta lacks a defuition specific to its core mandate. In its latest performance report, the 

World Commission on Environment and Development (the Brundtland) definition of 

sustainable development is provided. As stated in TransAita's report, "...sustainable 

development calls on individuals and orgdzations to take action that benefits the 

66 TransAlta Corporation (September 1994) Environmental Performance Report: The Jouney Towards 
Sustainable Datelopment. p. 4. 
67 Tran~Alta Corporation (c. 1997) What 's New in Sustainable Development? Presentation (in-houe). p. 1 .  



environment, the economy and society-68 In its revised environmental policy, emphasis is 

placed on practicing eco-efficiency which centers on maximizing environmentai and 

economic efficiencies. Ecwfficiency contributes to selected principles of sustainable 

development. This practice can assist in advancing TransAlta's cornmitment to sustainable 

development if the company continues to go beyond corporate environmental improvement 

to include the broader goals of sustainable developrnent where appropriate. 

TransAlta should go beyond environmental issues and initiatives that reduce pollution to 

include other issues such as resource use, design pre-emption, and friture energy supplies and 

their respective initiatives. This transformation to a holistic systems thinking contributes to 

strengthening a mindset and corporate culture supportive of sustainable development. 

Cornmitment to sustainable development needs to address short and long texm implications 

of business practices while ensuring a profit. 

6.5.2 Sustainable Development and TransAlta's Core Business 

D e t e m g  how the company's cornmitment to sustainable development affects TransAita's 

core business is not clear. It is d e a .  that TransAlta is committed to environment, health and 

safety and to corn pliance requirements. 

Questions that TransAlta should consider include: 

is any substantial work being done to move the company away fiom fossil fuel 

development towards an alternative energy development? 

is TransAlta addressing the diversification of future energy supplies? 

are new generation systems king developed? 

where is the company reinvesting its capital? and 

are appropriate resources (human, financial) available to advance corporate goals? 

68 TransA1t.a Corporation ( 1 996) TramAlta Corporation 1995 Progress Report: Sustainable Developrnent: 
fionony-Emironment-Society, p. inside cover. 



Addressing the above questions contributes to develophg a long term strategy supporting the 

company's cornmitment to sustainable development. 

6.5.3 lntegration of Sustainable Development into Corporate Strateay 

TramAlta has expressed its commitment to sustainable development numerous tirnes within 

the context of corporate sustainable development literature. A consistent cornmitment to 

sustainable development outside of the context of this literature (including environmental 

literature) is less evident. TramAlta's commitment to sustainable development should be 

strategically integrated because this concept affects al1 parts of the company. Whether or not 

this commitment is consistently integrated is not clear. The examples descnbed are 

TramAlta's prirnary strategy and its motto. These initiatives contribute to TransAlta's 

corporate m t e g y  but the cornmitment to sustainable development is not evident. 

The first example is found in the corporate strategy presented in a letter to the Shareholders 

from TransAlta's CE0 in the 1996 Annual Report. It appears that the commitment to 

sustainable development is not part of TransAlta Corporation's prirnary strategy. Mr. 

Snyder's focus for TransAlta5s strategy is on economic gain and growth: 

supporthg a planned but steady movement toward a less regulated Alberta 
market; 
pursuing oppornuiities within Canada for growth, particularly those that are 
consistent with our operational strengths and which add to our customer base; 
focusing short-tenn international growth in New Zealand and Australia; and 
maximizing our intemal growth potential in energy services and independent 
power projects.69 

TramAlta needs to advance its commitment to sustainable development in a manner that 

ensures the company maintains its profitability. TransAIta is limited by constraints in its 

69 TramAlta Corporation. ( 1997) Tr~mAlta Corporation 1996 Anmal Report: New Directions New 
Opportuttities, p. 3. 





Table 6-5. LLéU's Questions: Answers Based on TransAlta's Sustainable Developrnent Sbategy 7O 

COMPONENT 

QUESTION 

Rate of retum 

S hareholders 

3-1 2 months 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

TransAlta's 
viability 

- 

TECHNICAL CUSTOMER 
SERVICE (SOCIAL) 

Earth's carrying 
capacity to absorb 
waste 

Customers Customers and 
e rn ployees 

Low cost, safe, 
reliable, and 
efficient energy 
production 

AlBert3 
Advanhgg to 
support our life 
style and economy 

TransAlta's commitment to sustainable development shouid address issues such as 

diversifihg sources of energy generation. If TransAlta's overall goal is to be in business 

indef~tely, the time fiame for decision making wodd change significantly. This extended 

time h e  would affect severai of the above answers to the questions. For exarnple, if 

TramAlta's goal was to indefinitely generate? trammit, and distribute electricity, the 

company's focus on offsetting carbon dioxide would broaden to include other environmental 

impacts resulting fkom their operatiom. TramAlta would also be considenng other sources 

of energy, not just coal. 

Until mal is no 
longer the only 
economically 
viable source of 
energy 

[nterpreting TramAlta's commitment to sustainable development in this manner was initially developed with 
K. Kelly. 
71 The Alberta Advanfage is used by the provincial governent to describe the advantages of conducting 
business within the province of Alberta. These advantages hclude favourable tax systems, low cost of energy, 
and skilled workforce. 

For as long as 
customer wants 

lndefinitely 



Recommendations specific to TransAlta are provided in the following chapter. The 

recommendations identify areas where TramAlta can enhance its corporate cornmitment to 

sustainable development and areas where TransAita' s cornmitment is strong and should be 

maintained. 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A n  o u n c e  of p r e v e n t i o n  i s  w o r r h  a p o u n d  of c u r e .  

The purpose of this Master's Degree Project was to explore how the concept of sustainable 

development can be strategically in tep ted  in a corporate setting. This project focused 

specifically on advancing sustainable development in a corporate setting; research objectives 

included: 

to explore the concept of sustainable development; 

to better understand the business implications for an organization cornmitted to 

sustainable development; 

to present a corporate fkmework for advancing sustainable development; 

to compare the application of environmental management systems. "eco- 

eficiency'', and sustainable development in a corporate setting; 

to descnbe management concepts that can be used to integrate sustainable 

development into corporate saategy; and 

to provide recommendations to enhance an organization's ability to advance toward 

sustainable development. 

The research methods used to meet these objectives included a literature review, interviews, a 

case snidy, and analysis of information. Based on the findings of this research, conclusions 

and recommendations regarding corporate cornmitment to sustainable development have 

been developed. These conclusions and recornrnendations are presented beiow. 



Conclusions and R e c o r n r n d t i o n ~  

7.1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Many definitions of sustainable development exist. The most cornmonly referred-to 

de finition originates from the BrundtIund Report where the Wor Id Commission on 

Environment and Development defmed sustainable development as "development that meets 

the needs of the present without coinpromising the ability of future generations to meet their 

own needs". 1 Most definitions acknowledge that there are limits or checks on development. 

This limitation is based on two factors: the availability of resources and the earth's ability to 

balance adverse environmental impacts2 

As illu~sated in Figure 7-1 below, progressing toward sustainable development requires 

balancing the objectives of three areas: environment, economy, and society. Sustainable 

development occurs when al1 three areas overlap, area D in the figure. 

Where: 
A =, economic goals 
B 3 social goals 
C = environmental goals 
D -. sustainable development as a 

commonwealth of value 
E 3 community economics (as if 

people ma ttered)' 
F a conservation with equity 
G environment economy integration 

*Barbier calls this 'Marxist economics" 

Figure 7-1. Sustainable DevelopmenP 

' WCED, p. 43. 
WCED, 1 987; M. RedcliR 1 987; R Kumar et ai. ( 1  993) The Challenge ofSustainability. Centre for a 

Sustainable Future, Foundation for international Training: Don Mills, Ontario. 
Adapted from B. Sadler, "Sustainable Development, NoRhem Realities and the Design and Implementation of 

Conservation Strategies" in E. Smiih (ed.) (1990) Sustainable Developrnent Through Northern Comwvation 
Snriegies, The University of Calgary Press: Calgay, p. xii. and P. Jacobs and B. Sadler ( 1  990) Sustainable 
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Decisiow must no longer be made based on short term economic considerations. 

Environmental and societal costs and values need to be intemalized and included in the 

decision-making process. Al1 areas of society need to commit to sustainable development- 

Sustainability cannot be advanced in isolation because basic assurnptions need to change. To 

accomplish this, society's beliefs need to reflect that the naturai world is not separate fiom 

the human world and that the human world is not superior to the natural world. Both worlds 

rely on the same resources and the same life support forces. 

Conserving the environment is a necessity because the environment provides the natural 

capital upon which al1 goods and services depend. Business response to environmental 

concems range from being reactive, cornpliance-driven to proactive and innovative. 

Different levels of corporate environmental cornmitment are illustrated in Figure 7-2. 

REACTlVE 

fi 
Noncornpliance 

Compliance 

Compliance Plus 

Environmental Excellence 

I. Leading Edge 

lach long terni vision of its business future; litüe attention given to 
environmental issues 

addresses only environmental issues identified in legislation; focuses 
on isolated single issues; usually does not anticipate new 
environmental requirements 

integrates environmental management systems into the business 
framework; goes beyond wrrent regulatory requirements 

emphasizes core corporate and managenal vatues focused on 
achievement of quality 

exhibits managerially led, voluntary organizational and managenal 
reform; consults with stakeholders 

Figure 7-2. Business Cornmitment to Environmental Issues: Corporate Categories' 

Development and Environmental Assessment: Perspectives on PIanning for a Common Future. background 
paper prepared for the Canadian Environmental Assessment Research Council (CEARC), CEARC: Hull, p. 9. 

Adapted fiom N. Roome, 1992, pp. 18-22, Infornation from the chart in A. Trisoglio and K. ten Kate ( 1  993) 
"Envuonment's Süategic Nature Managing", Ecodecision, June, p. 15 was also included. 



C4nciusons and Recommendations 

The corporation's environmental commitment affects its ability to anticipate and adapt to 

changing expectations and requirements. Different degrees of environmental cornmitment 

usually reflect different corporate strategies implernented to address environmental concerns. 

Higher revenues can be generated by minimizing operating costs and adverse environmental 

impact based on the following practices: planning to identify needs, outcomes, and possible 

concerns before initiating activity; emphasizing design pre-emption; reusing and reducing 

waste matenals; reducing risk; and identifying opportunities to improve corporate practices. 

These practices also contribute to advancing sustainable development in a corporate setting. 

Although absolute sustainability is not possible, corporations need to consider long term 

implications of their practices. Cornmitment to sustainable development needs to be part of 

the corporate strategy. Corporate comrnitment to sustainable development typically requires 

significant change within a company. The cornplexity encornpassed within the concept of 

sustainable development needs to be understood and presented in the corporate strategy. The 

strategy needs to be feasible, practicai, and profitable while guiding the actions of the 

company. The strategy needs to establish and clarifi corporate commitment to sustainable 

development. It also needs to evolve to reflect new knowledge, expectations, and intluences. 

Cornmitment to sustainable development needs to corne fiom the board of directon, 

corporate leaders, and senior management because sustainable development influences d l  

aspects of business. Leadership needs to develop and support corporate cultures that 

encourage values endorsing sustainable development. Different priorities and circumstances 

will influence and affect a company's interpretation of sustainable development. This in tum 

will affect corporate actions implemented to advance sustainable development. Without 
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relating sustainable development to the core mandate of the company, leaders may find it 

difficult to establish a consistent and profitable corporate focus advancing sustainability. 

Creating a vision and holistic perspective supportive of corporate sustainability enables a 

company to reorient itself to optimize the three global goals of sustainable development 

(societal, environmental, and economic well-being). Reinforcing a holistic approach that 

emphasizes our connection to and reliance on the n a t d  world needs to be integrated into 

business strategy. Companies need to balance environmental and socio-economic goals in a 

profitable marner. Linking the concepts of sustainable development with other business 

objectives will advance corporate cornmitment to sustainable development. 

Expanding the scope of initiatives such as environmental management, eco-efficiency, and 

environmental management systems provide a practical way for corporations to adapt their 

behaviour to support selected principles of sustainable development Although these 

initiatives have narrower scopes than sustainable development, they al1 promote an awareness 

of the interdependence arnong industrial processes, corporate economics, and environmental 

well-being. Over time, the scope of these initiatives can be expanded to include the broader 

goals of sustainable development . 

Corporate traits associated with total quality management and the learning organization can 

be used to create a corporate culture capable of addressing the challenge of sustainable 

development These traits include continuous leaming, continuous improvement, innovation, 

systems thinking, and employee participation. Linking principles of sustainable development 

with other corporate objectives can strengthen the integration of sustainable development into 

the corporate strategy. 

Advancinq Su~.triinsùie Devdopmem in a Corporatt Stttinq 
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Because our knowiedge of ecosystems is incornpiete, sustainable development is a target 

without a defined route. Strategies advancing sustainable development need to be regdarly 

assessed, monitored, and modified to ensure its applicability and appropriateness. The 

j o m e y  toward sustainable development consists of trial and error and tnal again. 

7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommendations based on the information gathered and analyzed have been separated into 

two categorïes: general recommendations and recommendations specific to the case study. 

Numbering the recommendations is for reference purposes only, not for pnority or ranking. 

7.2.1 General 

General recommendations regarding corporate commitment to sustainable development are 

presented below. 

Recommendation #1: Companies should integrate the principles of sustainable 

development into their corporate strategy. 

Companies should commit to develop in such a manner that addresses environmental, 

social, and economic concem. This commitment would encourage sustainable 

economic growth that is based on a sustainable resource base and social fkamework. 

Companies should plan as though to be in business indef~tely. In this case, 

companies would ensure environmental, social, and economic objectives are integrated. 

If a Company chose not to address environmental or social concems in a timely manner. 

its cost of doing business may increase to the point where it could no longer conduct 

business. Addressing potential areas of concem makes good business sense. 
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Reeommendation #2: Business leaders should have an undentandkg of the key principles 

of sustainable development. 

Sustainable developrnent encompasses complex ideas. Unfocused corporate 

commitment to sustainable development may be seen incorrectly as a marketing 

gimmick rather than as a reflection of signifiant changes in how a company operates. 

Typically, companies need to undergo vast transformations to develop corporate 

strategies that broaden the focus fiom traditional short term fuiancial prosper i~  to 

include short and long term environmental and social prospenty. The complexity 

encompassed within the concept of sustainable development needs to be understood 

and clearly presented in the corporate mategy. Unfocused or inconsistent commitrnent 

may fnistrate and discourage employees fiom adhering to pnnciples supporting 

sustainable development . 

Recommendation #3: Business leaders committed to advancing sustainable development 

should develop a well-defmed corporate vision that supports their commitrnent. 

Developing a coiporate vision that integrates the concept of sustainable development 

with the mandate of the company is a key element necessary to advance corporate 

commitrnent to sustainable development. The vision needs to be well-defined and 

periodically reviewed because it will be used a the foundation to guide business 

operatiom. A corporate vision that includes sustainable development c m  help establish 

an environmental and social ethic as part of the corporate culture. 

Recommendation #4: The distinction between corporate commitment to environmental 

cornpliance or environmental excellence and to sustainable development should be 

emphasized. 



Corporate cornmitment to sustainable development usually implies reevaluating the 

entire process not just implementing temporary improvements to enhance short t e m  

economic and environmental gains. Fundamental transformations in how companies 

operate need to occur otherwise the environmental concems will simple resurface in the 

future. Adverse impacts should be reduced in the short tenn and minirnized or avoided 

over the long term. 

Recommendation #5: A company should formally cornmunicate its interpretation of 

sustainable development and how it affects its business. 

Interested parties are able to review a company's interpretation of sustainable 

development to açsess the company's approach. Is the company senously committed to 

understanding and advancing the principles of sunainable development or is it simply 

using the phase sustainable development as little more than a marketing buzzword? 

Sharing a company ' s interpretation of sustainable development with extemal 

stakeholden can affect their view of the company. This in tum may encourage 

necessary changes to occur in other areas of society to advance sustainable business 

practices and a more sustainable society. 

Recommendation #6: Pragmatic case studies should be developed that illustrate the costs 

and benefits resulting fiom corporate cornmitment to sustainable development. 

Companies considering and addressing the long-term implications of their business 

practices at al1 times are probably companies that are supporting the principles of 

sustainable development. Researchers should develop w e  studies of these types of 

companies. 
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7.2.2 Case Studv 

The following recommendations are based on the fmdings of the case study. The 

recommendations are specific to TransAlta Corporation but they may be applicable to other 

organizations. The recommendations identie areas where TransAlta can enhance its 

corporate commitment to sustainable development and areas where TransAlta's commitment 

is strong and should be maintained. 

Recommendation #1: TramAlta should apply what it has learned in developing its 

cornmitment to "environmen& health, and safety" and to eco-effîciency, and in implementing 

its environment, health and safety management system to address the broader goals of 

sustainable development where appropriate. 

Strategies to advance sustainable development will evolve over time as expectations 

and knowledge change. TramAlta's cornmitment to environrnent, health, and safety: to 

eco-efficiency; and to rneet cornpliance requirements have promoted an awareness of 

the interdependency among corporate economics, industrial processes, and 

environmental health. The scope of these initiatives can be expanded to include the 

broader needs of sustainable development. 

Committing to sustainable development goes beyond cornmitting to environmental 

stewardship to emphasize pre-empting adverse impacts. Moving from reactive to 

proactive responses when addressing environmental and social concems will encourage 

innovation and continuous improvement within the company. These corporate traits 

contribute to reorienting the company to support the pinciples of sustainable 

development. The j ourney toward sustainable development requires continuous 

improvement through incremental steps. 
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Presently, the global social goals of sustainable development may be beyond the scope 

of the Alberta operations of TramAlta. These goals are usuaily broader than that of one 

Company and their benefits occur over a longer time frame. TramAlta's commitment to 

sustainable development should meet the expectations of its customers, shareholders, 

employees, regulatoe and other stakeholders. 

Recommendation #2: TramAlta should define what sustainable development means in 

te= of its own development. 

TransAlta should provide a specific context of sustainable development. TransAlta 

may find it challenging to address the global social components of sustainable 

development and should therefore identiQ its commitment. TransAlta has cornmitted 

to eco-efficiency and should explicitly distinguish between eco-eficiency and 

sustainable development. 

Provïding this information allows for third party review of TransAlta's strategy and its 

operations. People can refer to sustainable development indicators provided in the 

199.5 Sustuinable Development Progress Reporr to develop a sense of what sustainable 

development means in terms of TransAlta's development. However, this may give an 

improperly balanced view. For example, not easily quantified indicators may be 

excluded fiom the report but they may play a significant role in TransAlta's 

comrnitment to sustainable development. 

Recommendation #3: TransAlta should integrate its commitment to sustainable 

development into its corporate strategy presented in its Annual Report. 

Integrating its commitment to sustainable development with the corporate strategy 

would demonstrate that short term cornpetitive advantage and long term sustainability 

are compatible. 
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Recommendation #4: TransAlta should explain what sustainable development means in 

relation to its core business services. 

Explaining and relathg the concept of sustainable development to TransAlta0s core 

services would reinforce TransAlta9s cornmitment to operate within the context of 

sustainable development. Even though TransAlta is unlikely to decrease its use of coal 

as a source of energy in Alberta in the near future, it should nevertheless make a 

stronger explicit cornmitment to investigate renewable energy sources or new 

generation systems as an integral part of its sustainable development strategy. 

Recommendation #5: TransAlta should allow for professional development and ''thinking 

tirne" for those people involved in strategicdly integrating sustainable development. 

Typically, benefits associated with cornmitting to sustainable development occur over 

the long-term. Results £iom time and resources spent developing and advancing 

corporate commitment may not be quantifiable or they may occur gradually so as not to 

be noticeable. The concept of sustainable development is al1 encompassing. 

Existing corporate practices do not always support the goals and principles of 

sustainable development. This incompatibility means that new ways of doing business 

typically need to be developed. Developing a new mindset takes time and trial and 

error. Employees and management may not have the luxury to think in a manner that 

supports sustainable developrnent but may instead try to use old methods that do not 

encourage the kind of changes needed in companies that are tmly committed to 

sustainable development. 

To ensure the effectiveness of TransAltaYs strategy, it should be monitored, assessed, 

and modified on a regular basis. ReMew of the overall direction of this strategy should 

also occur to determine that the direction is dl1 appropnate. 
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Recommendation #6: TransAlta should establish a connection between its recently revised 

mono and its commitment to operate within the context of sustainable development. 

TransAlta7s new motto Lbboundless energy" appears to contradict the implications 

associated with the concept of sustainable developrnent (e.g., limits to growth based on 

the availability of the resource and the earth's ability to balance adverse environmental 

impacts). TransAlta7s old motto, "building a sustainable friture", was consistent with 

the company's vision of becoming a sustainable energy enterprise. The purpose of 

TransAIta7s new mono may reflect the changing business environment of Alberta 

utility companies. "Boundless energy" wiil be needed to access new markets and 

oppomuiities resulting fiom deregdation. 

Establishing a connection between corporate cornmitment to sustainable development 

and its motto may help promote a consistent message both intemally and externally. 

Recommendatioo #7: TransAlta should continue its interna1 training and education and 

management-led programs to cornrnunicate ciear definitions and goals for sustainable 

development. 

TransAlta should continue to expand its training and education programs to clearly 

communicate definitions and goals specific to the company. Providing a specific 

context for sustainable development will assist employees in applying the pnnciples of 

sustainable development. This context would also provide a b e w o r k  for evaluation. 

Recommendation #8: TramAlta should continue to communicate externally and intemally 

its success stories highlighting initiatives supporthg sustainable development. 

These success stories contribute to creatïng and enhancing a sustainable mindset 

throughout the company. If employees see how their actions at the operations level are 



contributkg, they are probably less likely to abandon or forget about the company's 

corporate cornmitment to sustainable development. 

Recommendation #9: TransAlta should evaluate both of its environmental policies to 

determine each one's strengths and weaknesses. 

TransAlta should identiS what worked and what didn't work with each of its 

environmental policies. These findings c m  then be used and incorporated when it 

cornes time to revise the existing policy. 

Recommendation #IO: TramAlta should include its vision statement in its progress report 

on sustainable development. 

Trans Alta's 1 99.5 Progress Report on Sustainable Deve lopment did not contain a 

corporate vision or mission statement. This statement should be included in progress 

reports on sustainable development to comrnunicate leadership's position to extemal 

and intemal audiences. 

Recommendation #Il:  TransAlta should continue participating in various organizations 

committed to promoting corporate sustainable development. 

TransAlta's involvement with the World Business CounciI for Sustainable 

Development, various govemment-led round tables, and the International Institute for 

Sustainable Development offers an opportunity to discuss concems and ideas with 

others interested in progressing toward sustainable development. TransAlta should 

continue its involvement with these types of initiatives as long as the discussions 

remain productive. TransAlta may want to broaden its involvernent to include 

individuals who challenge TransAlta's beliefs and actions. This provides an 

opportmity to initiate productive dialogue that goes beyond issues already discussed. 



Recommendation #12: TransAlta should continue holding its citizens' panel discussions to 

develop a decision fhmework that addresses stakeholder concems and values of 

envkoomental and social impacts. 

Through partneship initiatives such as a citizens' panel, TransAlta is able to identifi 

and address stakeholder concerns relating to TramAlta's operations. The company can 

use this opportunîty to explain possible constraints or obstacles that limit what 

TransAlta is able to do. TransAlta will be able to anticipate and address community 

expectations before these expctations evolve into costly issues. 

TransAlta's commitment to sustainable developrnent needs to be accomplished within the 

parameters of what people are willing to pay for this company to become sustainable. 
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FACTOR Low (1) TO HIGH (IO) 

IMPORTANCE 

Moral mmmitment to 
environmental stewardship 

Romote good relations with the 
residents of local communities 

Due diligence protection for 
senior management and board 

Create sharehokier value 

Promote industry-wide self- 
regulationi affect future 
legislation 

Address consumer demands 

Address media and 
environmental activist pressures 

Prepare company for ISO 14001 
certification 

Reduœ bank ban rates 

Reduœ insurance premiums 

Comply with tegal regutations 8.8 Companies must meet legal cornpliance standards in order to operate. 
Relative to sustainabte deveiopment, environmental cornpliance 
addresses the environmental subçomponent of environment, economy 
and society. 
Leading-edge corporations becorne leaders by k i n g  sensitive to the 
world around them. Although often understated, rnany corporations are 
more philanthmpic than often portrayed in the electronic and print media. 
The cost of poor public relations with residents of 1- communities can 
be substantial if it results in resistanœ to start-up projects, expansions or 
ongoing developments (as per mining, forestry, petroleum, utilities and 
manufactun'ng operations). 
During 1990-1 995 a record number of Canadian corporate executives 
were convideci of environmental offenses (2.5 executivedyear). Total 
annual environmental fines in excess of $1 million are not uncommon in 
the resource secbr. 
Through various circuitous pathways, ail of the factors Iisted in this table 
address the issue of creating value for shareholders. lncreasingly ço, 
shareholders themselves are realizing that stewardship practices 
produœ a positive [retum on investment]. 
Some regulatory procedures can cost industry large sums of money 
while providing Iirnited environrnenbl advantage. Regulatory programs 
designed by industry may be more cost-effective and provide greater 
environmentai benefit 
Customers are increasingly conœmed vis-&vis the ham that corporate 
practices rnight convey to the environment 1SO and the International 
Chamber of Commerce have developed objective criteria to assess 
environmental product daims. 
Large organizations such as Amencan Rives, Greenpeace, Friends of 
the Earth, Nature Conservancy of Canada and the Sierra Club cm affect 
public perceptions of corporate operations, whidi c m  be costly to 
industry. 
Many resource-based and manufaduring companies currently have an 
Environmental Management System in place, and they will seek ISO 
14001 certification as a 'matter of fact" within the larger context of 
pursuing sustainable development 
Most major banks employ senior environmental managers to assess the 
cumulative environmental risk associated with the lending of money for 
mortgage holdings, land acquisitions, etc. lnterest rates are adjusted to 
reflect nsk. 
Within the next 510 years, the Iinkage between sustainable 
developrnent, lowered risk, and cornpensatory reductions in corporate 
insurance premiums will be rnuch better understood than is wrrently the 
case (i.e., over time, this factor will rise on the scale of importance). 

Ranking of corporate responses to the question, "Why does, or will, your company practise 
sustainable development?" Of 90 companies surveyed, 72 responded. 

As reported in B. Fehate  (1997) "Making Sustainable Development a Corporate Reality", C M  Magazine. Vol. 
7 1, No. 2, p. 10. 



The followùig principles were developed as a set to assess progress towards sustainable 

development. 

1. Guiding Vieion and Goals 

Assessment of progress taward sustainable developrnern ihould: 
be guided by a clear vision of sutitainable development and goals tha t  d d n e  thas; vision 

2. Holistic Perspective 

Assessment of progress toward ciustainable development should: 
inciude review of the whole systtm as well as  it5 p a W  
consider the well-being of social. ecological. and economic sub-sy5t;ems. their sf;ate a5 well as the 
direction and rate of change of that stat;e, of their component parts, and the interaction bctwcen 

Pa'- 
consider both po5itive and ncgative consequence~ of human activity, in a way that rcfieaz the  mit5 

and bendits for human and ecological iysterne. in rnonetary and non-monctary term5 

3. Essential Elements 

A55essrnent of progress toward sustainable development should: 
consider equity and diiparity Mthin the current population and bctween preient and future 
generationi, dealing with cruch concerno a i  rewurce u%. over-conciumption and povcrty. human 
rightz, and access to services, a5 appropriate 
wnsider the ecological conditions on which life depends 
consider economic development and other, non-ma& activitiec, tha t  contribute to human / wcial 
well-being 

As=ssment of progress m a r d  sustainable developrncnt should: 
adopt a time horizon long enough to capture both human and eco5pem time acales t h u i  responding 
to need5 of h r e  generations as well as those current to short term decision-making 
ddine the ipace of study large enough to include not only local but a l io  long di-nce impacti on 
people and eco5ystemi 
build on historic and current conditions to anticipate future condition5 - where we want to go, wherc 
we couid go 

This set of guidelines was developed during a meeting of measurement and indicators experts in Bellagio, 
Italy. IISD (JanJFeb. 1997) "Editorial", Developing Ideas, Issue 7, pp. 1 ,  8-9. 



5. fractical Focus 

Assessrnent of progresa m a r d  sustainable developmem should be based on: 
an explicit 5 t t  Of catcgories or an organiring framework t h a t  links viaion and goals to indicatom and 
assesiment criteria 
a lirnitcd nurnber of key i~aue5 for analysis 
a limited nurnber of indicatorcl or indicafdr combinations tu provide a clearer signal of progreii 
standardizing meaaurement wherever possible to permit cornparison 
comparing indicator values ta targcts, rderence values, ranges. Uiresholds. or direction of trends. as 
appropriate 

Assesment of progress toward sustainable development should: 
make the methodi and data that  are used accessible to al1 
make explicit judgrnents, assumpons. and uncertainties in data and iWrpret;ations 

7. Effective Communication 

Assessrnent of progres w a r d  sustainable development ahould: 
be dedgned tu address the needs of the audience and set of user5 
draw frorn indicam- and other mol5 that: are stimulating and serve to engage decision-makere 
airn, from the o u t ~ e t ,  for simplicity in 5nicture and use of clcar and plain language 

8. Broad Participation 

Asseisment of progrecla toward sustainable developmcm should: 
o h i n  broad represcntation of key grass - rW,  profesional, Technical and social group, induding 
youth, women, and indigenouci people - to ensure recognition of diveme and changing value5 
ensure the participation of decision-make~ to 5ecure a firm link to a d o p d  policies and resulting 
action 

Assesoment of progrees toward sustainable development should: 
develop a capacity for repeatcd meaeurement to determine trends 
be itcrative, adapve. and responsive td change and uncertairrty becauet 5ystems are corn plex and 
change frequently 
adjust goals, frarneworlcs. and indicatom as ncw insights are gaincd 

0 p r o m m  developmerrt of collective learning and feedback to deci5ion-making 

10. In5titutional Capacity 

Corrtinuity of asseising progresc, toward iustainable development ehould be assured b y  
dearly aasigning responsibility and providing ongoing support in the decision-making procees 
prm'ding in5tiwanaf capacity for data collection, maintenance, and documentation 
suppoizing development of local assessrnent capacity. 
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Director since 1 9 78 (1.3) 

Geratd J. Maier, F.C.A.E. 
Chairman, 
TramCanada PipeLines Limited 
Director since 1 983 ( 3 9  

Ross F. Phiiips, F.C.A. 
Corporate Consuhant 
Former Chairman & CE0 
Home Oil Company Limited 
Director since 1975 (185) 

Walter Saponja 
President & CO0 
TronAlta Utilities Corpora~ion 
Director since 1996 

Stephen G. Snyder 
President & CEû 
TramAlta Corporation 
Director since 1 996 

Ralph A. Thrall Jr. 
President, Mclntyre Ranching Co. Ltd 
Director since 1981 (1.2) 



TramAlta Corporation Officers 

Stephen G. Snyder 
President & Chief Executive ODcer 

Michael A. Pavey 
Senior Vice-President 
& Chief Financiai Oflcer 

Terence Dalgleish, Q.C. 
Senior Vice-President, Law 

James Leslie 
Senior Vice-President, 
Sustainable Development 

Bnan P. Clewes 
Vice- President, Human Reso urces 

Dawn L. Farrell 
Vice-President, 
Business Development 

Gary C. Moore 
Vice-President, 
Information Services 

Linda K. Thomas 
Vice-President, Communications 

Robert C.P. Westbury 
Vice-President, Government A ffairs 

William A. Veres 
Treasurer 

Donald W. Boone 
Corporate Secretary 

TransAlta Utilities Officers 

Walter Saponja 
President & Chief Operating qfficer 

Michael A. Pavey 
Chie f Financial W c e r  

J. ian Bootle 
Vice- President. Finance 

Wolfgang Janke 
Vice-President. Custorner Services 

Murray A. Nelson 
Vice-President, 
retail Energy Marketing 

John A. Tapics 
Vice-President, Generafion 

M. Ross Wafdo 
Vice-President, Regulatory A ffairs 

Carolyn Dahl Rees 
General Counsel 

Willian A. Veres 
Treasurer 

Donald W. Boone 
Corporate Secretas. 

Kenneth J. Wetherell 
Assistant Corporate Secretary 

Kenneth J. Wetherell 
Assistant Corporute Secretmy 



TransAita Enerw Officers 

Aian C. Moon 
President & Chief ûperating Oflcer 

Michael A. Pavey 
Chief Financial Oficer 

Gary R Holden 
Vice-President, 
New Zealand & A ustralia 

G. Duane Lyons 
Vice-President, Development 

S. James Simmons 
Vice-President, Engineering & Operatiom 

Toby J. Austin 
General Counsel 

Donald W. Boone 
Corporate Secretary 

Kenneth J. Wethereii 
Assistant Corporate Secretary 

Amointments and Retirements 

In May 1996, Richard F. Haskayne was 
appointed Chair of TransAlta's Board of 
Directors. 

Effective September 3, 1996, Stephen G. 
Snyder was appointed to the position of 
President and Chief Executive Oficer of 
TransAlta Corporation. He was appointed 
to TransAIta's Board of Directors in 
August 1996. He was formeriy President 
and Chief Executive Oficer of Noma 
Industries Limited and Chairman and 
Cbief Executive Officer of GE Canada Inc. 

In August 1996, Walter Saponja was 
appointed to TransAlta's Board of 
Directors. 

In 1996, Ross Wddo was appointed Vice- 
President, Regulatory AfFairs, TramAlta 
Utilities. 

In late 1996, Jirn Lesiie, Senior Vice- 
President, Sustainable Development, 
TransAlta Corporation announced his 
retirement effective June 1, 1997, afier a 
35-year association with the corporation. 
We thank Jim for his cornmitment and 
leadership. 

Board of Directors' Cornmittees 

(2) Member of Audit Committee 
(2) Member of Environmental and Risk 

Management Committee 
(3) Member of Human Resources 

Cornmittee 
(4) Member of Nomuiating and Corporate 

Governance Committee 
(5) Member of Pension Investment 

Committee 

From: TransAlta Corporation ( 1997) TransAlta 
Corporation 1996 Annual Report: New Directions iVew 
Opportunifies. p. 44. 



Presented below is a selection of information from TransAlta Corporation's Ten-Year 
Financial ~ummary . ' 

Electric energy sales (milions of kilowatt-hours) 

TransAlta Utifities - residential and commercial 4,061 3,810 

- industrial 16,228 15,618 

- wtiolesale contracts 6,243 7,773 

- farms 1,312 1,179 

TransAlta Energy - independent power 4,666 3,561 

32,510 31,941 
- - 

Geneating capabilities (nominal net megawaffs) 

TransAlta Utilities - hydm 800 800 

- thermal 3,676 3,676 

TransAlta Energy - independent power 815 485 

Sources of primary energy (millions of kilowaft-hours) 

TransAlta U tilities - hydro 1,754 1,786 

- thermal 27,844 28,026 

- net purchases and exchanges 3,091 680 

TransAlta Energy - independent power 4,666 3,561 

37,355 34,053 

' TransAlta Corporation (1997) TramAlta Corporation 1996 Annuaf Report: New Direcrions New 
Opportunities, p. 42 



1 .  Inland Cernent Contract for Ash 

2. Southwind Area Business Unit 

3. TransAita Application for Emerald Award 

The following pages are reproduced public documents provided by TransAlta. 



S i  January 4,1995, TransAIta Utilities' ageement with Mand Canent ~ustraties how one industry's waste 
can be anotfier's raw materiai, produring financial and enwormiental gains for both. 

BOTTOM ASH AT WABAMUN 
The proces of burning mai ta generate ekbicity produces two khds of ash - sand-lik bottom ash and fly ash, 
a fine powder-like substance. TransAlta Utilities' the& power plants yield between 2 million to 
3 ~ o n ~ o f a s h p e r y e a t  

tmi.bsett~e;dtinginmmcrra~~ashpaitidesflowinginto~alre~abammand.lssk~~~city.~he 
presence of the ash p a .  has a part m maeased phosphate concentratims m the laite, Ieaàing to same 
vioiations of T d t a ' s  ücaw limits for ash iagooai effluent 

h 

TransAlta identified this situation as an environmentai issue and began to seek a sustainable solution. 
The a n n p y  decideci against a t d i ü œ d  "solutirmi" - of se- higher duen t  ücave bi ts  or expanding 
the lagoans b increaçe th& retention time. Instead, TransAlta began ta Iook for a C O S f ~ v e  way of d u c h g  
the apnoinit of bottom ash going into the lagooirs. 

TURNING WASTE ~NTO OPPORTUN~~Y 

Abpproduct of ïiansAlta's thermal piant aperatùm, botbm ash can be 
subçtitutedforciaymthem~ufaduringofcementPropertiessudias 
low aitirlinity and similar dzemical ampifion to &y make Wabamun's 
ashevenmore attractive. 

After taiking with ' hmdta ,  hiand soon realized the Wabamini plant's 
ample supply of iow sodium bottom ash and its p- to Inland 
Cenrait's Edrriolitrn plant cuuld result in a large and affordable supply of 
ash as a substihite for clay Pi cernent manufaçhning. 



Ti- Corporation 

as part of a due diligence p m e ~  to 

health and saktg- - 



TransAlta application for EmeraId Award 

1. Working title 

Wood pole management 

2-4. Project summary 

Since late 1994, TransAlta Utilities has developed a more eco-efficient approach to 
managing the more than I million wood poles in its transmission and distribution 
systems. These wood poles represent a corporate asset worth $1.6 billion and have 
important impacts on the environment throughout their life cycle. TransiAlta's new 
approach to wood pole management is designed to encourage more sustainable 
business practices throughout thia life cycle. In 1996, the program allowed 
TransAlta to achieve cost savings of more than $2 million whiie m g  the 
company's impact on the environment. 

5. Detailed project description 

A product life cycle of TransAlta's wood poles includes four phases: logging, 
manufacturing and supply, TramAlta operations and maintenance, and pole 
retirement. This Me cycle is dected by education and research. At every phase of 
this life cycle, TransAlta has initiated new practices, with important results. 

Wood poles are typically produced fkom premium quahty cedar or lodgepole pine. 
Since TransAlta typically orders 20,000 wood poles annually fiom three wood pole 
suppliers in British Columbia, it has a significant impact on the forest environment. 
TransAlta is minimizhg this impact through education on quality assurancefquality 
control and a more flexible approach to wood pole design. 

In 1995, the company worked with suppliers to implernent quality assurance/quality 
control methods for wood poles. These methods assist companies in more effectively 
meeting Canadian Standards Association (CSA) standards governing structural 
integrity, safety and pole longe*. Suppliers can avoid defective trees early in the 
loggùig phase rather than at the end of the manufacturing phase, thereby saving 
dollars spent on manufacturing and handling. In 1996, through th* quality 
assurance approach, T r a n d t a ' s  wood pole suppliers achieved on average a 50 per 
cent improvement in the amount of trees rejected after treatment. This allowed 
suppliers cost savings while mhbizbg hazardous waste. 

In 1996, the company conducted a soft audit of two of its wood pole suppliers to 
leam more about forestry harvest practices and TransAlta's impact on these 
practices. As a result of these audits, TransAlta leamed that, due to traditional 
design requirements for poles, it has focused on scarcer, more expensive wood pole 
stock. The company is now educating its design staff on opportunities to order wood 



stock which is less expensive, more readily avdable and doea not compromise 
standards for pole strength and safety. 

The company is also h a l i P n g  contractual arrangements with an Alberta supplier of 
wood poles. In addition to diversifying its supply, this addition will have important 
sustainable development benefits by reducing transportation (and associated 
emissions) and contributing to the local economy. 

Manufacturing and supply 

As part of the manufacturing process, wood pole suppliers traditiondy treat poles 
with preservatives such as Pentachloraphenyl (Penta) and Chromated Copper 
Arsenate (CCA). 

As part of its risk assessment process, TransAlta has identified Penta and CCA as 
posing potentid environmental and regdatory risks to the Company over the long 
term. To i d e n e  more environmentdy benign alternatives, the company and US 
Borax initiated a five-year pilot project to study the use of boron, a naturally 
occill.ring pesticide, for wood treatment. 

The company also uses a Me cycle value assessment tool to accurately match 
preservatives to the appropriate wood species. 

Operations and maintenance 

A key consideration of pole strength is the amount of heart rot. Prior to 1995, 
TransAlta identified, removed and lanrifilled poles containhg heart rot. This was 
consistent with other utilities' practices. 

In 1995, the company changed its guidelines and standards for managing heart rot 
as a resdt of its studies and other scientSc information. The guidelines and 
standards were applied to a pilot project involving inspection of 1,500 poles, which 
were scheduled for removal and landfdl disposal or retreatment. Through the 
revised guidelines and standards, about 40 per cent of the poles were saved - a cost 
saving of approximately $500,000. Recycling and refurbishing of poles contributed to 
an additional cost saving of $100,000. When combined with other initiatives, this 
approach to wood pole management achieved net savings of $1.6 million in 1995. 

This approach has been adopted as a corporate practice throughout TransAlta's 
Alberta service area. In 1996, the company began to use an environmentdy 
fnendly boron rod as part of treatment for wood rot. In 1997, the company plans to 
increase the number of trees saved by using steel stubs to strengthen poles with 
ground-level rot. 

Through wood pole management, the company expects to extend the service life of 
poles fiom the current average of 35 years to a time equal to that required to grow 
replacement poles (i.e., 80 to more than 100 years). 



TranaAlta continues to collect data on wood poles which will help to further r e h e  
standards and guidelines to achieve new efficiencies. Through its automated 
mapping and facilities management system, the company will develop in 1997 a 
field database management system to record and monitor maintenance data for 
each pole in its system (i-e., the age of the pole, intemal and extemal treatment, 
when last tested). 

Wood pole minagement : 1995 to 1996 

Starting in 1997, TransAlta expects to achieve a cost saving of more than $2.5 million per 
year through the wood pole management program. 

Item Rumbsr of poles Dollar mvings 

Pole retirement 

While TransAlta seeks ta maximhe the number of poles which can be maintained in 
the ground, it must stiU remove a certain amount of poles which have reached the 
end of their service life. 

- 

Prior to 1994, TransAlta treated retired wood poles as  a waste item to be disposed 
of. Some poles were sent to landnlls. In other cases, TramAlta sold or gave away 
poles without maintainhg records of the transaction and without seeking other uses 
for the wood. 

1996 - 

$4,000,000 

Starting in 1995, the company began to treat retired poles as an asset with value. 
The company set up a record-keeping system to track the sale and use of poles 
leaving TramAlta's system. Donations of poles to different community organizations 
were recorded in terms of their dollar value. TransAlta discontinued its practice of 
sending some poles to landnll. 

1995 

$1,600,000 

Other uses for poles were explored. The company partnered with a wood products 
manufacturer to test the viability of using wood pole chips as an input in the 
manufacture of asphalt shingles. While the test revealed that commercial 
application is not yet cost-effective, it dao demonstrated that treated wood chips 
could be used to create shingles and meet acceptable levels for air emissions and 
hazardous materials. 

Capital costs 
 et savings 

1996 - 

1 00,000 
3,800 

Poles tested 
Poles replaced 

Through these initiatives and other related efforts over 1995 to 1996, TransAlta 
found reuse for 6,000 wood poles, which would have been landnlled under 
traditional wood management practices. The sale of wood poles generated revenues 
of $20,000 over the same period. 

( S 200,000) 1 ( S  1,500,000) 
$1,400,000 1 $2*5008000 

1995 
80,000 
3,500 

Education 

Poles saved u00 2,900 



To stimulate further advances in wood pole management, TiransAlta is developing 
education forums and programs for employees. 

In early 1997, the company held its k s t  one-day conference for employees on wood 
management practices. The conference wae attended by more than 80 employees, 
ranging h m  Linernen to pole designers and area service managers. 

The company is also designing employee trnining courses on: 

how to assess reuse applications of poles. 
wood pole inspection. Currently, wood pole inspection in the electric utility 
industry is not certined. Through this course, TransAlta hopes to introduce 
practices which could be accepted as the industry standard. 

6. Tangible environmental benefits of results 

From 1995 to 1996, the wood pole management approach resulted in: 

a saving of more than 9,000 wood poles which would have been landnlled under 
traditional wood management practices ( t h  saving represents 1 m o n  trees 
saved, given that less than 1 per cent of trees harvested are of pole qua&). 
a 50 per cent reduction in the percentage of trees rejected by suppliers after 
treatment and handling. 
introduction of the use of more environmentally benign pesticides and 
preservatives (e.g., boron, CuNap). 
net savings to TransAlta of nearly $4 million. 

7. Intangible results 

From 1995 to 1996, the project resulted in: 

recognition of wood pole management as  one of TransAlta's leading examples of 
sustainable development in action. The project was included in the cornpany's 
1995 Sustainable Development Progress Report and was the subject of a weU- 
attended one-day conference for employees. 
the cornpany's emerging status as a business leader in wood pole management 
among North American utilities. This recognition could grow as the company 
introduces potential industry standards for wood pole inspection, as part of a 
new training program. 
greater safety to linemen climbing TramAlta wood poles. 
enhanced system reliability. 

Demonstration of effort or cornmitment 

Starting from a small pilot testing 1,500 poles in 1995, the wood pole management 
program is now used every year to evaluate 125,000 poles. The number of expert 
practitioners in wood pole management has grown fkom a wood pole steering group 
of six individuah in one department to more than 80 employees across the 



organization. In 1996, members of the wood pole steering group were awarded the 
TrmaAlta Employee Recognition Award for outstanding contributions to 
sustainable development . 

Wood pole management continues to be one of the strategic business goals for the 
Transmission and Distribution business unit within TramAlta Utilities. 

9: Innovation 

The wood pole management project has led to the following innovations, including: 

construction of two complete lines entirely with refurbished wood. 
the introduction of new specincations for recycled and refurbished wood in the 
utility industry. 
the use of new products, such as boron. 
the application of wood poles to other wood products. 
increased use of life cycle thinking as a business practice within TransAlta. 

10. Other meritorious considerations 

The project has provided an example of how life cycle management can be applied to 
a significant wood aaset to achieve important environmental and economic benefits. 
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